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amlnation for the position of carrier.
The route is expected to be in operation within the next few months.

WAS UNVEILED

,

Methcciists Declare Church Members
Should Not Attend Them.
Dallas. Texas. May 24. At today's
hpssion of the general conference of
the Methodist Episcopal church, south,
the following members of the new
book concern were selected to serve
four years: O. E. Brown. W. E. Dlb-rel- l.
John W. Ransom, J. B. Morgan,
Collins Denny, R. M. Millsap, Paul W.
Head. James Campbell, Jr., J. R. Hind-maand Sidney Bass.
The conference ratified the recommendation including circuses in the
list of worldly amusements which the
membership should not Indulge in.
The following are the annual snla-rie- s
as fixed by the committee on EpisBishops,
copacy and adopted:

Rochambeau.
Volcanic Ashes Are Reported
From Laredo.

GUILTY OF MURDER.
Five Men Indicted for One Crime in
Rio Arriba County and Two

Probably

175 Were

Killed

in Mine

Disaster.
THE BROOKLYN

HANDICAP.

bishops,

Des'.dcrio O. Sandoval, Manuel Martinez and a man named Lobato are Indicted for the same offense and will
probably also plead guilty. The four
men In 1897 murdered Sllverio Martinez and Pepilla Moya, who were maintaining Illicit relations, the murdered
man also aUo maintaining lllllclt rela
tions with another woman, wife of one
of the murderers.
One man was found guilty of whipping his wife. On Monday evening he
thrashed her, the next morning he was
Indicted by the grand jury and the
same afternoon he was found guilty.

$2,000;

widows, $1,010.

Washington, May 24. The president
of the United States today joined with
the official representatives of the
French republic in unveiling a statue
of Marshal De Rochambeau, a compatriot of Washington and commander-in-chie- f
of the French forces in America during the revolutionary war. It
was an event combining many demonstrations of international good will
with the French sailors from the battleship Gaulois mingling their cheers

Regarding the question of granting
a license to preachers the conference
adopted the majority report increasing the jurisdiction and discretion of
the district conference.
A resolution was adopted that

officers who had failed of

re-

election be allowed salaries until the
meeting of the annual conferences unless in the meantime they accept permanent employment at salaries. Ten
to the
with the American liue jackets, thousand dollars was subscribed
French flags entwining their folds with superannuated investment fund of
the stars and stripes, and with oratory $100,000.
and music expressive of
ONLY FOUR WITNESSES.
friendship. At the conclusion of
the invocation by Rev. Dr. Stafford.
President Roosevelt extended a gen- Testimony Against Eakin Is Said to Be
erous welcome to the French guests.
Strong.
As the president closed his remarks, O Special to
O
Citizen.
The
drew
the Countess De Rochambeau
East Las Vegas, N. M., May 24. O
aside the veils enveloping the figure 0
01
In the Eakin case four wit- O
and bringing into view the massive
nesses were examined up to 3 O
ironze proportions of the famous O
o'clock with nearly twenty more O
French commander, standing proudly O
to examine. The territory's tes- - O
erect with an arm outstretched direct- O
was strong against the ac- - 0
ing the fortunes of war on the field of 0 timonv
Probably the case will not O
A great cheer went up 0 cused.
Yorktown.
Monday.
0
before
end
0
alLke
and.
Americans
from Frenchmen
0
0
and at the same instant the Murine
0
band broke into the inspiring strains
of the Marsellalse. As the French national hymn died away. Ambassador
LUNACY IS CHARGED.
Camlmn escorted to the front of the
platform the youthful sculptor, M.
i la mar, who executed the statue.
Then the ambassador, speaking In Sad Case of a Young Woman Found
French, delivered a brief address. Following the French ambassador, Gen-ra- l
in El Paso.
Horace Porter, United States ambassador to France, spoke. The orator
of the day was Senator Lodge, of MasWAS AN INSANE NURSE.
sachusetts. As Mr. Lodge closed the
French band played the 'Star Spangled
Banner." The closing remarks of the
Ada Barker, the friendless girl
day were by General Brugere, of tho
whose reason became dethroned In
French army.
Bishop Satterlee brought the cere- this city several days ago, has been
monies to a close with the benediction placed in the county jail until she can
and the French and American forces be sent to the asylum or restored to
passed in review before the president. her friends, says the El Paso News.
The complaint against Miss Barker
This afternoon the French guests
visited the capltol and congressional charging insanity, was sworn out late
library. From 5 to 7 o'clock this
yesterday by the chief of police, for
they will be guests of Mr. and she had become violent and it was
Mrs. Leiter at a reception. At 9 o'clock thought best to restrain her in a room
thip evening a soiree at the French the windows of which are protected
embassy will bring to a close the fes- by iron bars, that she might not jump
out, as she attempted to do yesterday.
tivities In Washington.
The girl now occupies the large airy
VOLCANIC ASHES.
southwest room on the second floor
of the county jail. The room Is genAre Said to Be Falling at Laredo, erally used as a herding place for
Chinese prisoners, but as there are
Texas.
Corpus Christ!, Texas, May 24. Pas- now none of these In jail the room
sengers who arrived on last night's was vacant. It was cleaned thoroughtrain from Laredo, report that for ly and the girl was placed therein.
three days what many believe to be A rocking chair was provided for
volcanic ashes have been falling there. her, and she was found sitting near
a window this morning, her head rest
ing on a pillow at the chair back and
LOSS OF LIFE GREATER.
her eyes fixed on vacancy, beyond
bars.
It Is Now Estimated 175 Men Met the"I iron
am not feeling very well," she said
Instant Death.
Fernie, B. C. May 24. The loss of in a low tone, responding to a question.
she relapsed into a trance again.
life at the Coal Creek mines on Thurs- Then night
she complained of pains in
day was even greater than first re- Last
the
ported. Now It is estimated from 150 the back of her neck and head and was
to 175 men met ahnost instant death. attendants offered such relief as
The pipes which conduct air through at hand.
been treatthe mines, arc almost completely de- ingThe physicians who have
her still maintain that her mental
stroyed. It Is impossible to enter the
mines owing to the afterdamp, until condition resulted from contact with
Insane people In the asylum where
the air pipes are repaired.
Several Iodies were taken from No. the had been employed as nurse.
"Three nurses out of five become
3 mine. The mine is free from Are
and the ladles will be removed as fast the victims of mental disorder," said
"This
as the afterdamp is cleared. The town Dr. Anderson, this morning.
,
and heartrendiug results from contact wiht the insane
is
scenes meet the eye on every side. people and its attendant sympathy
The cause of the accident is unknown, and suggestion."
The doctors reject with contempt
but the opinion of many is it was the
result of a heavy shot from one of the the theory that the girl was drugged
for the purpose of robbery or violence
machines.
and that her mind was thu9 wrecked.
They say she is afflicted with a genuManager's Statement.
Seattle, Wash., May 24. A special ine case of insanity.
The county judge will probably pass
to the Times from T. C. Thompson,
commercial manager of the Crow's upon the insanity case within a few
days and as the girl wiU unquestionNest Coal company, at Fernie, says:
"We are unable at this moment to ably be pronounced demented, she will
give the cause of the accident Thurs- 83 soon as possinle be sent to the
day evening, resulting in a very heavy state mad house unless her relatives
loss of life. About 130 men were in come forward to claim her.
the mines at the time. Twenty were
BRYAN REALLY PLEASED.
saved, h aving the death list at 110. By
last night we had taken out thirty-si- by
bodies, and expect to have all out
Says the Cubans Really "Exhibited a
tomorrow."
Superior Patriotism."
Chattanooga. Tenn.. May 21. W. J.
Conditions Are Favorable.
this city today,
New York, May 24. Conditions are Bryan passed through
Lincoln,
Neb., from
en
home
route
to
greatest
of
one
the
today
for
favorable
Brooklyn handicaps ever run. The list Havana. Cuba, where he witnessed the
of the inauguration of the
of probable starters is large and of ex- ceiemonies
Cuban republic. He stated the natives
tra high class.
patriotism during
The Brooklyn handicap was won by exhibited a superior
s. He furthtr said be
Reina: Advance Guard, second; Pen- the
believed the United States will eventtecost, third. Time, 2: "7.
ually give the Filipinos a goveiuininf
of their own.
Mail Delivery in New Mexico.
L. A. Thompson, special agent of the
A. J. Loomis, the deputy internal
rostoffice department, spent last week
at Carlsbad, looking over the proposed revenue collector, who was at Las Verural mail route to be run south from gas attending court, returned to the
that cit y While there, he held an ex- city last night.
Franco-America- n
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The British Ambassador
Died Very Suddenly.
More Miners Have Decided
to Strike.

penitentiary.

$3,-60-

superannuated

EOTE

Sentenced.

At Tlerra Amarllla, In the district
court for Rio Arriba county, Juan
Gallegos and Desidcrlo Martinez pleaded guilty to the charge of murder and
were sentenced to seven years In the

n
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Count of the limited accommodations,
only a few friends of the participants
have been Invited and will attend. The
matches, therefore, to be more definite, are to be private. The hoys from
Belen telegraph that quite a crowd of
Belenites will visit the city with them.

AGAINST THE CIRCUS.

Statue ot Marshal De

2 4,
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CAMP WHITCOMD RESORT, NEAR ALDUQUERQUE.

A

FINE CONCERT.

FOR FLAG DAY.

The Most De'iehtful Musical Evenl

Orders

of This Season.

Have

Been Issued

by the

HOSPITAL NOTES.

Grand Army Officers.

Patients at the Santa Fe Pacific are

University

of California

Defeated

Princeton in the Track Meet.
SAVED BY RAIN.

Washington.

May 24.

Lord

Paunce-fot-

e,

the British ambassador, died this
morning at 5:S). Alout 2 o'clock he
suddenly developed a very weakened
heart condition and a consultation of
physicians was called. They were unable to rally him and he died peacefully, not having regained consciousness from the sleep he fell Into during
the night.
Right Hon. Lord Pauncefote, of Pres
ton, first ambassador to the United
States and dean of the diplomatic
corps in Washington, was born at
Munich, Bavaria, seventy-fou- r
years
ago and is an issue of one of the most
ancient British families. He was educated as a lawyer. His governmental
service began at Hong Kong as attor
ney general in 1S(j5, and after much
valuable colonial experience he came
to Washington in 1889, first as minister and afterwards as tue first ambassador. His service here has been one
unbroken record of successful diplo
macy. The Bering sea negotiations
were among his earliest works of Im
portance. The arbitration treaty nego
tiated with Secretary Olney was the
forerunner of the great work accom
plished at The Hague.
Then came a
number of reciprocity treaties. The
task which. Lord Pauncefote regarded
as the greatest accomplishment ot his
the framing of the- Hay- luy life, wastreaty
which was recently
Pauncefote

, Improving.
George Haynos, the hrakeman whoso
collariione was broken as well as sev'
t
eral ribs, Is up and around. Although
he is plastered up he is cheerful and
The most delightful musical event
The following order of Commander-in-Chie- f assists Dr. Saylln in his operations.
thus far given Ihis season was the conB. Sanlulc, division master mechanic
Torrance, In regard to flag
cert under the direction of Prof. Dl day has been received by Department with headquarters at Gallup, is in the
Mauro at Colombo hall la3t evening. Commander Edwards:
hospital suffering from rheumatism.
There was a large and appreciative
Miss Daisy Weaver, the trained
Special Order No. 1.
audience which generously bestowed
nurse who was received in a precariMinneapolis,
17,
May
1902.
Minn..
on Prof. Di Mauro great and deserved
1. Pursuant to a commendable cus ous condition and suffering from arpraise for his efforts. He had made torn
rheumatism complicated with
established in many states of the ticular
up his program with great care and
heart trouble, is sitting up. She will
Union
request
and
the
of
at
Comrade
his own skill as a director was seen in
fully recover.
C.tUakewell, chief aide in charge probably
by the Allan
the two numbers given
Andrew Rodriguez, who fell through
of military instruction and patriotic
his
orchestra
under
direction
in schools, it is recommend- a bridge near Gallup and was Injured
with great smoothness.
The well education
is about well and will be
ed
all
members of the Grand internally,
that'
Monday.
discharged
known and dashing overture from Wil- Army
Republic observe Saturliam Tell was given with a spirit that day, of tbe
Charles GUI. head nurse, who has
14,'l5"2,
Juno
of
anniversary
the
suffering from typhoid fever. Is
was delightful and put the atlCience In
the bhth of our flag, by decorating been
improving.
a good mood jor the things to follow. their
homes
places
of
and
business
The second number given was more with the stars and stripes, the emblem
difficult,, the overture of Rossini's of our country, and encourage their SCHOOLS IN NEW MEXICO
"Semlrannde." The complete score nelghliors to do the same,
was not given but the arrangement i 2.
will
commanders
Dsvtment
was excellent. It was skillfully renthis special order without de- Splendid Progress Made by the Ter- ratified.
dered.
All through the p:tst winter Lord"
lay
influence with the
Prof. Dl Mauro's pupil's on the violin pressand mitf
has been suffering from InPauncefote
public
and all
officials to make
acquitted themselves with great credit.
Within
ritory
of asthma and rheua
Decades
attacks
termittent
spereason of tho
Prof. Di Mauro appeared with Master the day honorable by respct
matic gout. In April came another sereverence
cial
and
manifested
Ike Singer in a fantasie by Flotow; by our fellow
vere attack and from that time until
citizens for the United
with Miss Spifcrs in a series of selecNEGLECTED BY UNITED STATES. his death the ambassador has bten
By
flag.
of
States
order
with Master
tions from M'aritana;
confined almost continuously to his
ELI TORRANCE.
Yanow, who is but 8 years old, in a
bed.
Commander-in-Chief- .
a
Albuquerque,
With
university
a
at
Prof. Dl ' SILAS H. TOWLER,
remarkable performance.
Vegas
normal
university
at
a
Las
and
Mauro gave as a solo the Seventh Aria
STRIKE ORDERED.
normal school at Silver City, with sevAdjutant General.
Varla of De Bertot.
exeral
Mr.
with
institutions,
an
In
with
technical
this
order
accordance
A number of talented musical people
cellent system of graded schools In all Miners of Virginia and West Virginia
assisted. Probably the most notable Edwards issued the following:
Will Go Out.
of Its larger towns and cities, and pubSpecial Order No. 1.
number on the program was the "First
Huntington. May 24. Today the
lic schools being extended into all the
Movement of the Beethoven Sonata in Headquarters Grand Army of the Re- oountry
districts. New Mexico is show- United Mine Workers' conferences orC Minor" by Mrs. Mabel Himeo on the
public, Department of New Mexico, ing a
remarkable advancement in edu- dered a general strike among miners
Albuquerque, N. M., May 23, 1902.
first piano and Mrs. I. Frankford on
says the Denver News. The of Virginia and West Virginia, which
Pursuant to special order No. 1, from cation,
the second. The performance was of
sneers
a portion of the eastern will begin June 7 and last until the dehigh artistic merit and the interpreta- the commander-in-chief- .
Grand Army press isthat
making at the ignorance of mands for 10 to 22 per cent Increase of
tion of the great master was a delight. of the Republic, I hereby request that her population
are illy deserved. No wages adopted In the convention here
Both performers were at their lest.
all public buildings, school houses, and
or territory can show an equal on March 18, are accepted by the oper
Miss Katherine Heimbeek contrtl-ute- d Institutions of learning; also of all state
ot progress. It was to demon-trat- e ators.
a charming number in "Cavatina" merchants and .patriotic people in 'he ratio these
facts and aid in dispelling
14,
Mexico,
was
territory
New
of
from "The Barber of Seville." She
that June
CALIFORNIA WON.
the
harsh
untruthful criticisms of
and
19ii2,
be observed ae the birthday of the eastern press
in excellent voice, her enunciation wis
meeting
of
a
the
that
sang
flag,
by
displaying the
clear and distinct and she
it with our glorious
board of education was Defeated Princeton In the Dual Track
stars and stripes from doors and win territorial
ease and grace.
lately.
called
The last legislature had
Meet Today.
Miss Mabel Anderson delightfully dows, and house tops and flag Kles.
to appropriate money for the
Princeton. N. J.. May 24. The Unigave the Romeo and Juliet Romance that our children may learn to rever- failed
of the annual report of the versity ot California today defeated
by Gounod.
"Forbidden," by Horna, ence the emblem of our country. All publication superintendent
and it was Princeton at the dual tracK meet by a
was very sweetly sung by Miss Julia territorial papers requested to copy. territorial
to arrange If possible some means of score of 7 points lo 6. One of the notBy request.
Renlson.
overcoming this oversight that the able features was the defeat of Plaw,
J. W. EDWARDS,
The solo by A. L. Newton caused all
by Heboard met, since this report contains California's hammer-throweto regret that he is not more frequent- Department Commander New Mexico. an
astonlsfiing array of facts, which witt, who placed the hammer seven
w. w. Mcdonald.
ly beard. His fine bass voice showed official:
would stand the territory In good stead teet beyond his opponent's throw of
to advantage in "It is I." by Pinsuiti.
Assistant Adjutant General.
at the present time, when the state- 157 feet 4Vfc inches. The summary Is as
Miss Grace Houghton gave a selechood question is on. The lioard's In- follows:
Are Getting V. ell.
tion from Faust with such a pleasing
Winner, Abadle,
James Brown and Cora Miller (said dignation as expressed in resolutions Hundred yard dash
effect she was compelled to respond to
criticisms of New Mexico, led it California, time : 10
an encore. She gave "He was a Prince.' by some to have been married on Feb over
call attention to the fact that while
hurdles WinHundred twenty-yarMiss Houghton has a sympathetic ruary 10, 1902) are reported getting to
along nicely by the attending physic teachers were being sent by the ship ner. ChecK. California, time : 16
voice.
One mile run Winner. R. L Willan. Dr. Cams. Brown is the man who load to Porto Rico and the Philippines,
A cornet solo by George Leo PatterMexico, although for more than liams, Princeton, time 4:33.
son and a number by a quartet consist- Flashed the neck of the Miller woman, New
440 yard run Winnur, Cadogan, Caland then cut his own throat from ear fifty years a territory of the United
ing of Messrs. Nettleton, Snyder,
any
in ifornia, time :51
never
States,
aid
had
received
ear.
will
to
draw
out
The
doctor
the
proclosed
the
and Anderson,
way of public education. It is a
Hammer throw Winner. Dewitt,
gram. Regret was generally expressed threads tomorrow morning from the the
tact
that the United States will have Princeton, 164 feet 4 Inches.
Brown,
in
wound
of
the
after
throat
that Miss Ida McCune and Mrs. Cuneo
plead
to
guilty
to this indictment.
Running high Jump Tie between
could not appear. Miss McCune has which the man will be taken over to When this territory passed under the
Curtis. Princeton, and Powell, Califoruntil
not sufficiently recovered from her Ill- the county jail, and kept there hcar-inwas
nia, height 5 feet 9' Inihes.
. dominion of the United States it
ness to appear and Mrs. Cuneo was his case is called for preliminary
thoroughly foreign in customs and
Pole vault Winner, Colemau, of
Morton Moore has been engaged as
detained by Illness, in the family.
today.
language
Vet
as Porto Rico is
Princeton, 11 ffet.
The hall was cleared after the con- to defend Brown.
special
no
the Uniteu States has taken
Five mile run Winner, TibbetU,
cert and there was dancing.
pains to educate the people of that California, tinik 30:00
Belen Bowlers.
accomShot-pu- t
and what they have
Winner, Dewitt. PrinceThe Belen Heydey club bowling territory,
Mrs. L. B. Putney, who was on a
own
plished
splendid
to
is
due
their
ton,
inches.
distance 42 feet
visit to her old home In Wisconsin, tam will arrive here tomorrow
effort.
hurdle Winner, Powell, of
and on her return to Lie southwest morning, and will meet the Albuquer-qMCalifornia, : 26
team at the Sunnyside bowling
stopped over for a day or two at both
MINING CAMP BURNED.
dash Winner, Cadogan. of
Chicago and Kansas City, reached ihe a!l y. old town The local management
California, time :22
ire The Citizen to say that on ac- city last night.
run Winner, Adoit, PrinceWhitehorn, Colo., Was Almost Wiped
ton, time 1:59
Out of Existence.
Broad Jump Tie between Fox. of
Salida, ,olo.. May 24. A telephone
message from Whitehorn. a mining Princeton, and Topsam, of California,
camp twenty miles north, states that distance 21 feet 7,i inches.
place was practically wiped out of exSaved By a Rain.
istence today by a tire. Nearly eighty
Johnstown, Ohio, May 24. A score
buildings in tho camp were destroyed.
'
1
'ilk-';
:
'
'v-A number of casualties are reported, of business buildings and residences
including Proprietor Witting, of the in this city were destroyed by fire toWitting hotel, and Mrs. Lampe. both of day. A rainfall saved the town frini
whom are badly burned. The financial total destruction. The loss is $MO.0io.
loss is fl'j.UdO.
Lost, Strayed or Stolen.
One large, white sprinkler wagon
WAR PRACTICALLY OVER.
from that portion of the city known as
the Highlands. It has not been seen
Definite Announcement May Not Come In that portion of the city for about
For Several Weeks.
four weeks.
Its return for a short
London, May 24. Developments in time,
would be hailthe tmt:i Airica peace negotiations to ed with delight.
day brought out all the details as raA Hit! II LAND TAXPAYER.
ided by the Associated Press. A member of the government said today:
The members of the city council met
"You are peifcclly correct in insist- last night and informally discussed
ing that everything is practically set- the question of reduction of city extled and the war ended. It may be. penses. It is desired to cut off from
however, several weeks will tlapse
No decision
$4,000 to $6,000 a year.
a definite announcement can be was reached as it
only a general
FABER'S
CARPET
STORE.
made,''
INTERIOR ALBERT
discussion.

AN APPRECIATIVE

AUDIENCE.
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UNE 14, 1902.
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The Alvnrado Pharmacy
PURE DRUGS,
PFRFUMES,
TOIi-fcAP."i iCLES.
l

Full Line of Druggists' Sundries.

WE GUARANTEE SATISFACTION.

B. H. BRIGGS

& CO., Prescription Druggist

CORNER GOLD AVENUE AND

FIRST STREET.

rni",'r'"v-,w','j;it"liri-'lu,-llLmk-

-

their country's defense and of those
who survived the connict. but have
since been fathered by the Reaper.
These exercises are conducted by the
HUGHES & KcCREIOHT, Publishers remnant of th(l. A. H., assisted by the
publi- that honors the memory of the
Editor brave dead. lint not many years hence
Tho. Hughes
task of love must lie performed
W. T. McCreight, Mgr. and City Ed. this
entirely by others and the comrades
wil' have gone to answer the last great
Publishe Tally and Weekly.
roli call.

jJMuqufriue tUiiht tfilbrn

-

...

w

THE BEEF COMBINE.
The testimony presented to the supreme court of Missouri in the beef
trust inquiry shows a complete union
of the packers. Armour, Cudahy. Morris and Swift, at that point, ft was
shown that they had a fixed agreement
as to prices, and held meetings twice
a week, at which they adopted uniform
rules of action as to all common in-

Associated Press afternoon dispatches
Largest City and County Circulation
Ths Largest New Mexico Circulatior
Largest Northern Arizona Circulation

nished 6,.r(',l soldiers for the defense
of the nation out of a population a lit
tie over 80.UH0. Of all the Rtates admitted since Vermont became the fourteenth state of the Union, only three
had a greater population at the time
of admission than New Mexico has today, and not one had the promise of
greater growth and prosperity for the

future that the Sunshine territory possesses today, with its Imperial domain
covering twice the area of Indiana."

THE RESPONSIBILITY.
The Las Vegas Optic In discussing
statehood says that it Is not a po1ii!eal
question. It is a matter of moral and
constitutional right. For fifty years
New Mexico has been knocking at the
door of the Union. For a half century
she has been turned down, her intelligence doubted. Her progressive citizenship Is crying out for the rights which
have been accorded to others. Her people no longer come as beggars, with
tinted breath pleading for admission.
They come as free born American citizens, loyal to the cause of constitutional government and demand by the de
votion of half a century to the cause of
republican government, the ri.m'ht to
have voice In the council chamber of
the nation. Let the people unite as one
man and press our claims upon the
sennte. This .s the crisis. The bill is
in the senate. Let us demand action.
Delay means defeat, postponement
means bad faith, juggling. Insincerity.
If the senate will not admit us say so,
and take tue consequences.
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A

For Saturday From
7:oo to 9:oo p. m.

A

A
A
A
A

A
300 yards of No. 10 Washable Taffeta Silk Ribbons, in Black,
A Cream,Pink, Blue, Red, etc. regular value 25 cents. Sale
A Price for two hours, per yard,

Copies of this paper may be found
on file at Wasnington in the office of
,
our "Fecial correspondent, E. G.
918 F street, N. W.. Washington,
Furthermore, the several
terests.
D. C.
firms of the combine buy beef cattle
on separate days so as to avoid comDESERVE STATEHOOD.
New Mexico demands Statehooe petition with each other, and it was
The Chicago Farm, Field and Fire
catshipped
his
a
man
If
Congress.
testified that
Iror.i
side is edited by Charles H. Howard,
tle elsewhere for sale, they telegraph- a brother of General O. O. Howard, lie
ed ahead of him to agents Instructing s familiar with the conditions in New
Terms of Sub3criotion:
them as to the price they should offer. Mexico and Arizona, having for several
Dally, by ma'l, one yrir
IMIly, by mail, fix month
I 00 It was proved that the trust methods years filled the position of inspector in
1 60
iHitly, by mull. thre niotu.is
ac ,iriven loo butchers and two . pack- - the Indian service. Upon the subject of
M
mull, one month
Daily,
,
Inn
houses out or mismess in si. statehood for the territories he says:
carrW-r5
one
by
Daily,
month
2 U0 Louis.
There is a general sentiment
Weeklv, by mull, per year
one-half-pric- e;
THE DAILY I'lTI.KN will li delivered
throughout the country that the time
Jn the c..y st the low rnte of i! cents per
s ripe for taking in these states, two
THE COAL STRIKE.
or for ia tents per month, when
so long. It is
pall monthly. T. ee rules are lens than
of anthracite coal have of which have waited system
The
miners
which
these t.f any other dally paper In the decided to make their strike perman- hardly a republican
territory.
keeps people waiting thirty years or
ent, and it is said that no less than more
before admitting them to stateRead every page of the Daily Citizen. 14.,0"' nun will be affected by the hood. A kind of bitterness has sprung
bitumof
miners
and
decision,
the
that
It is a model afternoon daily
up among
residents of these two
inous coal in the Ohio, Indiana and territories the
who made their homes
Illinois fields may strike out of sym- there with the expectation
of ail the
pathy before the anthracite men have privileges
belong to citizens and
Speculators In Albuquerque who will been
that
long.
out
who have so many times been
neither sell nor buildshould pay taxes
There has been no big strike in the
on their Ideas of lot values.
Is
years,
and
said
two
it
coal fields for
It is not right to make the residents
men have been saving up in antici- of our
great territories the football of
Twenty-fou- r
Colorado towns show the
propation of one. and are now better
Increased postal receipts, which is a vided with funds than ever before. politics. The questions should lie alliBure Indication of the growth of that They will need all they have to support ed : What is the population? Arc they
capable of
What ere
state.
them in idleness for two or three the natural resources? The two pro
months.
posed states are rich in mineral reThe Northern Securities combination
The attitude of the operators in this sources and as ranges for cattle and
prosecugovernment
surrenders. The
controversy has been apparently un- sheep. In agricultural and horticul
tion is a success. The beef ring comes compromising.
They have alleged tural possibilities New Mexico also
Cosmopolitan
next.
that the wages cou.a not be raised nor holds a fair rank. The grapes, peaches.
pay
Paper
same
at
the
shortened
hours
the
pears
other fruits of the Kio
The state of Ohio has elected demo-crti- without taking all the profit and mak- - Grandeand
valley are exceptionally fine.
10c
Patterns
senators, but this has not tieeh ng It necessary to operate at a loss. No better potatoes can be raised any
None Higher
considered evidence that the people of They have apparently not cared very where than those of tho Pecos valley.
Ohio are not fit for statehood.
much whether the miners struck or Indeed, the rich soil and irrigation of
not. and the natural supposition is that this valley make it a garden spot, capm wesi
The Las Vegas Record Is after every- they are willing to have the mines lie able of almost any agricultural or horor
thing in sight for Its town. It says that Idle? for awhile, till they dispose
ticultural possiiiilites. Both the terri
when the capital is changed from San- their present stocks, and perhaps ad tories have fine timber; both have
vance the price to the consumer later gold, silver, copper and coal.
to Fe it will be moved to that town.
on.
'A remarkably intelligent class of
No statement has been Issued by the Americans have located in these two
Trinidad has an enterprising lodge
of Elks. They will give a fine program operators as yet, so it is not known territories and are conducting large
they will try to get nonunion operations in mining, cattle raising oocooocoooococococoocococo
of races next week. There will be a whetheroperate
the mines, The proba and merchandizing. There is no sound
large attendance of visitors from New men to
bllity 4s that for the present at least logic or sound principle of any kind in
Mexico.
they will not attempt to open.
keeping these people out of the Union
because, forsooth, we fear they will
Reports from Washington state that
DEMOCRATIC DEMAGOGUES,
ck'ct democratic or, perhaps, republic
the interest which President Roosevelt
no moans certain
There are many bills awaiting action an senators. It is by
is taking in the irrigation bill may repolitically the legissult iu the passage of this measure by the United States senate, some of what complexion,
M
them of the highest importance. The latures of the new states may be. This
during the present congress.
to
soon
upon
depend
records
will
the
recip
bill,
Cuban
the
isthmian canal
be made of each of the parties. Any
Through the liberality of merchants rocity bill, the territorial statetioou
among course of the republican party which
of this city and the enterprise of bill, and the irrigation bill, aredrawing
will lose to it the vote of Illinois or
is
the Hyde Exploring Expedition com the number. The session
of those Indiana very probably would lose that
pany New Mexico was enabled to make rapidly to a close and most
to gc over until of New Mexico or Arizona. In other
A
a creditable exhibit at the Charleston measures willforhave
NICK
BV PURCHASING
jack of time to con words, there is an intelligent and
next winter
exposition.
If
population.
patriotic
thoughtful
and
sen
many
weeks the
A
sider them. For
GOOD JAltt SrCNCE
discussing the hill pro they were convinced that either the
All Swedish workmen are planning ate has been
party
hail
or
republican
democratic
the
for the Philip
COLD SPONGE BATH.
strike, everything viding a government
a national three-daostensibly it has. In dealt unjustly by them or by the Philbeing auected from railroads to barber pines. That is,been
conspicuous
with
ippines,
had
or
acted
WE HAVE SPONGES AT
wrangling over
shops, with an idea of giving a con reality it has
what- unwisdom ou any great Issue, the par
nothing
which
have
questions
crete demonstration in favor of unl ever to do with the government of the ty would be adjudged accordingly and
ALL PRICES, 5c, 10c, 15c, 25c,
versal suffrage.
votes.
if. tor example,
Philinnines. Democratic statesmen would Islose
50c and up.
an evident disposition in the
have been doing most of the talking there
The Illinois republicans "condemn and their speeches have been framed United States senate to shut them out,
the malignant attacks now being made and delivered with the specific purpose now they are so near statehood, beupon our soldiers and sailors." So of supplying their party with campaign cause there Is no political boss who
H. O'RIELLY & CO.
should every republican and every material. They have been striving in carries the territory in his pocket and
democrat who has the proper respect every way possible to discredit the ad can contract to deliver it for the benfor taose who wear the uniiorm of the ministration's Philippine policy. Every efit of this or that party, this would lie
Prescription Druggists
country.
ought to be.
slander. Irresponsible letter and Va resented and
"Have we not in the United States
grant rumor that could be utilized in
Corner 2nd St. and Gold Ave.
For the first time in the history of furthering this purpose, has beeu senate statesmen who can rise above
the postofflce department a postage slewed on. presented and magnified mere party politics? The Farm, Field
stamp is to bear the portrait of a fl Republicans have permitted the demo- and Fireside believes that men like
man. The postmaster general has de- crat r to do most of the talking, with Senators Hoar. Ctillom. Hawley, De
Spooner.
Beveridge,
cided upon Martha Washington's por thp view of letting them exhaust the! pew. Allison,
trait, and it will be placed upon the 8 ammunition and get to a vote as early Teller and many others are capable of
of statehood in
cent stamp.
as possible. But the daily grind goes treating this question
In
on. All attempts to have a day Bet for a statesmanlike way and simply
best developAlthough there may be strikes and voting on the measure have been op- - quiring what is tor the our
country
of this portion of
rumors t,t strikes all of which is to be nosed and defeated. The winoy ora ment
what is for the good of the people remaking
literature
are
is
they
it
believe
that
regretted
tors
remains
fact
the
.
.
.
siding tnere?"
better to nave republican iiroeicru for the fall campaign and they refuse
Business
adversity
work.
noble
the
abandon
democratic
to
than
and strikes
and stagnation of business so complete must wait legislation must fail. The JEME2 HOT SPRINGS STAGE LINE
Stage leaves Trimble's stable on Sec
that there's no opportunity for strikes. canal, Cuba, the arid lands, the terriH3J4 West Railroad Avenue.
Thursday
tories may go to Jericho. The great, ond street, everyC Tuesday,
A
quick
a.
time.
Saturday
in.;
in
at
overtowering
and
business
absorbing,
Senators Penrose. Elkins and Quay
of stock Is kept at Zla. Arrives
are taking great Interest in the omni- band is to cheapen the republican ad- relay
and make democratic at tne Springs in time for supper.
bus statehood bill and urging the sen- ministration
Don't be deceived by people who tell
ate committee to give the friends of votes !
you they will take you just as quick Win.
the measure an immediate hearing, as
as the stage, for they won't. Nobody
A COMPARISON.
they are anxious for a consideration
else has any change of stock on the
Beveridge,
of the measure before the close of ihe
The attention of Senator
route. .Tickets for sale at Trimbles.
following
session.
of Indiana, is called to the
Automatic 'phone 574
J. B. BLOCK, Proprietor.
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Distillers Agents
The Las Vegas Record says that Silver Citv or Gallup. At the time of OOOOOOOOO
TOPSY HOSIERY, THE BEST O Special distributors Taylor & Willis t
some city councils are fearfully and admission Indiana was simply a back O
wondcrtully constituted. At Albuquer- woods, frontier, pocket borough with a O HOSIERY IN THE WORLD; 10c O
Louisville, Kentucky
O
que a few nights ago. the council
population consisting of a few farmers O to 75c PAIR. TO BE HAD ONLY
extended its authority one trniniera nnd adventurers. It was a O AT GOLDEN Kl'LE DRY GOODS O 111 U. First St., Albuquerque, N. IX
TRY OUR 25c TOPSY O
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O
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promise of ever becoming as O HOSIERY.
no
which passed an ordinance regulating treat a commonwealth as New Mexico OOOOOOOOOO OOOOOOOOO
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ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
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10c

A
500 pairs of Ladies' Finest 35 cent Black Maco Hose, full
A
made, Hermsdorf black; we can take oath that there ain't
A
like it in this town; it's your chance for two hours to buy fine
A hose at
only two
sizes 8
9 and 9
A pairs to each customer; Special Price per pair
A

h

....

wrtM-k- ,

1--

1--

2,

1500 pairs of Ladie's $2.00 Kid
A shoes, in lace or button, all sizes,
widths E and EE, patent leather
2i tips; Special price for two Q55
hours only

19c

2;

case of Men's Balbriggan Underwear, just the thing for the hot
weather, shirts and drawers to
match, fully worth 35cts. C
Special Price for two hours
1

Ca.

IT PAYS TO TRADE AT THE

A
A
A

Mail

Orders
Promptly

c

A
A

filled

Leon B.Stern.Proprietop

'

A

of old would have loved to have tread
a measure with his ladye love on such
a fabric and picture of beauty as we
are displaying now in new colors and
designs in carpets. The most exquisite
taste can be suited here from our line
stock. We have samples in all kinds
of Moquitte, Axminster, Wilton, Velvet, Brussels, etc., at reduced prices,
ami with draperies that will match the
colors.
i

JIB'Bielly&Co.
it

Sit:

Keep Cool

Si

.

The Futrelle FurnitureCo.
WEST END OF VIADUCT.
Corner Second street and Coal avenue.

y

I

JOE RICHARDS,

CIGARS

Glacsncr,
Tailor.

k

THE1

Bank of Commerce
ALBUQUERQUE

$100,000

Capital

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
M. 8. OTERO, Preaident
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P., and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, AsL Cashier
SOLOMON LUNA

WM. MclNTOSH

J. U BALDRIDGE
DEPOSITORY

v

W. A. MAXWELL

A. M. BLACKWELL

FOR ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA F5. RAILWAY

&OO0OOOOOOO3XH3OSPX

THIRD STREET

Meat Market
All

1'0

B. A. SLEYSTER,

Carpet Knight

kinds

trCSft

aR(J

STEAM SAUSAGE

MeajS
FACTORY.

E MIL KLE1NW0RT, Prop.
MASONIC

BUILDING.

N. THIRD STP.KFT

Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
R. P. HALL,

Proprietor

Iron and B asi. Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; fchaftings, Pul!tys,
Grade aars. Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for Buildings;
Repairs on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty.
FOUNDRY SIDE RAILROAD TRACK, AUBUQUERQUF, N. M.

THE ALBUQUERQUE DAILY C1TIZKX, SA fllllDAY, MAY
Agents for
McCall's Bazaar Patterns.
All Patterns
10 and 5 cts,
none higher.

CnUBXEEEaOB
SAN MARCIAL.

Interesting iocal
Briefly Discussed.
Special Correspondence.

A Batch of

Happen-(ng-

s

San Marcial, N. M May 23. Ir. A.
Cruickshank was in Socorro Wednesday as witness to the grand Jury now
in Bession.
Mrs. F. E. Howard went up to Socorro this morning, also as witness to

it will be so the list of committees below is plenteous guaranty. Arrangements have already been perfected
with the local electric lighting company to illuminate' the city for the
street carnival on' the night of the
Fourth. A plant of Marconi's wireless
telegraphy will be installed and the
most distant friend can be communicated with; a balloon ascension by the Is within the reach of almost every
The weakness, nervousness
most popular Elk present will tie a woman.
has wired, ac- and irritability from which so many
feature; Santes-Dumon- t
cepting the committee's offer to be women suffer i in general due to dispresent with his airship: a country ease of the delicate womanly organism.
fair will be held and unusual attrac When the disease is cured the general
tions secured, in short, no expense will health is
Doctor Pierce's Favorite Prescription
lie spared to make the historic dav
makes weak women strong and sick
truly glorious. Independent.
women well. It promotes regularity,
and enfeebling drains,
dries
YESTERDAY'S BALL GAMES.
heals inflammation and ulceration and
When these
cures female weakness.
Western League.
At Kansas City
diseases are cured, headache, backache,
Kansas City
6 nervousness and weakness are cured also.
Milwaukee
3
I was very wrRk nnd nervous when I commenced tnkinir Or. Pirrce's Favorite PrescripBatteriesWinner and Mossitt; tion
and ' Golden Medical Discovery, about a
nracken and Lucia.
year no." write Mr. M. E. Everett, ef 89
Oxford Street, Woodstock, Ont. "I had been
auO'crin for seven Ion z month, and had taken
At St. Joseph
medicine from n physician all the time, but H
St. Joseph
5 teemed to make me feel much worse.
My

the grand jury.
E. Ortega A: Co.. a little mercantile
house in La Mesa, is adding a new
building to their store and expect to
do a good deal of business in the com
ing season.
The San Marcial Kollcr Mills have
ehut down for general repairs and
to equip the boiler with new flues.
John Lee. formerly braking on the
Silver City liranch. has been promoted
to conductor and has moved his family
to San Marcial.
A. Arml.io is handling a very good
lmsiness with the Mexicans in Old San
Marcial and he says that he is still
gaining in that line.
F. H. Sweet received a car of ice last
Wednesday, making the second car
this year.
M. Cooney. mayor of Socorro, was in
town Wednesday and Thursday on
business.
The Cooney & Eaton Sheep company
shipped a car of excellent wool to
Becker, of Helen.
The Santa Fe has issued a new time
card to take effect June 1, making better connections here.
The first alfalfa crop this year was
rommenced on last Tuesday morning,
w hich seems to he a very good crop.
J. R. Kishet, the Shaw drug store
druggist, leaves us tomorrow morning
for Chicago and from there he goes to
Waterloo, when he will be united in
marriage to Miss llessie M. Kelly. He
win return on the 9th and will live
here.
Thomas Burke, of the grievance com
mittee of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen, is here to attend an investigation of Mr. Kennedy, a fireman
out of here.
Harley Foltz, J. F. McNally's chief
clerk, met with an accident while in El
Paso, and has been on the sick list for
two or three days.
G. E. Baca, a merchant at Clyde, was
up to Socorro on special business Wednesday and returned yesterday evening.
A. B. Baca is up at Socorro attending the grand jury.
SILVER CITY.

At Pes Moines
Pes Moines

Denver

Batteries Hairy and Hansen;
and McConnell.
At Omaha
Omaha
Colorado Springs

Adviser, in paper covers, is sent free on
receipt of 21 one-cestamps to pay
expense of mailing only. Address Dr.
R, V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.

The

St. John's Episcopal church Sunday
school at iO a. m. Morning prayer and
1 sermon
New York
at 11 a. m. Evening prayer
Batteries Doheny and H. Smith; and sermon at 7:30 p. m.
Sparks and Bowerman.
Baptist church, corner Broadway and
Lead avenue, Herman J. Powell, pastor, residence 211 South High street
At Chicago
2 The annual children's day concert will
Chicago
5 be rendered at 9:45, a program will be
Philadelphia
Batteries Gardner and Chance ;Fra-ze- r given by the school and a class be promoted from the primary department.
and Jacklitsch.
At 11 o'clock, public worship; the pasAmerican League.
tor will speak to the boys and girls on
At Boston
Five Little Foxes, an illustrated Bib
6
Boston
Heal sermen. All welcome. Union ser
2
Chicago
vices afternoon and evening in tie
Batteries Young and Crlger Grif- big tent at corner of Railroad aveune
fith and Sullivan.
and Fourth street.
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Hot
Breads
Whole- some

Makes delicious hot biscuit,
griddle cakes, rolls,
and muffins.
erv: tw.r.r.

pct.vocr eo., too

vnutu st

Newve-- tt

White Wash Goods

In an Endless Variety to Choose From.
I! qualities
of Taffeta: In pure white, cream
white and Ivory white; 2i inches wide; at $1.00,
S"c and
75c yard
PEAU DE SOIS AND LOUISENE
Soft and Lustrious, CO inches wide; Ivory white
and cream white, at $1.23 anu
$1.00 yard
CREPE DE CHENE
24 inches wide, in white and Ivory; Special, per
yard
$1.15
LIEERTY SATINS
21 inches
wide, in pure wnite only; per
yard
$1.25

Chiffon Mull, will laundry and do up
50c, 60c and 75c the yd
Ciiiffon Organelle or a Wash Organdie;
this organdie will laundry and always look like
new, at 65c, 75c, 90c and
$1.15 tne yard
Swiss Muslins, 30 inches wide
25c up
Sheer French Batiste, 32 inencs wide
25c up
Persian Lawns, 52 inches wide
25c up
Dotted Swisses, 30 Inches wide
25c up
wide,
Mercerized Figured iair.sooUs.
a big line, at
50c yd

CHINA SILKS
27 and 3G Inches wide, in pure white and ivory;
at $1.00 and. . .$1.25
at 50c and 60c;
WHITE FIGURED WHH E SILKS
In a big range of styles, in cords, stripes and
Floral Designs, at $1.25, $1.00, 75c and. . . .50c yard

Made of China jaffeta and Moire Silks, with
one, two and up to five ruffles on same, at $1..00 up

at

40c

WHITE BROADCLOTHS
$1.50 and

h

like new, three qualities, at

White Parasols
White Fans
An entire new line of Empire Fans, especially
ordered for commencement exercises,, from 50c'
upward.

White Hosiery
Drop Stitch Lisle Hose, in all sizes for Misses
25c
and Ladles
Fine Open Work Lisle Hose, imported, at 50c
and upwards.
All Silk White Hose, $1.50 and upwards.

White Gloves
65c
Double Finger Tipped SiU Gloves
Length White Silk Glove
$1.00
White Kid Gloves, guaranteed, $1.00, $1.25, $1.50

Handkerchiefs

yard

A large line of Iace Edge, also Fine
Edge, at a big reduction for this occasion.
See Our Special 25c Handkerchiefs on sale.

$2.00

Leather Belts

Best Japanese Corded

Announcement to the Public.
I will take possession of the Hotel
Highland on June 1, 1902, as lessee
end manager. It will be my endeavor
to make this hotel attractive to local
patrons and the traveling public. ine
table will be supplied at all times with
the best the country affords. The

A large new stock of Leather Belts, carefully
finished, neat, durable and mannish, with buckles
that will not tarnish. A leading feature is the
new Coronation Belt Buckle, with lion and unicorn ; also Coronation Waist Sets and Belt Pins.

Wash Silks
100 pieces to select from. The choicest patterns and best and most desirable colors are here
light blues, plnksk, corn, violet, red, black and
white, also plenty of white these are of the very
best quality on the market; regular 60c retailers,
42",'2e
but for this sale we wlh sell them for

cuisine, service and accommodations
of the hotel will be equal to any in the
Desiring your patronage
territory.
and good will, I am sincerely yours,

Lace Mitts and Lace Gloves
Come and se the new and latest in Lace Mitts,
50c and 75c; Lace Gloves, 75c.

at 35c,

C. H. BRIGGS,

o

Proprietor,

THE ECONOMISI

THE ECONOMIST

THE ECONOMISI

$300 Reward.

reward of $300 is hereby offered
for the delivery to me of the body of
my son, Lester Saron Laughlin, either
He disappeared from
dead or alive.
the Eaton ranch, near Lamy, Santa Fe
county. New Mexico, on Sunday, May
11. 19(i2. about noon. He is 24 years
of age, although taken by some to be
999
older. Dark brown hair; dark beard
clipped closely on cheeks and chin and
coming to a point at chin; had scar
on right eyebrow; dark blue eyes; with
very heavy dark lashes and brows; a
little above medium height. When last
seen had on pair of blue overalls and
Jumper to match; sott grey hat, with
medium wide brim; wore about a ino
7 shoe, broad extension sole, came half
way to his knee, but worn under
trousers; wore vest with small figure
on it on a brown ground; dark blue
shirt, trimmed
flannel,
with large white buttons; had nickel o,jr
watch chain with heavy square links o)o
He mav have taken Santa Fe train at OvfO
Lamy, east or west, more probable for 0.(0
his old home at Moss, Monterey coun oo
ty, Cal. Address,
o,o
SARON N. LAUGHLIN.
Santa. Fe, N. M.
0tO
A

Subscribe for The Citizen.
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In a home is not a

sign of wealth but it
shows an intelligent home-lif- e.
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White Silks

WHITE MOHAIR
In three grades and three widths and In three
shades pure white, cream and Ivory; per yard,
$1.00
60c, 75c and
WHITE ALBATROSS AND ETAMINE
St', and 3S Inches wide, In all wool, one of the
Season's favorite materials, 50c and . .65c the yard
WHITE SILK FINISHED HENRIETTA
75c for
At 50c and
WHITE CHEVIOT SERGE

urg

-

Si 00

White Lansdowne, 40 inches wide; this material Is part wool aim silk, and very stylish; per
$1.15
yard only

tent.

Special Correspondence.
Silver City, N. M.. May 23. Silver
City Is to have a baby show in the near
future and a number of competent men
who deem themselves called upon to
judges are after that honor. The
le
baby crop in this city has been very
good during the past year and the contestants will be numerous.
Mr. and Mrs. Del Holson returned
from a several weeks pleasure trip to
the Pacific coast yesterday.
A case in which many of the cattle
men of Grant county are Interested has
been in progress for the past week in
At Philadelphia-Clevel- and
this city. The case is the Lyons &
2
Campbell Range & Cattle company
:
6
against T. L. Stockton, et al. Testi- Philadelphia
mony is being taken by Referee Frank
Batteries Streit and Bemls; Plank
J. Wright and case involves some very and Powers.
important litigation as to the owner of
At Washington
the Mule Springs cattle range in the
5
western part of the county.
Washington
7
Quite a large bunch of cattle will be St. Louis
loaded frtim the local stock pens toBatteries Patton and Clarks; Harmorrow belonging to several stockmen per and Sugden.
in the Alma section.
Mrs. O. S. Warren, worthy matron of
At Baltimore
2
the New Mexico for the Order of Eas- Baltimore
for
wweeks
leave
a
In
fe
3
tern Star, will
DetroU
a visit to the numerous societies of
Batteries McGlnlty, Bresnahan and
will
territory
and
that order in the
Robinson; Sievers and McGulre.
also install a number of new lodges in
territorydifferent cities in the
WHERE TO WORSHIP.
The Colorado Fuel & Iron company,
dewho are operating large iron ore
Rev. Merton Smith will address the
posits at Fierro, have increased their Sunday
school and preach at 11 o'clock
output to about I.011O tons of ore a day. at the Congregational
church. Let all
to fifty car
This will call for forty-fivto their the officers, teachers toandbe scholars
loads per day to be shipped company
present
make a special effort
The
smelters in Colorado.
promptly at 9:45. ftllss Augustine will
will put on a night force of fifty miners sing
at both the Sunday school and
the first of next week to be enabled
services. At 3:30 Mr. Smith
to keep up this large daily shipment of preaching
n'1,1 nroob tho memorial sermon for
ore. The tramway from the top of the j
Grand Army of the Republic at the
hill to the railroad which carries the the
smun win aiso conuuci
ore rieht into the cars is lighted by the big tent. Mr.
evangelistic service at the
company's electric light plant, as also the usual
Meeting every night
p.
m.
at 7:45
is the entire working, which makes a tent
at 7:45. Let everyweek
through
the
night.
sight
at
beautiful
meetings this last
body
these
attend
mingle
with
will
City
Elks
The Silver
5. and they week.
their triends on July 4 and
Presbyterian church, corner Silver
do not anticipate a disappointment
and Fifth street. T. C. Beattie,
lther to the welcomer or the wel- avenue
pastor Services at 11 a. m. There will
comed. A complete program has been
account of
arranged for the two days and tue par- be no evening service on
big tent at the
ties say the fun will be furious that the union service at the

TIT

in

PP

Wool Materials

Everybody welcome.
Lead Avenue Methodist church, corner Third street and Lead avenue, C.
10 B. Bunker, pastor Preaching in the
6 morning at 11 o'clock.
Sunday school
Nic- at 9:45 a. m. No preaching In the evhols; Easton, Pittinger and Klttredge. ening on account of the service In the

National League.
At St. Louis
St. Louis
Boston
Batteries Murphy, Wicker and

2

A Bafcy Show in the Near Future
Elks Will Entertain.

But Everything in Dry Goods.

No Shoes, Clothing or Groceries

h

Toledo-Minneapol-

Pittsburg-Pittsb-

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.

SEE OUR WINDOWS.
THEY HAVE BEEN SELECTED WITH THE IDEA OF MAKING THE SHEEREST OF PRETTY GOWNS AS
WELL AS TO GIVE THE SERVICE THAT IS EXPECTED OF THEM
FOU THE REMAINDER OF THE SUMMER SEASON.
BELOW FIND SUGGESTIONS
FOR
CUAIUTATtON DRESSES.

corner of Railroad avenue and Fourth
street. Sunday school at 9:50 a. m.
The choir will render "There Is a Holy
City" at the morning service. All are
At Minneapolis
game postponed cordially Invited.
Highland Methodist Church, Soutn
on account of wet grounds.
Arno street. M. Hodgson, pastor Sunday school at 10 a. m. Preaching at il
At St. Paul
10 a. m. by the pastor. Preaching at 3:30
St. Paul
4 p. m. and 7:45 p. m. at the big tent.
Columbus

At

Orders

IT'S TIME TO GET THE GOWN STARTED NOW.
WITH THIS IDEA IN VIEW WE HAVE
A SPECIAL DISPLAY OF WHITE FABRICS FOR GRADUATING GOWNS.

stomach was so bad (so my d ctor told me), ana
my nerves were in such a state that I would
Schaf-stal- l
start at the lrnt noise. I felt Irritable at all
times ; was not able to do any of my own housework ; had to keep help alf the time. How t
suffered God and mvself alone know. I was
greatly discouraged when I commenced taking
2 your medicines, but the first bottle aeeined to
of ' Favorite Pre0 help me. I took five bottles
two of "Golden Medical Discovery,'
Frisk scription,'
also two vials of Dr. Tierce's Pleasant Pellet.
I can hiithlv recommend these medicine to all
who suffer as I did. I never had better health
than I now enjoy, and it is all owing to Dr.
Pierce's medicines."
5
Dr. Tierce's Common Sense Medical
2

Mail

Solicited and
Filled the
Same Day that
They are

ritlTARED

4

Batteries (Iraham and Uonding;
Jones, McNeely and Baerwald.
American Association.
At Kansas City
9
Indianapolis
6
Kansas City

THE ECONOMIST

Graduation Dai is

e

I'eoria
Batteries Maupin and Roth;
and ayes.

3

THE EC0N01 1ST

1

Perfect Health

1902

THE ECONOMIST

THE ECONOMIST

Notes from Correspondents

2,

oooooooooaoaoaooooo

QUEEN QUALITY, THE FAM- - O
O
O OUS SHOES lO BE HAD ONLY O
O AT GOi.OEN RULE DRY GOODS O
O CO.. 3.00.

oooaooooooooooooooo
Mrs.
home,
Home
Boston

Akers. now located in her new
is prepared to fill all orders for
Made bread, canes ana pies
orown bread and baked beans

o-.-

15

In this ujre of enlistment no longer sav "DO WE
WANT A 1MANO," but WHAT 1'IANO DO WE
WANT."

7'll "Woiif
II

I'fAN'O with a perfect scale, rich tone, dur-1Uable in construction and with an artistic cuse.

Checkering Brothers
Pianos...,

O'.O
o.--

o.V)

o,o
CO
Oj'.O

&VO

O'.O
Ot.--

O.--

a--

OltO

co
00
oto
oo
o'.o
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O'.--

OtVO

olio

cjo

oij

delivered every Saturday morning oyj
Leave orders at Delaney's or old phone
113.

Peopl

o.yo
OifO

oy.o
cV.o
ofco

co
otto
OjO

oto

Are endorsed and chosen by the most critical music lovers. We are
Exclusive Territorial Representatives of these GEMS and other
leading makes. We sell everything hi the music line.

oo
co

o)o

do
ol.o

Ot'O

We are showing the most extensive o'-line of men's and boys ready-to-weclothes between Denver and Los An Ooj
gcleg. Simon Stern, the Railroad Ave
nue 'Mothler.
o.--

OV.O

o

Giomi's.

OVJO

perfect

You can play any
musical composition from the classical to
the latest Coon sonirs. Would vou be without one.

The Cecilian

OX'

0..0

Piano-playe-

r.

o

cjo

ovo

OX3

Ov'iO

0)0

Deming! Have you been there?
not, you should get there for the bl
sale of lots on the 17th of this month.
1

0i
oo
O'.O

o.--

o

o

o.o
See the newest In ladles' neckwear o
at The Economist.
o.o
Just received a large shipment of 0'
Japanese and Chinese matting. Albert oo
oo

Railroad avenue.
o
The Percales we sell at 5 cents per
very
scarce. Leon B. Stern.
yard are
Deming, the seat of the new county
Faber,

o(o

Ot.O

o-.-

Try Ramona Rye Whisky, in quarts
at liachechi &
pints: and

OIK)

"And the last but not least

a

305

of Luna.

oj
O--

)

oo

OVO

Hall & Learnard,

o'.o

o'o
o,o
OtO

ol.o

o',j
o.o
c,o

The Square Music Dealers,

o

204 South Second Street,

CV30

Albuquerque, New Mexico.

oyo

c,o

Ui.VJ
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CONVICTED OF INCEST.

OCOCODOOOCOCOOCCOO

QUEENS WARE.

Victcriana Tsfoya.of San Miguel

LAMPS
hAIWPAINTED CHINA

BLANKETS,
CARVING SETS,
INDIAN

ICE CREAM FREEZERS,
COOKING UTENSILS,
HAMMOCKS.
MEXICAN DRAWNWORK,
DINNER SETS,
INDIAN POI TXRY,
MEXICAN HATS.

J.

W.

PICTURto,
CUT GLASS,
CriAMBfcN SETS,
KNIVES, PORKS, SPOONS,
JARDINIERES,

M ALETTE,

Successor to

A. B. McGaffey & Co.

OPEN 2VENINGS.

216 WEST RAILROAD AVE

onrxxoooocxxxxxxxxxco

MBORRSDSILE &

CO.-- :

Coun-

the most dreaded and deadly of all dlseases, as well as pneumonia, and all
lung troubles n,re relieved at once and
cured by Ackers English Remedy "the
kins of all cough cures." Cures coushs
and coldB In a day 25 cents. Your
money back If dissatisfied. Write for
V. H. Hooker & Co..
free sample.
Buffalo N. Y. J. H. ORlelly & Co., and

-

i

II. Hrlggs

II.

&

Tinware,
Art Squares,

NEWS

Mysterioua Disappearance.
man rdvinz the innii' of John
.loneg, who had been woiking at Oscar
Troy s ranch the past four months,
disappeared some time during the
night of May 11, and although diligent
search has been made the man can
neither be found nor beard from
Mr. Troy says he did not take his
money or other effects. He also says
the man was cd;iciti"l. a Kood worker
and nice mnn in every way. He is at a
prcai. In: ? to account for his action.
Unton Car.ette.
A

g

g
O

Try the delirious homo made bread
made by Anthony Xydias, at the New
England.
Everybody Invited and expected to
attend grand free lunch at the Zelger
Cafe tonight.
o
Delicious strawberry shortcake will
bo served at the Columbus hotel toseaEle-

par-

lor.

Rev.

INTERESTING

Co.

then discharged.
The trial of Indelaeio Sena, the wife morrow for dinner. Don't miss it.
murderer, is set for next Tuesday,
when the territorial court will beg:n
One of the finest lunches of the
grinding.
son will be served at the White
The court adjourned at 3:20.
phant resort tonight.
FreFh fruits at Scott's Ice cream
PATHETIC STORY.

Furniture,
Crockery,
Graniteware,

OAK' X

OC88'C8C

CONSUfl PTI ON

ty, Pound Guilty,
Court oonvcncu Thursday morning
on time and appointed C. A. hurra"..)
attorney to defend Idelaclo Sena, clmr-pc- l
with murder, says the Las Vegas
Record.
Court then proceeded with the rase
of Victorinna Tafoya. charged with incest, he himself taking the stand and
lieinj? the only witness for the defense.
Knur witnesses were heard yesterday
for the prosecution, two beinR women.
One of tno latter was the defendant's
daughter, with whom the alleged crime
was committed. The testimony c.f the
witnesses was somewhat Incriminating
but there seems to be another side.
The daughter was staying at the
home, her mother being dead
and they wanted to marry the giri to
an old man. The father objected and
then lie found Mmself In jail on tiie
incest charge. Immediately after the
father was jailed, the daughter an-- old
mnn were married. Tafoya has been in
jail since last August.
The evidence was not completed until after 12 o'clock, when the jury went
out and at 3 o'clock brought in a verdict of guilty. The sentence will be imposed tomorow or Saturday.
The United states petit jury was

CALL AwD SEE OUR

MAY 24 1902

.old How He Was Con
A cordial invitation is extended to
verted to Religion.
everybody to attend the grand free
The great tent waj crowded Inst lunch at the Metropolitan
tonight.
night and all listened with Intense inMattresses,
o
story
pathetic
to
terest
the
of the life
Uamona Rye Is the finest whisky, beand conversion of Mr. Smith. The ing of the finest flavor and strictly
Springs,
story of his downfall Is the same that pure. Bachechi & Giomi.
New and Second is being enacted in thousands of other
A fine free lunch at the White Elecaa"s, only at a little faster pace than
Household Goods some
young men take, so that the limit phant resort tonight.
of degredation was reached a little
For the best spring lamb of the seasooner. Hut the great and mighty dif
Sizes-$3.00 ference .i in the fact. tht he turned son go to Emil Klelnwort, North Third
.
to the Lord Jesus Christ as the one street meat market.
o
able to save to the uttermost all who
A lunch, fit for royalty, will be
come to him. The story of his own served by Quickel
& Tiothe at Zelger's
sufferings excited much sympathy but Cafe
tonight. Everything eatable free.
his description of the effect upon his
father, brought tears to many eyes.
Free cake served with every dish of
Usually onc8 personal sins and shame delicious ice cream at the New EngM, tiring the greatest sorrow to those one land.
mitii

IN ADVEUTIS'NG IT IS AT ALL TIMES OUR AIM TO INFORM
OUR HEADERS OF SOMETHING WORTH KNOWNG. IT IS NOT 8
OUR OBJECT TO FILL OUR SPACE WITH MANY WORDS AND 5
VAIN ROASTS. WHICH CAN NEVER BE SUBSTANTIATED.
TODAY'S NEWS SHOULD PROVE EXCEPTIONALLY INTER- - g
PST1VP. KYVI1
IV nnnno X
Ill'l lUV'f VrIT It A VII VKV'Pn
TUN IT f TO AVAIL YOURSELF OF SUCH VALUES AS WILL
HOLD SWAY A i' OUR BARGAIN COUNTERS DURING THE NEXT
WEEK.
READ THIS CAREFULLY. THERE ARE MANY SIORE ITEMS
WHICH SPACE WILL NOT PERMIT US TO MENTION.

inn

one

$12.50

This Includes some of those beautiful $27.50 garments. The price
0 we csiv is less man ine cost or manufacture.
2
Thomson's Glove Fitting and F. C. Corsets, II. & W. Corset waists,
v they sell Tor $1.2D; sale price
85c
Triumph Guaranteed Silk Gloves that sell for 73 cents; the sale
5 .
K price
50c
O "Gusher" White Lawn Waists that sell for $1.00; sale price
$3.00
-v.usner wnite Lawn v aists mat sen for 3.25; sale price
$2.b0
g "Gusher" White Lawn Waists that sell for $2.75; sale price
$2.00
"Gusher"' White Lawn Waists that Kell for t1 !i0- - unto nrlno
or.

ROSENWALD BROS.

Up.

Household Goods on
Easy Payments.
117

House Furnishings,

Albuquerque N.
New and Second
Hand Goods.

SNUFF

loves best.
o
He turned to God. so does here and
Keep your eye on Pemlne-- .
there another one, but the great majority paiiH on from the moderate
drinker, to the confirmed diunkaid. the
CLASSIFIED ADS.
shameless sot and the urunkard's
grave.
Note
All classified advertisements
Mr. Smiths api.eal lor men to turn or rather "liners," ono cent a word for
from a lite of sin and .shame, to a life each insertion. Minimum charge for
of virtue and righteousness, was very any clasnlfled advertisements, 15 cents.
tender and earnest.
In order to insure prorer classification
L'sual tent meeting Sunday night.
all "liners" should be left at this office not later than 3 o'clock p. m.
FRED BURUS DEAD.
He Was Well Known and Was Greatly
Beloved.
Last night at,9:2i Fred Hurrus, fam
iliarly known as "Uncle Fred" to half
the people In this city, died at the
home of Mrs. Cuneo, 811 North Fourth
rtreet. "Uncle Fred" was 82 years old
and until a short time before hia death
he retained much of his vigor. He
came here In 18tiS where there were
very few Americans
and no new
Albuquerque at all. He had consldera
ble property here and was known for
his quiet, unostentatious charity. It
was his custom to give liberally from
his means to almost every charity In
and It was done without parade or
show. He was a man of fine character
and was generally beloved.
It was learned later that Mr. Hurrus
was born In Alsace on July 22, 1820.
He Is supposed to have several nieces
here in Albuquerque or in the southwest. The funeral will be held on
Monday morning.

Call for a free eample of Swedish Snuff.
We sell

Swedish Rappee,
German Rappee,
Coarse French Rappee,
Garrett's Scotch Snuff,

Lorillard's Scotch Snuff,
Horse Shoe Brand, Swedish,
Seal Brand, Swedish,

Norkoping Snuff.

FJesher & Rosenwak

ENJOYABLE

EVENING.

Entertainment at Grant Hall Was a

z

Delightful Medley.
The affair given at Grant hall last evening by the Brothernood of Locomotive Firemen in honor of C. V. Maler,
third vice president of the order, was a
thoroughly novel and charming one.
Mr. Maler delivered a forceful and
highly eloquent address on the problems that confront the workingman.
Then by means of an electric stereop-ticohe threw on nie canvas magnificent views of scenery in California and
Colorado, growing crops, incidents in
railroad life, home scenes and a great
variety of other subjects. A particularly enjoyable feature was a number of
illustrated songs. Mrs. Rose llerry furnishing the music.
Dancing was kept up until a late
hour.

0

UNIVERSITY NOTES.

oooooooo
YOU CAN ALL RIDE I
Call

at Korber's repository and

see the largest stock In the south-

west
Prices lower than ever before and
we will make you easy terms.

imx!S
iwmm

MAvR4:iP'??

Pull line of supplies,

Lap Robes,

n

z

Whips, Harness and Top Dressings,

0. W.

STRONG & SONS,

Undertakers and Embalmers.
Superintendent

Fairview, Santa Barbara and "B'rai
Brith" Cemeteries.
Local Undertakers Santa Fe Pacific Railroad.

a

Doth 'Phones in Our omce.

201 21! North Second

RENT Furnished room with
bath. Call at 411 South Arno.
FOR RENT Storage room for wool or
other commodities.
Steam carpet
cleaning works, 510 North Third

A

street.

& Co.,
Korber
oooooooooooooeo5oooooc-oooo-

or parties.
this city.

Address J.

D.

Torlina,

'

A new up to date piano.
Inqu're at the Whitson Music company, 114 South Second street.

FOR RENT

FOR SALE.
FOR SAKE Phaeton, almost new. Apply to 523 North Fourth street.
FOR SALE Ten room house furnished. Inquire of Mrs. Bambini, 401
West Railroad avenue.
FOR SALE Full blooded Jersey cow.
be fresh Julv 1 cheap. Enquire at
212 South Walter street.
FOR SALE Two horses for sale. Inquire at 603 South Arno street.
FOR SALE A desirable corner lot on
Copper avenue, also residence property on Lead avenue; will be sold
cheap if sold before first of May.
Call on or address owner, 609 West
Lead avenue.
FOR SALE Several beaeiiiul homes
and city lots. These are bargains
and must be seen to ta appreciated.
No trouble to show property. See
Jno. W. McQuade.
SMELTER PLANT FOR SALE Complete smelting plant at Chloride. N.
M , consisting of water jacket stack,
luo ton daily capacity;
power boiler and engine and all necessary machinery and appliances to
make plant complete and up to date.
Everything practically new In operation less than thirty days. This
will be sold at a great bargain for
only a fraction of its cost. For fur-

Wm. Farr

Brockmeier & Cox,

i

GAEDEN HOSE
LAWN MOWERS
118

Qold Avenue.

BUILDERS' HARDWARE.

Moths

!

Moths

!

The. insidious moth will soon begin
his work of destruction. Head him off
with a liberal use of camphor moth
balls, etc. Have you a particular fur
garment which you value highly? Then
pack it in one of our moth and duet
proof bags. It will be safe and sound.

c

Geo. B. Williams,
PRESCRIPTION
117

.

DRUGGIST.

West Railroad Avenue.

J. POST & CO.
C. F. MYERS and WM. MclNTOSH,

Proprietors.

HARDWARE..
Automatic

1

124

HAPPY FAMILY

i

I

VOORHEES- z-

Street.

they should be that always can have
placed on their table such" delicious
and prime meats, poultry and game as
they can always secure at this market.
Nothing but the tenderest, juciest and
primest beef, mutton and lamb is sold
here, and we cut and trim it to suit
the queen's taste. Our spring lamb is
especially fine just now.

FOR RENT Furnished rooms over
postoffice; $8 and $10 per month.
FOR RENT Four room house, cheap".
Inquire J. W. McQuade, shop opposite Highland Hotel.
FOR RENT Cold Etorase warehouse
on track. Inquire of Bachechi &
Giomi.
FOR RENT A largo furnished
boarding house, close to the
railway shops, to responsible party

tjrjfi

J.

PAGE &

z

its

FOR

At 5 o'clock this morning the students of the University left on a school
picnic for Hear canyon. The members
Axle Oils and Saddlery.
ol the faculty were invited and a num7
ther information, address, John A.
ber of tin in accompanied the merry
Lee, Albuquerque, N. M.
on their outing. The senior
company
Tops,
Canopy
English
Sun
class conducted the picnic anil all exWANTED.
pected to return by moonlight.
Shades, Umbrellas, Bow Tops, Etc.
2.iTt?-- ,
Thursday morning the methods class WANTED A girl for general housework, two in family. Apply at 224
of the normal department visited the
ANLETSuoE,
South Walter street.
Central school and the First ward. The
object of the visit was to see the work WANTED Agents, town and county
and methods of teaching language and
work: cash weekly. International
arithmetic. The class particularly ennurseries. No. 4570 Gray street, Denjoyed the opt ning exercises at the
ver. Colo.
COOOOOCOCOOOOOOC'
High school, wiiere the siug'ug is ex- WANTED Furnished room for man
ceptionally tine
in central part of town. Address F.
A selected quartette for class day is
H. M.. Citizen office.
Good carpenters, eight
piaeticnig very hard and the rest ot WANTED
hours, $,!; planing mill men, lathers,
the program is well under way.
Most of the friends of the seniors
plasterers. Steady work winter and
PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS
wiil receive invitations to the comsummer. Address "Herald," box
mencement
week festivitit s during
Los Angeles, Cal.
next week, as they have been printed WANTED A Girl for general housetwo or three days. Hopping
work. Inquire at 301 South UJith
Vorhes
New Stock,
New Location,
dM the work an the programs are ex1
street.
ceetionully unique. Nothing like them WANTED Good live man or woman,
has ever been used in the west beto take agency for Washington Life
Experienced Druggists,
fore.
Insurance company in their own
community.
The juniors have asked for Thursday
No expense and big
Next to Postoffice.
night of commencement week in which
profits if you work. J. 11. O'Rielly,
general manager for New Mexico
to entertain the seniors. Arrangements
South Second Street.
Automatic 'Phone 225.
are not yet complete, but a tine recepand Arizona, Albuquerque, N. M.
carpenters, eight
will be tendered WANTED
Good
tion undoubtedly
CXDOCOOCOCQOCOCODCC
hours, $3. Planing mill men, lathers,
them.
plasterers. Steauy work, summer
Carpenters' and machinists' tools ot
Dentistry.
The McSpadt'.en Transfer
and winter. Address "Herald," box
Careful, reliable work: reasonable all kinds. Albuquerque Harware comcompany
have moved I2t
3000. Los Angeles, Cal.
rates. Dr. 11. Barnes, dentist, room 2, pany.
pianos since January 1, l'jrt2.
Wealthy, respectable young widow, no
N. T. Armijo building.
children or near relatives wants true
Agricultural lands In Demlng are unA free bus will run to Goodwin's
and home loving husband. Address
Let us figure on your plumbing.
surpassed for fertility, production of natutorium tomorrow (Sunday) at 2:30
Hiller. il Washington street, Chicacompany.
Hardware
o clock p. ni.
go. 111.
fruits and vegetables of all kinds.

9
2
3

,

WE HAVE FORTUNATELY RECEIVED ANOTHER SHIPMENT
OF
RIBBON (SATIN BACK) WHICH WILL BE SOLD AT
SALE PRICES.
DON'T MISS THE OPPORTUNITY TO AVAIL YOURSELF OF
SUCH UNHEARD OF BARGAINS.

Iron Beds All

Quid Avenue

Tailor made suits before taking your summer outing you will need
we offer while they last, your choice of any suit in the house for

Refrigerators
U

White Mountain

Freezers
Ice Tongs, Ice Picks,
Ice Chisles.
Best Grades of Garden Hose
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"Art Garland"
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replevin at

Cabax.on.

Hardware Company,

Manufacturers of

the defense established that at the
time the horse was found in his possesion he rlaimed he had lost it within
a year. The court held the plaintiffs
testimony irreconcilable and gave judgment in fnvor of defendant for value of
the horse and damages for detention.
T. C. Montoya for plaintiff and H. P.
Owen for defendant.

Sash, Doors, Mouldings, Store Fronts,

LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.

Office and Store Fixtures, Wood Turn
ing and Mill Work of all kinds to order. MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED.

E. L. Hewett. of Las Vegas, Is in the
city stopping at the Alvarado.

120 Gold Avenue.

ALBUQUERQUEPLANINGMILLCo

A

403 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
DECORATIVE
EFFECT
Is a most important factor in the
Jewelry worn, and best results are
obtained from artistic designs and
tasteful settings. Our rings, brooches, pins, etc, are of that high art
and quality found only In Jewelry of

the finest make.

T. Y. MAYNARD,
JEWELER.
Watch inspector A., T.
and S. F. P. Railroads.

& S.

OtX30OeXD000OeOC

F.

300

PELTIER BROS.
Plumbing; and Heating.
.

Orders from the outside solicited and
promptly attended to.
Albuquerque, N. M.

206 West Gold Avenue,

oooeoccoocooeoooo

ZEICxER CAFE
QUICKEL & BOTHE, Proprietors

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS

ACKER'S
DYSPEPSIA TABLETS

free concert at the Orchestrion

HASTE

FABER.

ALBERT

cure dyspepsia and all disorders arising from indigestion. Endorsed by physicians every where. Sold by air druggists. No cure, no pay. 25 cents. Trial
package frno i,v writing to VS. H. Hooker & Co.. lluffalo, N. Y. J. H. O'HIelly
& CO.. ami H. H. liriggs & Co.

The defendant

showed that he lost the horse In question in June. 1891. and that he and the
in possession of the
DOUBLE HEATING BASEBURNERS marshal foundoneit Hovey
In 18!9, from
plaintiff and
They have no peer or rival in the whom they took it; that Hovey tcld
marshal he had found It In possesbase burner world in the point of ele- the
sion of a man whom he believed had
gance and high finish.
stolen It. Skinner traced his possession of the horse. back two years, and
that of his vendors back to 1S!H. while

THE GREAT MAJESTIC

Albuquerque

DISTRICT COURT.

Right of Possession of a Horse Wat
Involved.
The case of Meliton Cordova vs. J.
Except In the Fire Box.
A. Skinner, Involving the right of possession of a certain horse, was tried
Steel and malleable Iron used in the this morning. The plaintiff attempted
show that he purchased the animal
construction of these ranges. We also to
In 1S9" and lost it in 180t: and discovhave a complete line of
ered the animal at Albuquerque In
July. 1 8i. when he brought theyuit

X

O

IN

Great Majestic Range

HE GREAT MAJESTIC

O
-

IRON ABOUT THE

5

!

305 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDING
Headquarters for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blankets and
House Furnishing Goods.

THIS UP.

The New Time Card for the Summer
In Effect June 1.
F. L. Myers, the popular joint railway agent, has received the figures of
the new tin.e card which will go Into
effect on Sunday. Juno 1. Read over
the figures and govern yourself accordingly:
No. 1. !ro: the east, now arrives at
10:10 p. in. aud departs for the west
at 11:30 p. in. On the new time card
It. will reach Albuquerque at 7:1.1 p. m.,
passengers at supper, and departs for
the west at 8:15 p. m.. a little over
This
three hours earlier than tirnv.
train will carry the pouch mail the
same as now.
No. 7, lrotn the east, now arrives at
10:40 p. ni. and goes west at 11:20
p. m. On the ne
time card it will
reach this city at 10;05 p. m. and leave
for the west at 10:45. aud Is the regular mail train.
No change In No. 2 from the west, it
arriving at 8:05 a. m. and departing at
8:30 a. ni. as now. Thi3 is the regular
mail train for the east.
No. 8, irom the west, vill leae for
the east at 7: 30 p. m. It goes north
now at 7:1" p. m. This train carries

Ingenious Japanese
I
stock before purchasing
ways exercising their ingenuity
In devising cool and unique floor
coverings, which the whole
world takes advantage of.
We are in receipt of very
handsome Japanese and China
Mattings, also Floor Coverings
of all kinds, fro mthe best looms
in the world, that we are selling'
at the lowest prices. Look over
who live In a hot climate, are
We can save you

our

hall tomorrow (Sunday) afternoon at
Everybody invited.
3 o'clock.
Miss MeCune. the music and vocal
teacher, who was seriously 111 with
pneumonia, was up and around today.
George Kaseman. deputy United
States marshal, spent yesterday in pouch mail.
Snnta Fe. returning to the city last
No. 27 (now known as No. 21) the El
night.
Taeo train, will leave for the south at
A game of ball at the fair grounds 11 o'clock p. m. It goes south now at
tomorrow afternoon, at 3 o'clock, be- 11 : 45 p. n.
The tra il from the south will arrive
tween the Old Town Tigers and Coino
and derail as now.
Estamos.
The linked trains. No. 3 from the
J. S. Maetavish, general manager of
general merchan east and No. 4 from the west, will run
l
the
dise store at Magdalena, and wife, are the same hours as now, twice a week.
nstead of daily.
n the city.
Freight tr.vin No. 33, going south and
Anthony Xydias comes to the front carrying passengers, will depart at
with the latest noveltv in fans, which 8:05 a. m.
he gives away to his customers. Call
and get one.
STRIKING WINDOWS.
D B. Benjamin, general manager of
the Harvey eating house, was here yes
Contrasts Are Displayed in
terday in consultation with Messrs. Artistic the
Economist Store.
Vizzetti and Klooz.
The Economist presents to the pub
Roderick Stover, who is a student ic two windows that are artistic and
at the Columbia college, of New York, highly appropriate to the occasion. In
Is expected home next week for his one of the windows
Is a beautiful
cummer's vacation.
oung woniun wearing a widow's veil
By her
After a pleasant visit of a few days and emblems of mourning.
with her relative, Mrs. W. B. Childers. side is a lovely child in white who
Mrs. Piekerell left for her home at bears a basket of flowers. Both are
standing at the entrance to the gate of
Flagstaff last night.
of
Mrs. P. B. Dalles. Iiss Laura Zinth a tomb in the soldiers' cemetery
The' enclosure is hung
ami Miss Leola Dorman, of Helen, are Oak Grow
over a backspending the day in the city visiting with black ami white colors.
ground
of
national
the
shopping.
with friends and
The other picture la in striking con
freight
L ('. Fontaine, traveling
and shows a sweet girl graduate
agent for the Missouri, Kansas & Tex- trast
n an exquisite commencement gown.
as railroad, with headquarters at El Artistically displayed around her are
Paso, spent yestesday in the city.
lawns, brocades, muslins, taffetas and
Louis Oazin, who has been superin other apparel that will cause the avertending the Summer's contract work age woman to turn green with envy.
at the local Santa Fe Pacific shops.
was a passenger for Denver thi3
Portales Wants a Jail.
A request from the people of Por
J. B. Nisbet, druggist at San Mareial, tales for a calaboose In which to con
passed through tne city this morning fine disorderly persons has been made
commissioners. The
en route to Chicago, where he will to the county
visit with friends and relatives for a question as to the authority of the
board to make such an appropriation
short time.
was referr
The eighth annual commencement of was raised and tne matter
to District Attorney G. W. Prltch- the New Mexico School of Mines, So ed
M., Thursday evening. May ard, at White Oaks, and his decision
corro,
29, 1902. 'inis office acknowledges an will be awaited before action will be

money.

hbTADLlSHED 1878

'OLD RELIABLE

L. B. PUTNEY,

Beeker-Hlaekwel-

WHOLESALE GROCER.
C.rrlr. the L.rge.t

Flour, O rain
and Provisions.
Car lotf

and ftoet fc'xtcnalva
Stock el

StapleQroceries
found outhest.

aprclilt jr.

farh'and freight wagons.
Albuquerque

Railroad Avenue

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
U.

DEPOSITORY

S.

Depository for the Santa Fe Tacific and the Atchison,
and Santa Fe Railway Companies.

To-pe- ka

$500,000.00
$200,000.00

Authorized Capital

Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

president; M. W. Flournoy, vice president; Frank McKee, cashier;
A B. McMillan.
II. F. Ravnolds.

Joshua

S. Raynolds,

FOUND A HOME

!

taken,
invitation to attend.
compli
acknowledges
a
The Citizen
Killed in a Mine.
mentary ticket to the
FINEST WHISKIES. IMPORTED & DOMESTIC WINES & COGNAC.
It. Flora, a coal miner, was killed in
Pueb
convene
at
state fair, which will
a Gardiner mine the oiner day. He
The Coolest and Highest Grade of Lager served.
lo, Colo., in its spring race meet on hap put In a blast which exploded
June 3 to 6, inclusive.
prematurely, badly mangling him and
Finest and Best Imported and Domestic Cigar
All members of Co. G will report at killing him almost Instantly. Funeral
OO0e)0C0GOOtX3CeK0tXr
their armory. Grant hall, Sunday af services were held at the Catholic
ternoon at 2:30, to accompany the G church in Baton, being conducted by
A. it. and participate in memorial ex Father Cooney,
and Interment was
ereises. E. Elder, captain.
made In the Catholic cemetery. The
deceased leaves a family in
C. P. Moosback, a well known engin
eer. who was east on a visit, has re
turned and took part in the reception
Old Soldiers, Attention!
and ball in honor of C. W. Maier. at
All old soldiers, and sailors are rethe Grant hall last night.
queued to meet at K. of P. hall tomorThe west room In the Barnett
Native and Chicago Lumber.
row afternoon at 2 o'clock to attend
being
Is
postofllce
to
the
next
Our fancy coffee business for 1901 reached the snug amount of 10,000
tent.
at
memorial
exercises
the
painted and repapered. It will be oc the
Building Paper ALWAYS IN
pounds. We wish to double that in 1902. and in order to do so we are
Sherwin-Williacupied after the first of June by tne
queer
Is
A
a
world.
This
reformed
BLINDS, PLASTKH
offering the very best grades of coffee on the market at 40 cents per
Newcomer stationery store.
More I Looks Best! Wears Long-e- BASH, DOORS.
tough can tell his experience at a re- Covers
Fall Measure I L1MK, CKMKN'T, GLASS, PALM, Kte
I
pound. We are sole agents for CHASE & SANBORN'S celebrated Seal
Most Economical
II. O. Bursum, the superintendent of vival meeting and the good people will
the territorial penitentiary, was
Brand and Club House. We also have a full line of blended coffees
weep over the recital and take up a
First Street and Lead Avenue, Albuquerque.
through passenger last night, on his collection for bis benefit. If the same
at prices to suit from 20 cents up. Our 35 cent blend we consider equal
way to his mining property down in story is told by a hobo on the street to
to the most of the 40 and 45 cent grades offered by the trades.
Socorro and Sierra counties.
a policeman be is run in and given ten
As to teas: Everyone knows that we keep the very best to be bad
Frank Yaio, who expects to engage days on the chain gang
in the territory.
in the restaurant and saloon business
Highland Buffet.
on South hirst street In a few days
A. J. Robertson, proprietor of the
yesterday purchased the old bar fix
Highland Buffet, extends an invitation
tares of the White Elephant.
SAMPLE AND CLUB BOOM.
214- W. Railroad Ave
to
the patrons of his pleasant resort
daughter,
G.
Palladino and
Mrs.
tonight
his
partake
at
visit
htm
and
to
tonight
for E expense a
Miss Anieta, will leave
Finest
lunch. The best of
fine
Paso. Texas, where they will reside In liquors handledfree
Whiskies,
and served to custom
JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop.
the future. H. A. M. Palladino, a son ers.
Brandies,
Is now In business in El Paso.
120 W. Railroad Ave, Albuquerque.
Wines, etc.
Dance at the Orchestrion hall to
A. B. Hays, of ban Mareial, is super
the work on tiie new freight night. Music will be rendered by Mrs
KELLY CO. Intending
depot, in the absence of J. A. Harlan Uerrv and James Dovine.
Residence, Automatic 'Phone 299
superintendent of bridges and build
utomatic Thone No. 516.
Messrs. Quickel & Iiothe, proprietors
ing on the Rio Grande division of the
No. 1 1 5.
Telephone
Bell
of the Zeiger Cafe, extend a cordial in
(Incorporated)
Santa Fe.
many
to
at
to
friends
vitatiou
their
ITrnTnTi
sitrml
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Erwin arrived t n.l the grand free lunch at their popthis morning from Springfield, Illinois, ular resort tonight. The chef of the
where they were recently married. Mr.
says the spread will bo
Erwin is confidential clerk for Divis- ready about 8:30 p. in.
ion Superintendent McNally and after
spending a few days in Albuquerque
strawberry and
Hanana. vanilla,
Wool, Hides,
visiting frlenus will go to their future
limn Ice cream at Scott's Ice cream
home at San Mareial.
paiior. Sunday. Open all day.
o
Next Wednesday Light the Santa Fe
We handle
This evening, at the White Elephant,
base ball team will pass through here
will be served, to
K. C. Baking Powder,
on their way to Socorro, where ihey a tii.e free lunch cordially
Invited to
Navajo Blankets,
will play the School of Mines team the which evirvbodv
LOCAL UNDERTAKER 8ANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD.
following day. On their return they partake. The White Klephant is one
Curtice Canned Goods,
of the city's nicest resorts.
play
over
stop
here
and
will
the
1
Colorado Lard and Meats.
Browns on Decoration day in the after.BflOTCSniBU1'nder new management, the Metronoon and leave taat samu evening for politan resort wil set out for its
home.
Houses at
a grand free lunch tonight.
liody invited.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. EAST LAI
Don't take the trouble to make your
o
VEGAS, N. M, AND GLOR-- I
own ice cream this hot weather, but
fruits at Scott's lee cream
s
ro to Anthony Xydias, at the New EngETA, N. M.
land bakery ami he will make it for
Cordial Invitation extended to old
j 011 just as cheap and better. Give him
anu visitors to partake of
a trial.
CHAS. MAUSARlVProprletor
h tree lunch at Zelger's Cafe toniglit
Specials at the No Name Store.
Have you tried the ice cream made
X
Mrs. Putt's pattern sail irons. $1. on sec
N. M.
ai the New England, opposite the postWash boards
lr.c Ollice.
THE LARGEST AND BEST MILLS IN NEW MEXICO "
tubs, galvanized. . .t!.r.c. 75c, src
Board and lodging $7.50 per week. Transportation of guests free of Wash
FLOUR AND BRAN IN CAR LOTS A SPECIALTY
Tin Fprinkling cans
2fic to 5uc
Deming has just been incorporated.
Xc to 30c
Lunch baskets
charge, from Glorietta and return. Located In the famous trout fishing secA
Good toilet soap
2 cakes for 5c
Attend a specially
prepared free
tion of the Pecos forest reserve. For particulars address
tin dish pans
25c lunch at the White Elephant tonight.
Albuquerque,
New Mexico: om
lib' West Gold avenue.
Everybody invited.
a
Dr. WILLIAM SPARKS, Prop.. Willis, N. M. Statehood.
Subscribe for The Daily Citizen
Pueblo-Colorad-

& SON,
Jewelers and Opticians.
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New Mexico Towns
LAS VEGAS.
From the Record.
Perry EarickRon returned from a
business trip to Albuquerque.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur l.owe expect to
leave Sunday for an extended visit in
Canada.
Mrs. O. O. Scbaefcr ami family b ft
for Santiago, Cal., for a few months4

visit.

Miss Minnie Williams vetuni"d from
Albuquerque, where she was visiting
ior mother.
William Gregg, of I'uios Wells, who
is interested In a big sheen ranch at
that place, with F. A. Manzanares, of!
this city, is in town.
Mr. Green, of Green's lake, brought
in three tubs of fish he had seined from
his lake, and disposed of them here.
They were beauties.
Parties in Ellsville, III., are inquiring
Tor the wherenbouts of one .lames Wilson, formerly a teamster here. His
father died recently and left some
property, to which he is heir.
Captain Fort returned from Tueum-car- l
and said there were twelve witnesses on the wav from there to testify in the EakTn", Ilurdiel;. Fondviile

hearing Saturday.
Bonifacio Salas, of Pinos Wells, will
take as a has Vegas bride next week.
Miss Rosita Martinez,
dauhUr of
Manuel G. Martinez.
The wedding
iWib take place at the home of the
bride in this city.
F. P. Waring v rites from St. Paul
that New Mexico is not the only place

in which they have high winds, as he
find St. Paul a1out as bad. He pays
thinss are dull there and he believes
Veras a little the brightest spot
he has yet found.
Robert Hays left for Gunda'.upeta to
"Bee his copper mines.
There are several local parties extensively interested in the copper showing thereabouts
and machinery is being put in lor
hoisting the ore. The claims are reported to be showing up well, and a
good strike is confidently expected.

Ip

Fror.i the Optic.
Mayor Gooilall still suffers with an
attack of rheumatism.
A $5 fine will he positively imposed
on any one who expectorates in the
postofflcc lohhy.
Rev. C. M. Smith, pastor of the African Methodist Episcopal church in thi.s
city, wag aide to he cut after a week's
confinement at home with tor.silitls.
Lookout' for a young man who wears
drop stitch half hose and who wants
to flip a quarter to see who pays for
the heer. That young man's two-hi-t
piece is loaded for the occasion.

Twenty-threyears aeo Thursday,
the Optic, at Otero, N. M., now a deserted village, first saw the light of
clay. The Optic was moved to Ias
Vegas twenty-twyear3 ago on the
10th of last Novemher.
Rohert H. Hunter is In the city looking after bis property interests here.
Mr. Hunter Is an old time resident of
Vegas, hut now resides at Omaha.
.While living in thia city he was associated In business with M. L. Cooley,
the liveryman. His friends are glad to
meet him again.
e

o

RATOh.

J. M. flOORE

(William J. Popejoy for $1 .000.
Prof. U D. Drown and family will
leave for the ttate of Washington, to
be alpnt unti! about September 1.
Professor Brown is an applicant for
the principalship of the Springer
schools, and as he is an educator of
demonstrated capability his chances
for election to that position should be
good.
G. W. Terhune, one of the first settlers in Raton, but who lett this place
ten years ago, since which time he has
been a resident of Garden City. Kan.,
in company with his wife left for their
Kansas home last Tuesday, after a
pleasant visit of several weeks with
their daughter, Mrs. M. K. Terhune, at
Dawson. Mr. and Mrs. Terhune's many
old friends in Raton were pleased to
ee them again.

j

;

From the Stockman.
M. W. Mills expects to make a trip
east next week.
J. J. Daly has been admitted to practice iu the courts of the territory.
Miss OIHe and Nellie Littrell are expected down from Raton next week on
a visit to their sister, Mrs. G. W. Warder and family.
J. W. Quick and wife now occupy the
rooms in the court house vacated by
J. C. Taylor and family, moving there
Wednesday.
In the district court for Colfax county the Floershelm Mercantile company
has brought suit against F. J. Baca to
note.
secure the payment of a
H. J. Reiling, of the Oro Dredge company at Elizahethtown, passed through
for Chicago, where he will accompany
his wife back to Elizahethtown.
Walter Clements left for Idaho,
where he expects to make his home
several months at least. The people of
this section of Colfax county regret
very much to lose Mr. Clements.
Captain and Mrs. H. Sturges expect
to leave Santa Fe on the 28th for Oregon City, Ore., where they will remain
some time. The captain is improving
some, and all will be glad to hear it.
He sends regards to all, along with
Mrs. Sturges.
Melvin W. Mills, who was for over
thirty years one of the leading attorneys in the' territory, has again resumed the practice of law in Springer.
He has associated with him J. J. Daly,
who recently moved to Springer, and
as will be seen by their card In today's
paper, the new firm solicits a share of
the legal nuslness of Colfax and adjoining counties.
ALAMOGORDO.
From the News.
Bank Examiner Weir was examining
the bank this week.
R. H. Pierce went to El Paso to meet
his daughter, Mrs. Duncan, who is now

visiting here.
John Stone and Capt. Wilkinson have
been appointed by the county commissioners as police for Alamogordo.
A. N. Tlbbetts has had plans prepared for a fine residence and will com.
mence building next week.

man, has the following to say about
Alamogordo:
"I have had some experience in the real estate business,
but the rapid and substantial growth
of Alamogordo beats anything I have
run across, taking into consideration
the fact that the town is at the foot of
a mountain range on one side and at
the edge of a desert on the other. The
census just completed was taken by
the county commissioners to decide
whether or not Alamogordo has a population large enough to demand a police force of its own. The census shows
that the town has 3.000 people and several hundred to boot and the police
will be granted. It is an
progressive town and seems to have
an eye to making a bright future for itself. Whether the future is there or not
remains to be seen. The El Paso-RocIsland route is going to do great things
w ith Cloudcroft
this season. The pretty little resort is being extensively ad- -

"BLUE MONDAY."

years.

No Use for It Any More.
Mrs. E. J. Porter and sun Lawrence,
good food put a good minister
How
a
mouths'
to
Raton
after sis
returned
Visit with friends and relative iu Mis- nn his feet again is an interesting
souri. Mr. Porter met them at Trini- - dory. He says: "A little more than
dad. ,in(i jeeomoanied them lierc. a year ago I commenced the use of
Breakfast Food. At that
whore thev will leniain until be v.: ' irape-Nutbuild a home for them smiicwL' re iui'ime I had been suffering from dys-thStonewall country, where lie ;., in I'epsia for about five years. I had tried
ill the reii edies my friends told me
the employ of the Colorado I'u.-about but with no permanent relief.
lien company.
s

e

I

Sabbath duties at that time
l early prostrated me and the following
'lay I whs of no use to myself or to
"My

SANTA FE.

From the

New Mexican.
ol school
All childu-n

a; are
-

re-

quested to bring three bouquet each
or loose flowers to the ball of Carh ton
Kst, Grand Army of

the morning of

tin-

Kei.r.Mic,

nyiiiie else.
"AiTer beginning the food a change
to take place and gradually he
dyspepsia and disturbance left me.
Now 1 have gained twenty pounds ami
:im free from stomach troubks that
MiiTercd so long from.
'I can do twice the amount of work
with ease, am well all of the time, ami
naturally sing the praises of the de- n: ioiu ioou mat nas put me right. 1
am perfectly willing to have my name
appear as endorsing your excellent
food for I know from personal experience of its value."
L. R. Dan forth,
pastor of the First M. E. church,
Muss.
.

on

May :!'.

1

Plans and specifications for the ereci. e tor
tion of a story and a halt
John H. Walker on Grain av.-i- i ie are
for
now in the hands ot contraum
the purpose of submitting bids for the
erection of the dwelling.
son oi i.ouis .win,
The
living on the Canyon road, uml Lis
skull fractured on Wednesday eveniug
from a kick of a horse Dr. J. A.
is attending young Moya, who is
Mas-bi-

e

ABSTRACTS OF TITLE TO BERNAI ILLO COUNTY REAL ESTATE AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
INSURE YOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST

w

it

RATES.
HOUSES RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXES .'AID
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS
AND

SPRINGER.

D. C, for action.
I. W. Mallory, a New Vork traveling

of
C. H. Donahue, a brother-in-laMrs. T. R. Mathews, has been
several days here visiting. His home!
is Mt. Sterling. Ky.. and he had not
'en
Been nis relatives here tor e1.,-ti-t

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

it

has been ill for a week or more, is
now improving and able to be about,
and he expects to preach in his pulpit
on Sunday next, both morning and evening, the Grand Army of the Republic
veterans attending in a body at the
latter service.

at Washington,

From the Gazette.
Mrs. J. F. White and Miss Mabel left
for a month's visit at Topeka. Kansas
City and Brooklyn, 111.
Mrs. A. W. Myers left immediately
after the close of the school here to
take up her work as teacher in thej
Ponil Park school district.

1883.)

-

W. C. McDonald and Oliver M. Iee
are shipped over one thousand head of
cattle from this point during the week.
The building for the planing mill for
the Alamogordo Lumber company has
been completed and the machinery is
being put In place.
Contractor Pelphrey returned from
Fort Stanton, where lie spent several
days estimating on some $50,000 worth
of improvements to be made by the
government.
Rev. C. M. Oearhart has resigned
his pastorate of Grace Methodist Episcopal church in this place and has accepted the charge of a congregation in
northern New Yerk. Mr. Gearhart expects to leave for his new field of labor about the last of May.
Proposals for large and extensive
alterations and Improvements of the
Fort Stanton sanitarium were opened
this week. Only two bids were submitted, S. E. Pelphrey, of Alamogordo.
bid $40,731, and Henry & Stuart, of
Las Vegas, bid $34,475. The proposals
were submitted to the war department

From the Range.
Mrs. Martha Terhune came in from
Dawson City this week to see her
father-in-laoff for
and mother-in-laGarden City, Kan.
Miss Ethel Van Buskirk left for
Gallagher, near Elizahethtown, where
she will teach a summer term of
school.
Mrs. George Porter left for Chicago,
where she will be treated for an affection of the throat. She was accompanied as far as Topeka by her children, who will join her there on the return trip.
Morrow and Leil gold last week the
Horse Mesa and Pocket land situated
about eight miles from town, to Ellis
Denton, for f 2,4'Ri. They also sold last
week 320 acres in Johnson Park to

(ESTABLISHED

reported to be on the way to recovery.
"?t. John's Methodist Episcopal congreuation received the glad tidings to-- .
day that the board of church extension
of the chinch has donated $."nit toward
the building of the new Methodist
chinch In this city.
The ball to be given by the Hook and
Ladder company on May !' in Gray's
hall should be well patronized. The
company gives public service free of
charge whenever there Is need of it
ntiil should therefore be encouraged by
residents of the city.
Kev. W. Hayes Moore, of the First
Presbyterian church of this city, who

llav-ciliii-

l,

MANAGER OP

Albuquerque Abstract Company
He'll sell vou Scotch Oats as willingly as
the common kind tell him plainly what you
want look for the Kilted Piper on every box
that's all. Scotch Oats is sold only in boxes.
Take no other kind, for no other kind gives so
much strength so quickly to growing children
Jj
and to grown up men and women.

Scotch

Oats
the

Next Door to First National Bank.
New Telephone 222.

ooooooooooo
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if
puts its

. . . .

the only food in
world that
whole strength straight into the system."

1

BACHECHI

2

WHOLESALE

&

GIOMI

AND RETAIL DEALERS IN

Wines, Liquors, Cigars and
vertlsed, many improvements made,
and has enough natural attractions to
make It a good place for the summer
months."
WHITE OAKS.
From the Eage.
A. A. Highfill returned from Lincoln.
Mrs. Fred Smith was in from the

ranch.
Edward Thompklns returned from
Cananea. Mexico.
E. H. Talbert and wife were in from
Jlcarlllas purchasing supplies.
James McCoy is sinking the well
deeper on the old Hyde ranch on 1 nree
Rivers.
Mrs. W. C. McDonald and daughters.
Margie and Frances. returned from California, where they have been staying
bince last Octouer.
Dr. and Mrs. A. G. Lane returned
from the Confederate reunion at Dallas, Texas. The doctor was a surgeon
in the Confederals army, and no doubt
met many old "rebs" at this, their
greatest reunion.
Ten days are said to be necessary
to communicate with parties on Bonlto
and Ruldoso, a distance of forty miles.
We can get a reply in better time than
that. Better mail service should be Installed along small lines.
The cyanide plant at the Sonth
Homestake mill began operations on
tailings. The same parties who established the plant there five years ago.
Gumm & Co., are again operating the
reduction works. The supply of tailings will be largely taken from Baxter
gulch, mixed with slums from the
South yards, and there will probably
be enough to keep work going for a
year. The capacity of the tank is one
or forty
tank a day, or about thirty-fivtons.
Friends of E. G. F. Uehrick will regret to hear that he met with a serious
accident at Dallas, Texas, in which he
came very near losing his life. He was
In a runaway, was thrown from the vehicle, sustained very serious injuries
and has been under the doctor's care
for three weeks. At last accounts he
was improving and out of danger.
e

ROSWELL.

loaded with fruit now. He has 800 fruit
trees of all kinds on his place and says
tne only clanger to fruit now is hail
which may come and do more or less
damage.
Mrs E. A. Cahoon gave the fourth
and last party In the series she has
been giving. It was an anagram game
and there were three successful con
testants. Mrs. Hayslip, Mrs. Bonney
and Miss Wallace.
In drawing for
the prize Mrs. Bonney secured It, a
pretty white fan. Mrs. W. W. Ogle
received the consolation prize, a
the consolation prize, a piece
of Wedgewood ware. The refreshments
were very refreshing and appetizing.
pret-recelve- d

There were

twenty-nin-

guests

e

s

yearlings.

We carry a full stock of Manitou, Apollinaras and Hunyadi waters;
cordials and bitters of every description. Agents for Lemr.s St. Louis
beer, and also for Mt. Vernon Rye Whisky. Picnic parties can find a
full line of canned goods, cheeses, etc. In our Retail Department will
be found the finest assortment of liquors in the city.
GOODS DELIVERED TO ALL PARTS OF THE CITY.

pres-

Mrs. Cahoon is one of the most
popular ladies in our little city and

ent.

her receptions throughout have been
delightful affairs and every guest has
been made to feel that her enjoyment
and pleasure was the first consideration of this charming hostess.
GAINES

HURD.

of a Pretty Romance
at the Marriage Altar in
Santa Fe.
At 8 o'clock Thursday evening at the
Gildersleeve home occurred the wedding of Morrnl Walker Gaines and
Miss Grace Marguerite Hurd, Rev. W.
R. Dye. of the church of the Holy Faith
officiating says the New Mexican.
A small company
of friends was
present but the affair was on the quiet
order, owing to the illness of the bride
and the absence of the family of either
bride or groom. A touch of romance
was given Lie climax by this happy
event. The young couple were unknown to one anothef until a few
months ago, when they came here from
the east in search of health and chance
brought them together. Mr. Gaines
had spent his boyhood In Santa Fe in
the early nineties and is the son of
Prof. Marshall R. Gaines, connected
with local educational work. He graduated with high honors from Yale university in 18!I8, and engaged in business In New York, but failing health
brought him west about a year ago.
Naturally his boyhood'B recollections
of Santa Fe's pure air and sunshine
brought him this way and today his
health Is completely restored. The
bride is the daughter of Chas. C. Hurd,
for many years past literary editor
of the Boston Transcript. She also was
for some time on the editorial staff of
that paper and has attained success in
Journalistic and literary work in New
York and Boston. She is the author of
an entertaining volume entitled: "The
Bennett Twins." She came west last
fall in search of new literary material
and was drawn toward Santa Fe because of its advantages for regaining
health; its picturesque surroundings
and romantic history. She has been
seriously ill with nervous prostration
of late, and to hasten her recovery,
Mr. and Mrs. Gaines left this morning
for the beautiful upper Pecos mountains where they will spend the sumThe Culmination

From the Record.
Karl A. Snyder left for New Vork,
where he goes as a delegate from the
Rio Grande synod to the general synod
of the Presbyterian church.
Another new artesian well reputed
th.s week is on the Seaman place. :i
mile northeast of town
This place
was recently purchased by Tony Day
for his mother and he hail the well
drilled for her.
Quince Cummins unloaded a standard well machine this week and will
drill his first wel for Tannehill Bros.,
west of the Hortenstein place. His
machine has a capacity of l.uoo feet
and w ill be run by a gasoline engine.
T. C. Tillotson. of Lower Penasco,
was here this week buying supplies.
ami Incidentally looking for a bunch
of good young bulls. He purchased a mer.
bunch of seven fine animals of Otto
Hedgcoxe.
From the Register.
One of Albert Thiel's horses stepped
on a rattlesnake a few days ago and
was bitten on the fore leg. At last accounts it was thought the horse would
die
J. F. Bryson is duly elated over a
flow of about "00 gallons which he
struck in his artesian well on the
tract bought by Mr. Seaman a few
months ago, at a depth of 231 feet, the
incasing being six and
ches.
W. i. Jones returned from his former home at Van Home. Texas where
he and G. W. Medley, C. O. Finley and
John '.. Means delivered to Johnson
Bros . of Pecos, 4.000 head of steers
sold them. Mr. Jones' lot ( (insisted of
a fine bunch of 400 red and white face
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Mutual Telephone 143.
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When you want to buy Flour and Bran, or want to 6ell
Wheat, write to
JOHN BECKER, Proprietor.
BELEN, N. M.
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H1. PALMER
J.
Hay, Grain, Staple and Fancy Groceries.

PATENT

O TIPPED SILK GLOVES ARE
O PRETTY
TO LOOK AT. AND
O WEAR WELL; WE WARRANT
O THEM,
60c
PAIR. GOLDEN
O Rl'LE DRY GOODS CO.

Visit Our Boys' Department.
We have put in a fine line of boys'
black suits, vestees, two and three-piec- e Mail Orders Receive Prompt
Attention
suits; also a nice line of hats and
furnishing goods. Simon Stern, the
Pure Light Brahma
Railroad Avenue Clothier.
SOi North Flrt Street
CORSETS ON SALE AT AN UNHEARD OF FIGURE. ROSEN WALD
BROS.
The Highland meat market sells
meat that you can eat. Call and be
convinced.

W. II. Lumley reports a fine prosIf you want the Highland meat mar-kepect for a fruit crop on the Ituidoso
ring up 130 Automatic or 5 Bell
this year, the old apple trees showing
a full crop and the young ones having 'phone.
all they should carry. Plums, peaches,
Demlng has Increased 60 per cent In
cherries and apricots are a full crop
never promised better. Mr. Lunibley population in four years.
has twenty-fivnectarine trees that are
Statehood.
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A The Morning's Mourning

SURVEYS.

The General Manager, H. U. Mudge

sr

Talks on the Situatiod.

As George Ade says, fn his new opera,

x

"Ki-Ram-

:"

no time for mirth nnd l.niclitrr
"The cold irray dawn of the morning after."
"Tt

t

F. H. Mudge, of the Santa Fe en- Island and Southern Pacific which forA fur overcoat on your tongue; "hair on your teeth;" a t.iste "as if a cat had
gineering corps, is in El Paso on official merly went over the Santa Fe. HowWILL REBUILD PECOS LINES.
aching hair; a "bust-healittered In your mouth;" nerves
of splitting
duty.
ever that may be, the weighing still
New Mexagony," appetite none; movement f the bowels not a sign; present (unwelcorna
Engineer Kinney has arranged for n continues on the Arizona
lay off. and will visit Chicago and ico road. The man who originally had
l'h? Oh 'eit 5'1)U will. Remember
visitor), Gen. R. E. Morse. Never do it
General Manager ti. U. Mudge, of
the job on the Arizona & New Mexico
other i.ig cities.
"The tvv'1 was nick; the Devil a mnnk would
A young the Santa Fe denies the statement
resigned.
got
and
of
it
tired
"The Devil got wcil; the Divil a monk wm I,'?,"
Mrs. Snook, wife of Conductor man was spnt out from Ios Angeles which has been made in several newsSnook, is to leave Raton for Kansas, Snndey
will maV.c you well. Rut, for goodand a Cascaret three times cm the clay oi
papers to tho effect that the Santa Fe
place.
his
take
to
to he gone for some time.
A
ness sake, be wire, up to the century, a"d t'..e m:;t time yuu o out with the boys, eat
has completed its survey of the proRarnev Gilhride. fireman, and S. A.
posed cutoff from Portales, N M., on
WILL NOT BE RETIRED.
too much, drink too' much, irritate your tor.iacli, Mock your bowels, don't forget
McDonald, brakeman. running out of
the Pecos Valley line, to a point near
that you can prevent the "morning's r.ior.ring" by taking a Cascaret Candy
Las Vegas, have both resigned.
Superintendents Beamer and Denair Albuquerque, where it will connect
Cathartic before you go to bed. They work while you sleep and make you awake
with the Santa Fe main line to CaliWill Hold Their Positions.
F. R. Frost, the chief electrician of
says
TojeVa
bright as a new dollar in the morning. Always carry a box in your pocket, and
fornia,
reports
State
Journal.
the
been
hich
various
The
have
is
the Santa Fe.
in the city on official
"Our surveying parties are still workhave another on your dresser and another on your night table. Also one
business. His headquarters are at in circulation for a month, anent anamong the high off- ing in rew Mexico," said Mr. Mudge,
other shake-uTopeka.
"In your trip on a trip,"
not"and no final reports hove been made.
lest you forget.
A number of new coaches, Intended icials of the Santa Fe in California,
Investigations
object
The
of
ably
all
Superintendent
the
of
.,
retirement
- AH
L
t . t. 1... u . M
for service on the California division, V. R.theReamer,
surveys is to find a route which
Caliand
cf
Southern
the
C
your
C
C.
atamped
cur
money back
to
or
Guaranteed
tablet
genuine
past
passed
through
city
LjiJVJVwVfwW
the
this
have
easy
give
will
is
grades.
division,
the
Denair,
of
That
and John
fornia
few days.
Sterling Remedy Company, Chicago or New York.
(9
the Arizona division, are at last set principal object of the surveys."
Mrs. Gus Patterson, wife of the well at rest and the San Ucrnardino Sun Is
now
a
for
surveying
is
Fe
The
Santa
known Santa Fe engineer, left Ias Ve- in a position to state absolutely and new line from Hereford, Texas, on the
gas on her way to Norfolk, Va., where positively that such a step Is not to be Pecos VallcV line, south toward
A GOOD RELIABLE WATCH FOR
she goes to visit relatives.
a distance of iw miles. This protaken, and to state it upon the authorONLY
posed line will enter a portion of the
Considerable complaint among rail- ity of General Manager A. G. Wells.
Following the confirmation of the rich Pecos valley wnich has heretofore
roaders regarding the
which have recently been put back on report weeks ago, that a largo number been without railway connections. It
this division. Several crews have been of officials in the mechanical depart- is said to be the purpose of the Santa
laid off.
ment of th Santa Fe. all along the Fe to extend this line through to MidC. F.
of San Rernardino, came line, weit to go. including both Messrs. land. Texas, a point on the Texas PaIn from the west this morning, en Lane and Smith, of this city, came the cific road 240 miles from Hereford.
was to extend This new line will be built, it is said,
route east. He was the former divis- rumor that the shake-uion master mechanic with headquar to the operating department, and that as soon as the surveys are completed
the successor of Mr. Wells in tne gen . and the contracts can be let for the
ters at San Bernardino.
work.
superintendent's office. Mr.
James Thompson, accompanied by eral had
both Mr.
Tho Santa Fe officials have mainfor
successors
found
gone
reTopeka.
has
wife,
to
He
his
of this division, and Mr. De tained throughout that the chief object
The Burlington offers two uncommonly
cently had three fingers on his left Reamerwhose
headquarters are at Nee- of the proposed Portales cutoff is not
hand mashed off by the big steam ham- nair,
con
to
a
California,
no
line
secure
to
short
attractive trains. They are swift, safe and
dles. At first the Sun found
mer at the local shops.
firmation for the reports, and did not and thus regain its supremacy as the
satisfactory.
The Optic fays: Superintendent Fox even mention them, even after they short line to the Pacific coast, but to
returned from Topeka, where he had had been published both in this city avoid the heavy grades on the line
Leave Kansas City 9:00 a. m. today; arbeen to work on the new time card. and Los Angeles, but finally sources through the mountains near l.amy.
While absent Mr. Fox exchanged his which had always proven authoritative The proposed route from Portales to
rive St. Louis 6:56 p. m. today.
private car. 212, for a better one, 210.
before brought seeming information, Rio Puerco. on the coast lines, is 250
report.
miles In length. It will cut off at least
Leave Kansas City 9:10 tonight; arrive
The new speedy Santa Fe locomo- and publicity was given to the
tives weigh about 209,000 pounds and which wt.s alternately denied anu men 180 miles of the present distance via
St.
Louis 7:19 tomorrow. "As you like it."
the tender about 112.000 pounds addi- seemingly confirmed for weeks after the Santa Fe to Mexican and Pacific
coast points, and will be l0 miles
tional. The tenders are constructed to ward.
To settle the question so far as the shorter than the Rock Island's new
carry ten tons of cial and 6.000 gallons
miblic is concerned, and it is always line. The territory through which the
of water.
cairied the ques- road will pass is a good agricultural
Mike Rurns. one of the popular interested, the Sun
Wells, and from him country, and is capable of great devel
freight conductors who has run out of tion up to Mr..
17th St.
Ticket Office
opment by means of irrigation. The
Roswell for several years past, has has received permission to positively
the re Santa Fe is already doing its utmost
been promoted to the position of "trav- and authoritatively coidradict
to both the otti- to stimulate immigration to this conn-try- , Nickle case, Stem wind and Stem Set
G. W. VALLERY, General Agent,
eling conductor" and is receiving con- port with reference
and thus have the region settled
cials concerned. So that the partic
a good reliable watch. Same watch In
gratulations of his friends.
DENVER.
flock of rumors with refernce to to some extent even bfore the advent ladies' size, only $2.50, by mail 10c
Storekeeper White, of the Santa Fe ular
were to follow Mr. of the road.
changes
that
the
extra.
inroad at Raton, will begin taking an
The Pecos Valley lines will be relaid
bheperd's appearance on the scene
i
s
ventory on the 25th Inst. He will have are
with new steel, and will be rock balrest.
to
laid
thus
to increase his force of helpers during
now
Valley
are
lines
lasted. The Pecos
the work. Other storekeepers on the
Special Letter Paper for Flyer.
what Is known as a "mud bed" road,
line are arranging to take inventory
Many of the best features of the Cali- which is nil light for light service, but
Wholesale and Retail Jeweler.
of stock.
fornia limited trains will be preserved which could not withstand the heavy
THE DIAMOND PALACZ.
begins
its
which
flyer,
Vegas,
Colorado
in
the
Col. R. K. Twitched, of Las
use it would get when the through
Albuquerque, N. M.
DenCity
to
from
dnily
now
proBerviee
Kansas
received word from Chester Reed,
trains to the coast are put on. The
the posed Portales cut off will also be laid
at the Santa Fe hospital In Topeka, ver on June 1. Among other things
large sup- of heavy steel on rock road bed. and
that he had undergone an operation, Sunta Fe has just orderedusea of
AGENTS FOR
passen- when th"i-.- i::e completed the Santa L. H.
having had his leg rebroken and reset. ply of stationery for the
205 Weii Gold avenue,
Superintendent Fox saw him while gers on the train. It will be a fine Fe will have a line to tho coast which
Next to First National Dank.
there. He is reported as getting along quality of paper, similar to that fur- wi'l be capable oi' withstanding all the
nished to ..ue passengers of
nicely.
heay traliic it can get.
& Second Hand Furniture
New
steamships. The free libraries
In biicnliing of the proponed cut off.
W. V. Turner, who has been car In
be
will
passengers
also
use
of
says:
Vegas
Optic
for
the
and Household Goods.
Stoves
Las
the
Ra
ppector for the Santa Fe road at
..yer. The libraries
"F. Meredith Jones, the well known
Rc airing a Specialty.
ton. has returned from a trip to Tope continued on the
fifty well assorted books, civil engineer who for so many years
ka. He has been promoted to the im contain about being
expensive volumes. has been in the employ of the Smta
Furniture stored apd packed for
portant poslt'on of chief air brake in some of them
get together a Fe road. Is paying a brief visit to nis ehipment.
Highest prices paid tor
spector Rnd instructor for the entire The object has been to by
western au- family, they being residents of Las second-hanof books
Santa Fe syttem, and will make his choice orlibrary
household goods.
subjects.
western
on
Vegas.
thors
headquarters in Topeka.
been
some
weeks
for
has
"Mr. Jones
G. C. Starkweather, trainmaster of
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
at Portales. in the Pecos valley, but is O n. & C.
the Oklahoma division of the Santa Fe
CORSETS, THE COR- - O
now on his wav to Belen. or rather to
Alvarado.
with headquarters at Arkansas City.
O
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THAT
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NOT 0
of
country
a
little south
A. C. Hilton, San Francisco; Mrs. B. the section of
Kan., af in Roswell. He came in an
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how
place.
headquarters,
His
that
City;
Benjamin.
his
D.
Kansas
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Fowler.
swer to a
statins that
0 AT GOLDEN RULE DRY GOODS 0
will be in Helen.
wile and little daughter were both ill. Jas. Thompson. Denver; Mr. and Mrs. ever,
0
say 0 CO.: 90c to $2.50 EACH.
cannot
course,
Mr.
"Of
Jones
McCity;
J.
glad
Is
J.
to state Will R. Hill. Kansas
The Roswell Record
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be
built
off
will
line
cut
the
whether
gill
Mary
Smith, Jemez Hot
Donald, Miss
that Mis. Starkweather and little
not. He knows that it is being careSprings; W. A. Brown, Denver; G. or
are improving.
Have you seen that blue enameled
anil that
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George D. Boss, fully surveyed, with estimates
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The trucks on a freight car breaking Sharman. Chicago: Billing.
be
ware at the Albuquerque Hard'
feasible
quite
steel
will
proposed
line
the
W. S. Little,
near Kenna. on the Pecos road, caused Denver; Henrietta
cost
and
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to
route
both
ware
most
directness
company's
store.
Is
the
It
San
the delay of the regular passenger Cincinnati: W. R. Irwin andW.wife,
of construction. .
beautiful and ornamental ware ever
W.
train sixteen hours the other clay, the Marcial: W. R. Lampson. City;
"Much conjecture has been engaged seen In Aljuquerque.
P.
Mrs.
W.
Nott,
P.
Kansas
bridge
burned
Kenna
evening
next
the
in concerning the effect such a cut off
o
out which again tied up traffic for sev B. Dalies. Leola Dorman. Laura Zinth, would have on north central New MexALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
Chicago.
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Statehood.
Helen;
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bridge
was
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eral hours. The
ico, the section through which now
completely.
It
long and burned out
runs the Santa Fe's main line. The
Hotel Highland.
Quick Sale Fruit Store.,
was probably set on fire by an engine.
Upton Hayes, Henry Chapman, Las Optic does not believe that this secRig red apples, $1.30 to $2.25 per
President Ripley, of the Santa Fe Vegas; A. C. Potter, Darby A. Day, L. tion would be at all damaged by the box;
35 cents; nuts and canhas offered the railroad Y. M. C. A. of A. W. Sawyer. City; J. T. Carpenter. cut off. Of course, the portion of the dies. bananas,
109 Vest Railroad avenue.
Topeka $20,000 for a new building. He Las Vegas; J. Rapaport, Kansas City; territory through which it may run
stipulates that the association secure C. L. Mulford. Las Vegas; E.W. Pierce, will be largely benefited thereby, bnt
Doming water Is chemically pure
a site and $10,000. The proposition La Junta, Col.; H. C. Miller. Arizona; this will be a benefit to the entire ter- equal to Polan Springs.
any
part
building
damage
of
accepted,
to
a
and the
has been
o
John Devlin, Dallas, Texas; S. M. ritory instead
which will be a three story modern Woodbridge.
Demlng will be tne great smelter
Pasadena. Cab; D. M. of it.
freight,
only
as
soon
hand,
SOUTH CAROLINA, KANSAS,
IZ-.'istructure, will be started as
center. Two large plants will be InRichards, Las Cruees; Fred Anderson, "On the other passengers fast
and fast stalled within the year.
the necessary preliminaries can be ar Chicago.
fast through
OKLAHOMA AND INDIAN TERRI
..
through mails, would use the cut off.
ranged.
TORIES, DESIRE TO EXPRESS THEIR
READ OUR ADVERTISEMENT.
All other travel and traffic would Beek
Sturger Eurooean.
There was a man employed In the
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shops
machine
SIDERATION AND COURTESY SHOWN THEM, ALL
with a letter of recommendation from chez, Valencia county; L. E. Lawrence, ble, healthful and picturesque portions
Doming, the coming city of New
the Optic
THE
EMPLOYES OF THE SANTA FE FROM THE
Charley Taylor, mechanical superin Denver; Shindauer, Chicago; Fred of the territory. In fact,
Mexico.
should the cut off be constructtendent. Thursday there came an, or Davenport, Cerrillos; L. A. Hughes, doubts
CONDUCTOR
TO THE PORTER HAVE VIEO WITH EACH
ed, whether the ordinary traveler or
der from Master Mechanic Patterson Santa Fe.
Demlng baa a magnificent school
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citizen
ground
requiring his discharge on the
system.
oldCentral.
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the
d
that some three or four years'
Wellington. Kan., is also greatly inE. Montgomery, East Las Vegas;
Doming water and pure ozone make
man. while employed at Raton, got E. W.
REBECCA DOUGLAS LOWE, President Gen'l Fed. Women's Clubs.
L. Andrews, San Bernardino.
terested in the proposed cut off, and strong and healthy people.
drunk one day.
.
the Wellington News says of it: "It
CAROLINE D. G. GRANGER, President Georgia Federation.
o
of
bridge,
east
six
miles
Big Land Sales.
The Pintado
will work to the great advantage of
LORA ROCKWELL PRIDDY, Director G. F. W. C.
Notice.
Morrow & Leib have purchased and Wellington in that it will place this
Santa Rosa, Guadalupe county, was
The Rico Cafe serves the best meals
commonly
a
LOUISA B. POPPENHEIM, President South Carolina Federation.
finished last week after causing bad hold for sale, the lands
city on tne direct Mexican and Cali- in the city at 15 and 25 cents. Short
ly crippled traffic for over a week. On known as the "A. L. Lands." consist- fornia route of the Santa Fe. making it
MRS. SELWYN DOUGLAS, President Okla. and Ind. Ter. Federation.
the following Tuesday morning the ing of about 7,roO acres of watered much shorter than the present route orders, 6 cents up. 111 North First
street.
traffic was again delayed for about lands in Colfax, Union. Mora and San and will of necessity add to her Imo
twelve hours, when a freight train was Miguel counties. The purchase was portance as a division point."
Statehood.
ditched and badly tore up the track made through Murray Nelson, Jr., of
certainly
make
will
Fe
"The Santa
for some distance. This accident hap Chicago, from the Palo Blanco Cattle Wellington a heavy division point. The
IT WILL HE TIME WELL INpened only a short distance from the company, and the consideration paid shops will needs be enlarged and It is VESTED TO READ OUR ADVERMexican Central Railway Co., Limited
bridge.
about $30,000. They expect to sell not out of the question to say that the TISEMENT. ROSENWALD HROS.
a
o
is
as
to
these
lands
stockmen
a
there
Calls
attention to the fact that:
depot will be made to accommodate
Chief Engineer Garvin, of the Lords
Demlng!
Don't overlook it if you
The bulk of the
It
the only Standard Guage Route from tho United States fronburg & Haehita road, reports that big demand for lands of this character. half hundred men.
Intier to Mexico City.
miles of the tracl They have already made some sales business now done out of Newton will are looking for a sale and paying
about twenty-eigh- t
It Is the only line in Mexico that can offer the traveling public
of tin- LordsbiMg & Haehita road has nnd have received a great number of be done here. Newton, Wichita and vestment
Topeka, as well as other towns on the
the conveniences and comforts of Standard Guage Pullman Drawing
been laid, and that theie is about ten inquiries concerning different tracts.
natchood.
Gazette.
Raton
be
main line of the Santa Fe, will not
miles yet fo lay. The work i pro
Ro.n Sleepers, lighted by Plntsch Gas.
given all through train service but it
greasing rather slowly. The original
It is the only line by which you can t. avel without change from
SILK GLOVES, CO
iil'ARANTEED
READ OUR ADVERTISEMENT.
will have to be given this town. The CENTS PER PAIR. ROSENWALD
coMract called for tne completion ol ROSENWALD BROS.
Kansas City. Mo., to Mexico City.
Santa Fe is laying a double track over r.uos.
It Is the only line by which you can travel wlthou cbange from
the road by the 31st of March, but as
'
the Emporia cut off. which shortens
(he company wr.s to supply the ties
St. Iouis. Mo., to Mexico City.
the distance between Emporia and
Special Preparations.
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LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.
I.evl

Hughes, a wool buyer of
Ke, is in the city today.
. ii. wnuson spent
yesterday in Socorro, returning this morning.
I) H. Campbell, of Williams, ami!
H. C. Moss, of Winslow, are in the city
today.
Rev. R. M. Craig, the Presbvtci Ian
p) nodical missionary, left last niilit
for Dt.nlng.
Three picnic parlies are making
for a good time In the mounA.
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A MAN IS

The better the food the better Is the
man that eats It. A man who wishes
to be healthy will buy his foods where
he knows he will get them pure and
high grade, and our reliability In this
line is unquestioned.
Our canned
goods are the best made; our cereals
and breakfast foods from the choicest
kernals. and our fancy and staple
goous are witnout a peer.

J. L. BELL &

CO.

Low cut shoes are popular for sum
mer wear. We have them in all the
styles and shapes, light or heavy soles.
Ladies' black kid sandals, new line

to $1.75.
Ladles' black vicl, Louis and opera
neeis, si.ou to 3."u.
Misses' spring heel oxfords and Ban
dais, 2Mi to 6, $1.50 to $1.75.
Pull line of men's Oxfords, $1.75 to
$1.25

T. MUENSTERMAN.
CITY NEWS.

so much neater than shoes. We have
just received a new shipment of one
two-stra- p
sandals and
Demlng, the gateway to the best and
fedoras.
They cost from 75c to $1.60,
Vrt of Old Mexico.
according to size and quality. C. May's
Window shades in all colors and Popular Priced Shoe Store, 208 West
two-butto- n

widths at Albert Faber's, 305 Railroad Railroad avenue.
Demlng, the railroad center of New
Whltaon Music company can sell you
Mexico.
pianos that have been sold In the terrl-torfor twenty years. People know
Fresh Cut Flowers.
the quality of their goods. They are
IVES, THE FLORIST.
the genuine
No Imitation.
In Demlng another good Lotol la Payments onlyarticles.
$10 per month.
needed to accommodate the enormous
In Demlng the demand for rental
increase of population.
houses is five times in excess of the
READ OUR ADVERTISEMENT.

y

JtOSENWALD BROS.
Statehood.
o
Don't crowd the feet of your children
into heavy high shoes. Uuy a pair of
In Demlng you can ouy lots for $100
our turn oxfords or slippers and make a hich will pay you 100 per cent in less
them comfortable. Resides they look than twelve months.
.

ONE WEEK MORE

Of our special bonus sale, our twentieth anniversary in the city.

CUT THIS OUT
IT WILL PAY YOU
CENT

Casb p'lrch
our store during the month
V?ot ??y
Diamond Palace. Railroad A v. Diamonds 15 perct.

'rh?H8!2d,;r ma!lked
P'in fiaurtt
IZt VL "yere- Cu out coupon. It

and are as low as same can be
will pay one-fiftpurchase price of
,ZUr t0r'- - Think over thlt- - You ,elect
watch' diamond, a
na lnli coupon win pay one-fiftof the price.
THE DIAMOND PALACE
Leading Jewelers, Railroad Avenue.
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Clothes."

wear

'Summer
Underwear
We quote a few of the many
styles of lightweight underwear
which we now have for men:
A ni( e white Halhrlggan suit
of underwear, only $1.00.
A fine French Halbrtegan suit
of underwear, only $1.50.
Fancy Balbriggan (very swell)
Hilit of underwear, only $2.50.
A fine fancy Lisle Thread milt
of underwear, only $3.50.
A fine Lisle thread (black)suit
f underwear, only $2.50.
UNION SUITS, $1.25 to $2.50.
BOYS' REX CALF SHOES,$1.50
WALKOVER SHOES FOR MEN
ONLY $3.50.
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SELTZ SHOES FOR MEN.

Edwards
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ONE THOUSAND NEW SUITS
an Immense

Suits

g

SIMON STERN.The

20

green velour and 3 satin mahogany
parlor pieces, 3 parlor lamps, couch. 2
brussels and 1 wilton velvet carpets.
sofa pillows, pictures, kodak, portieres,
sets of Dickens, Collins. Shakespeare,
itugo. and Dumas works. There Is
simply a house full of beautiful thinRS
that will positively go.
Call and see
goods Monday before sale. Nothing at
private sale..
H. S. KNIGHT. Auctioneer.
o

Hot lunch,

free to evervbodv. at
iger's Caate tonight. Don't forget.
o
A splendid time is promised all who
attend the dance at the Orchestrion
hall tonight. Music by Mrs. ISerrv and
lames Devine.
.t

free lunch tonight at the Whit

phant.
A

wishbone given to everyone

Whitney

Company

SIDEBOARDS!

WHOLESALEHARDWARE
We have on hand 20 different
siylei of SIDEBOARDS, and to
make room for a car which left
Chicago on the 14th, we will
quote 20 per cent discount on

these boards for the next
days.

WE SOLICIT YOUR INQUIRIES AND ORDERS FOR THE ABOVE
BOTH IN SHELF AND HEAVY.

Plows, Mowing Machines, Rakes, Hay Presses

20

NAILS, BALING AND BARB WIRES.
MINE AND MILL SUPPLIE6.
PLUMBERS

0.W-STR0N-

that

&

113-11-

G

SONS

AND

TINNERS.

First street.
Aut.
Thuues:

BUILDERS' HARDWARE.

117 South

Albuquerque, N.
2

IS; Dell, S5.

oococoooocoooooo
In Demlng good sate loans can tx
had at better rates than in the old es
tabllshed towns.

Open all day.

PIONEER BAKERY
First street

DALLINO DROU.. Proprietors.

STOVE REPAIRS.

o

Zeiger's Cafe free lunch tonight.
Everybody invited.
Hot bread and rolls on time for supper every day at the New England.

Clothier

20

Kle- -

its Sunday dinner at the Columbus
hottl.
At the Metropolitan saloon tonight
a grand free lunch will be served.
Banana, vanilla, strawberry and
lemon i e cream at Scott's ice cream
parlor. Sunday.

E. L. WASHBURN.

I

33.00

I

supply.

Smart"

The Low Cuts are $2.
At this store exclusively.

.

I

Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.

Oxfords and Slippers

Stm? v h

Mrs. H. E. Nothonib. of Chicneo. who
has spent the last year here, will leave
tomorrow evening for tne east. She
Patent
77
will probably spend the summer at her
Society Girl.
44
Kid.
parents' home in Iowa and may return
here in the fall.
H. N. Packert. the popular clerk nt
O. H. Williams' drug store, and P. F.
SEE
i4P
The entire upper is of the famous Kibo Kid.
Eye-SolNasmyth, of Detroit, Mich , will leave
THAT THkS
tlA
tomorrow for a three weeks hunting
lets are "fast colors" never turn brassy,
and fishing trip on the Pecos.
Mr.
Nasmytn is a prominent druggist of
are very flexible.
Detroit.
TRADE MARK
V.H
V,
Prof. D. M. Richards, of the Agricultural college faculty, came In from Las
Cruees this morning to attend a meeting of the Mariano Oil company, whic h
will be held tonight at 8 o'clock at the
Dull Top
office of J. F. Luthy, on East Railroad
Light Sohs,
avenue.
High Military Heel.
George F. Albright, manager of the
Exact Reproduction of this Style Shoe.
Journal-Democrat- ,
left this morning
for his old home at Columbus. Ohio.
Mr. Albright expects to return in about
Means the same standard of merit as Queen Quality does for women. We have
two weeks. Mrs. Aloright, who is at
present visiting in the east, will return
whole line, and we stand behing every pair of them, A new p2ir if any shoe
the
with him.
goes wroug. On sale at our store exclusively.
Parents are Invited to bring their
boys and girls to the monthly illustrated sermon for younger people tomorrow morning at the Baptist church.
The subject is "Five Little Foxes."
Come also at 9:45 for the children's
day concert.
Frank Cook, of Austin, Texas, is expected here Sunday night. He will take
COOCXDOCOCOCX3COCOCOOCOOOOOO
the position of cashier at the local office of the Equitable Life Assurance
society, a position recently made va- Old 'Phone
New 'Phone gooooooooooooexxxxxxxxxxx
cant by H. F. Kettler, who resigued to
59.
152
engage In business in El Paso.
J. W.
Nicholas Abdalla, a merchant of
I.emitar, Socorro county, has been in
the city the past few days with his Progressive Mortician and Em
wife and child. They will return to
balmer.
I.emitar tonight, accompanied :hy the Open day and night. Calls
are
two daughters of Severlno Vigil, who
Nothing gives us greater satisfaction than to serve a customer
promptly attended to.
attended school here the past year.
who wants to know all about the merits of the clothes he Intends to
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Records were at
buy. Such knowledge helps both the customer and us. S.ome clothAlso Sell Monuments
the depot this morning to meet C: F.
ing Is made to sell on its flashy appearance. It will not stand
Lape, formerly division master me Office and parlor- N. Second
That kind Is not to be found here.
chanic or ue Santa Fe Pacific, with
W
headquarters at San Bernardino, who
passed through the city en route to
Springfield, 111., where he intends to
locate.
Col. F. Francisco Chaves, the terri 8
:
torial superintendent of schools, who
;
was down In Valencia county on busir
8 Q
ness, came in from the south this mor- 0
YOU WANT?
ning and between trains made a pleasant call at The Citizen. He continued
on to Santa Fe on the north bound No.
2 passenger train.
B
'
"
THE COLORADO TELEPHONE 8 S
Work on the new Santa Fe freleht
jU '
r
'
A
depot is progressing rapidly. The foun- H
'
ND TELEGRAPH CO.
1
QjH
C '
dation of the office building is finished
I
A
and the floor is being laid. The cement supports for the warehouse are
being molded today. The same Spanish architectural effect will be carried
out in this building, as in the Alvar
ado.
On diamonds, watches or any good
Mrs! Charles Zeiger and son, Louis,
came in from El Paso this morning security. Great bargains In watches
and are here to visit her dauehters. of every description.
Misses Juanita and Ramona who are
A. H. iNOW,
here attending school. Louis will remain until Monday morning, when he 209 South Second street, few doors
will go to Kansas City and be absent
north of pcgtofllee.
for a year or two. Mrs. Zeiger will re
main until after school exercises, and CENTLEMENl
with Her daughters will return to El
Our selection of over two thousand
Paso.
prlng samples, comprising all the
fashionable goods for gentlemen's
at $10 to $15 and $18 are here for your Inspection. More than havj
Auction,
suitings, fancy vestlngs, overcoats
ever been displayed under one roof before In New Mexico;
8ale of an extraordinary fino Inr nf
and
fulldresb
suits,
are
ready for
ijousehold furnlshlne at the home nf
your Inspection. Our tailoring and
Ivan Orunsfeld, 520 West Copper avestyles
are
unexcelled
and the prlcea
Also
Line of New Boys'
nue, next Tuesday afternoon, at 1:30
talk. Nettleton Tailoring Agency,
o'clock sharp. Absolutely nothing re215 South Second street.
to which we call particular attention. We have all the new things
served as the family are going to New
in two and three piece Suits at money-savinxne sale consists or
iimk 10 nve.
prices.
Demlng has now a large Ice plant
kitchen utensils, splendid range and and electric light syntem
conunder
boiler, dishes, gas stove, eaa heater.
R. R. Ave.
gas fixtures of the house, base burner, tract
oak dining table, 8 leather dining
chairs, revolving card table and 4 0OX)OOOtXOXOOOOO
chairs, hall mirror and bench, beautiful brass lied, combination ward robe
ooooooococooooooo
and folding bed, mahogany dresser,
cheffonier. writing desk, tables, and
parlor cabinet, gilt center table, onvx
and brass stand with ornament, 3

Misses' and Children's Good Shoes, a full line.

Nos. 118 and 120 South Second St.
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Thousands of distressed and aching feet have found rest and comfort in "Queen Quality'
Shoes. They're modeled on scientific lines so that while being
"as easy as an old
shoe" they fit without a wrinkle and pleases the eye with their pretty curves.
Kibo
This boot is called the
r
The

es

HE FEEDS ON

20

The Famous Shoe For Women.

(SUute

WHAT
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"Queen Quality"

Kempenlch. the wealthy
merchant and ranchman of Peralta,
was here yesterday on business and to
visit his son. Eugene Kempenich, at IS.
J. Post & Co 's hardware store.

LATEST STYLE OXFORDS
AND
SLIPPERS IN PATENT
LEATHER, PATENT KID AND VICI KID, WITH LIGHT OR
HEAVY SOLES, COMMON SE NCE, MILITARY OR FRENCH HEEL.
PRICE FROM $1.25 TO $3.50.

--

Are mad nervous and irritable by the pinching and cramp ing of ill fitting shoes. Such women should lose no time in
becoming acquainted with

rado.
Abraham

BEST

,aaaaaaaaaaaj
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Women

tains tomorrow.
C. F. Whittlesey, the railroad archi
tect, who was in Chicago on business,
has returned to the city.
Mrs. L. n. Stern has returned from
a pleasant visit with her parents Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph Price, of Socorro.
Mrs. W. F. Hill, of Elkhart. Ind.. who
was stopping nt the Alvarado left tills
morning for Colorado Springs Colo-

STAR.

STAR-FIV- E
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Dorradaile

& Co.,
117 Gold Ave.

Ruppe's druc store open all nlgut
every night.

Wedding :Cake :a : Specialty
We desire patronage, and we
guarantee
s
baking
S. First street, A'buquerque, N.
Artf-clas-
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ishment for mischievous conduct is severe, but rarely necessary. Sometimes
the wild apes attack the plantation in
bands and do much harm. The dogs
NEW
AT
give warning day or night and we shoot
mercilessly.
they
intruders
After
the
have been repulsed and some killed we
apes
our
spot
take
in solemn
to the
New York, May 19. 1902.
has been done alout tuts and let tne
procession. We show them the dead Hon.
Albuquerque,
Hughes,
know at once and address me "New
Thomas
bloody
and
bodies of their friends.
N. M.:
Mexico Exhibit, Exposition Grounds,
Then we lock them up for a day or
Dear Sir Enclosed you will find a Charleston, S. C," as I will leave here
more.
I am this day addressing to Hon. tomorrow.
"The lesson soon produces an indelll-bl- letter
W. D. Bryan to Albuquerque, and
Please extend my congratulations to
impression upon them. They learn- R.
also my final report to Hon. William the citizens of Albuquerque for having
ed long ago t..at all animals must be H. Pope nt Santa Fe.
as enterprising a lot of gentlemen as
subservient to man. i ney evince rage
letters are
there are in that city who raised the
at the sight of a wild monkey. They andThese
in writing to you I would only be money to make this exhibit. If there
are most valuable servants and enable repeating
I have said to them, was any merit in advertising, certainly
the planters to make handsome In- but as you what
a prominent part Albuquerque will receive great results
filled
come, which would be Impossible with in this affair andsuch
without your assist- from this little money expended.
solely human labor."
ance, I am free to say that this ex- Yours very sincerely.
HYDE EXPLORING EXPEDITION.
hibit would never have been made, and
A
rFORTUNE IN GOATS.
I feel that I owe you a short letter aa
J. W. BENHAM, Manager.
well, although not a member of the
L.
LargOnderdonk Owns the
Charles
Charleston commission, hence these
New York, May 19.
est Goat Ranch In the World.
enclosures.
Pope. Santa Fe. N.
Hno.
William
II.
There is a new resident in Denver
Personally, let me thank ybu for the
M., Chairman Charleston Commiswho is not only pleasant in personality part you have taken and the nice treat
sion:
and engaging In conversation, but par- ment I have had at your hands, for cerMy Dear Sir I have the honor to enticularly interesting with respect to tainly every consideration has been close
in this, a list of medals which
his business, says the Denver Post.
shown me.
the New Mexico commission, through
This gentleman Is Charles S. Onder
I believe you fully appreciated while me as representative, has obtained for
donk of Laray, N. M.. who has Just ar I was In Albuquerque tuat I anticipated the Territory of New Mexico three
rived in Denver with his family and is a considerable In this, and you know It
fourteen bronze medals and one
residing in a beautiful new home at 950 'a hard to work and expect result! gold,
honorable mention. I suppose as Is
Corona street. He is a man of great without the "filthy lucre."
customary in expositions, the exposiwealth and an annual income that runs However. I think Albuquerque should tion officials simply make the awards
up
into
thousands.
far
the
be very proud of the results which and If the individual cares for the medHe depends for all the luxury with have been obtained and as I said to Mr. al,
they must pay the cost of striking
goats.
on
which he surrounds himself
Bryan, Albuquerque owes to you gen it off. I do not believe that this the
year
Is
when he tlemen a great debt.
There no time of the
individuals would care to do, hence I
has not on his Immense ranch the
Notice what I said In one or my let- am trying to get the exposition officials
largest goat ranch on earth at least ters regarding the St. Wouls commis to issue certificates of the awards
10.000 goats. Often, prior to the per- sion. With forty times as much money which I will have sent to you for disiodical shipments, he has as many as as we had, I will expect you fellows to tribution.
20.000. There are 28.000 acres of get forty times as many medals. Now
I will have to claim some of the
ground for them to graze over, and flv at it! I can see that editorial smile gold medal award of the New Mexico
they are such frugal little beasts that of yours as I see you reading this let commission, for our whole display was
they can plcK up livings where other ter, but believe me that it there is any- taken In connection with this award,
animals would starve. They eat the thing I can do to assist you at SU and as the Hyde Exploring Expedition
foliage of low trees when the grass Louis. I will be more than pleased to made
of the display, we
is scanty, and even strip off the bark undertake it. if possible.
want a little credit in that special
I know my experience would be of award. As I have no financial report
sometimes, and really fatten on such
food.
value to you and I will be very giaa to to make to you, I suppose I can call
The ranch is Just the sort that the keep in touch with you from time to this my final report. I have been told
youngest kid intuitively longs for. It time and as I will probably be In St. by Mr. Bryan that these minerals
covers a large part of Glorleta moun Iouis several times before the fair on wtfuid be sent to St. Louis to be used
tain, a great elevation east of Santa our own business. I may be able to as at the St. Louis fair in i'o4. A copy
Fe. It also contains Apache canyon sist Mr. Blackwell. your colleague. I of my letter to hiai, I am sending to
with its precipitous sides and rocky am. vours very sincerely,
'
you.
'
ledges, along which the Intrepid quad
HYDE EXPLORING EXPEDITION,
To you personally, I want to say that
Manager.
J. W. BENIIAM,
rupeds skip and climb In their careless,
certainly New Mexico owes a great
break-necfashion, and It Is great fun
deal, for without you and your untiring
New York. May 19.
for them, for nothing tickles a goat so
efforts, this exhibit would never hav
much as risking his neck, and on the R. W. D. Bryan, Alouquerque, N. M., been made and although we have not
Onderdonk.-farhe ran take chances
r'hnrloatnn PnmmlRstoner
made any money, the Hyde Exploring
von will And
- ; M.rw
etwrr hour la the day
feeW qu'te satisfied, as we
Mr. Onderdonk raises but two kinds list of medals which I, aa representa believe tilat i;w Mexico officials and
of, goats Angoras, for their hair, and tive orxtne ivew Mexico commisaigu, citizens will appreciate that we have
"Corientes," for their skins. The word take pleasure in presenting to the
returned to New Mexico something
nf thir Territory of New Mexico. which will represent a good display, aa
"Corlentes" means simply "coarse
ones." and it is from the skins Of these the following medals:' Three gold. well arranged one as could be made,
tougher animals that the famous "vlcl fourteen bronze and one honorable and a lot or good advertising done fr
kid-- ' goods are made. Robert H. Foer
mention, as follows:
the territory at practically no cost
John Becker, Belen, N. M., wheat; at alL
derer of PhlladelDhla. manufacturer of
We thank you for your courtesy In
the "vlcl" leather, being a partner of
B. F. Gooh, Silver City, apples; gold all matters pertaining to this business
Mr. Onderdonk.
where he have had any dealings with
The hair, which grows luxuriantly m&A a
New Mexico Commission, Albuquer-- you. and believe me. I am, yours very
on the angoras, is used in many ways,
sincerely,
especially It is valuable in tne manu nna mineral mllnptinn! eold medal.
Carl Abrahamson, Hanover, copper
HYDE EXPLORING EXPEDITION.
facture of mohair goods. The meat of
J, W, BENHAM, Manager.
the Koat is little used by Americans, ore; uronze meum.
W. Cotton. Cooks, N. M., galena;
but the Mexicans, who Inhabit the
country around the onaerdonK rancn bronze medal.
GLOBE 8IGHT3.
Galena Mountain Mining company.,
MONKEY LABORERS IN PERU. are quite fond of the meat, and nearly
all of it Is sold to them or exenangea Las Cruces, leaa; nronze meaai.
The better the food before him, the
Toffersnn I .end MinlnK & Milling
Apes That Pick Nuts Under a Human for labor on the ranch. spending part enmnany. lead and silver; bronze bigger the bite a man takes.
been
Onderdonk has
Foreman.
The prejudices of people may be
manufactury in Phil- medal.
"Perhaps the most interesting crea- of his time at the
wrong, but they are worth conslder- gold
Falrvlew,
&
Brown,
Kingsbury
It
on
ranch.
the
of
,nRtures in Peru are the apes," said adelphia, and part
silver; bronze medal.
Dwlght Darrington. in the office of Ph. Henceforth he will spend most of his and
When we get what we want we do
Altos,
Plnos
McGregor,
Malcolm
Hitchcock, of the Wabash railway, at time in Denver.
gold, silver and copper; bronze medal. not enjoy it as much as we had anticiDenver recently. Mr. Darrington has
Mineral Point Zinc company. Hano- pated.
SHUT OUT NEWSPAPERS.
an extensive plantation in eastern
What has become or tne old rasnion- ver. N. M., zinc; bronze medal.
man who was dressed up to serve
Peru. He is traveling for pleasure
ed
Modoc,
company,
Mining
Modoc
Santa Fe Adopts Peculiar Policy at
across the continent.
cn the Jury?
medal.
lead;
bronze
Shops.
La Vegas
"For centuries past these remarkaLate slang In Atchison: "I wont
NIchol Bros.. Silver City, copper;
The Las Vegas Optic says: Orders bronze
ble animals have been performing
have my automobile out until next
medal.
house
work which is usually supposed to re- have been received at the round
Santa Rita Copper Mining company. week. people can study a subject all
quire human Intelligence," continued to give the reporters of newspapers no Grant
Some
county, native copper; bronze
he. "Naturalists accredit the horse, more news items. It seems that the medal.
their lives, and tuen know nothing
reporters
dog and elephant with possessing more officials are afraid that the
F. A. Swan, Caballo mountains, gold, about it.
intelligence than all other dumb ani- will get something wrong or publish silver and copper; bronze medal.
Don't go out of your way to give a
mals, but I believe the Peruvian apes items that the management does not
No one who really needs a hint,
hint.
& Copp. Silver City, copThompson
disurpass all brutes. In the huge nut want known, while at every other
one.
will
take
medal.
ore;
bronze
per
road items are
company.
forests of my adopted country the apes vision uppoint on the two
Las
Every worthy man is busy attending
Torpedo Mining
Albuquerque
freely.
given
The
amazare of inestimable value. With
to his own affairs; don't expect him to
Cruces, copper ore; bronze medal.
ing celerity they pick the rich nuts papers publish railroad Items which
Zunl
Expedition,
attend to yours.
Exploring
Hyde
way
from the dark trees, saving much time could not be gotten In any other off- pottery; bronze medal.
Don't hope to achieve prominence
visiting
reporters
by
the
the
than
and expense. Men cannot do the work
Porterfleld, Silver City, turquoise; these days unless you have at some
reporters
as
shops,
just
the
and
icers
In thrice the time required by the nimtime been to St. Pierre.
mention.
here have done. The Topeka State honorable
ble fingered apes.
Some people never have any silver
I suppose it will be with Charleston
of
columns
runs
several
also
Journal
"My plantation near the Ucapall rivIn their houses until they have silver
officials as It was with the
In
the
news
collected
railroad
local
notify you handles on tbelr coffins.
er contains 700 acres, of which an even eame way.
that they will simplymedal,
What the peculiar situation that you
gold,
a
100 is In nut trees. I have forty apes
to
are
entitled
With all their Inventions and discovrequires
which
Vegas
may
be
Las
in
may be, and that eries, there is no new way for getting
to do the picking for me. Two native
it
or
whatever
bronze
takis
what
know
no
should
one
that
is desired the person who a cross baby to sleep.
foremen have charge of the hairy
place in railroad circles is hard to if the medal must
pay for the cost. I
Some one should invent a powder to
it
nut gatherers. I have a huge, com- ing
receives
say
that
to
say.
safe
is
However, it
any of the gentle- take when you feel tuat yearning to
suppose
that
not
do
fortable cage for the apes large enough the railroad
suffer.
not
will
column
men wno have received these medals tell a secret confided to you.
to accommodate 100 of them. Into this Readable Items
have often been sup- through
When we quit smoking, and begin
the New Mexico commission
they march every night. Each morn- pressed by reporters
newspapers at
on
ing early when the paroquets and scar- the request of officials. It is a great would care to go to that expense, so I again, it makes us mad for people to
going to try to arrange to have a say: "Aha, smoking again."
let finches begin to scream, the forebetter plan for officials to give a am
copy of the fact that a medal
certlfieu
If a man should drive along a counmen open the doors of the cage and deal
have
newspaper their confidence and
Mr. try road In a rubber tired hack, pulled
to
sent
out
and
made
awrded,
was
out troop the apes chatting merrily.
appear correctly.
Pope, as chairman of our commission, by four horses, how the people would
"They are permitted to eat and drink Items
What promised to be an Interesting
for ten minutes and are then led off to little event last Sunday was carefully to distribute.
rubber!
I know you will take pleasure In seethe grove selected for the day. Four guarded so as not to get Into the paThe man was dying. His wife asked
I
apes are sent up each tree and every pers. The machinists at the round ing that this list is niblished, for
If he had any last request to make.
many
quartet has a big basket at the bot- house have for some time had a griev- don't believe there were ever as
"Only this," he replied. "Don't put a
. ance against the company. They have awards obtained by any commission dove on my tombstone."
tom.
state or territory with as
"While the foremen sing and play
If people are not kind to you, it is
for redress Beveral times but lrom any
upon their mouth organ,strolling about asked
that
Sunday, a man small an expenditure of money as usually because they do not knowaways
Last
effect.
without
from tree to tree and noting progress, was selected to bear the brunt of the there has been with this.
you need kindness; they are
It certainly places a precedent for good to those in distress.
the apes pluck the nuts with great rap- l.lame and was laid off. So great was
and if in
idity. After several hours the donkey the
When a man thinks of the mean
followed that ne was the St. Louis commissioners,
protest
that
wagons appear with more baskets and
the amount of money ex- things he has done, he thinks also of
on Monday morning and proportion to will
reinstated
take back as trophies the good ones he Is going to do, and
remove those already loaded with nuts things
week show a little Imple- pended, they
to the big bins in the storehouse. ment. this
from St. Ixniis, forty times as many decides that he is Better Than Most of
medals with their $20,000, as we have Them. Atchison Globe.
There is then a brief cessation of work.
say In the
"Sometimes I go out with my violin
The Santa Fe railway company have secured with $3iR. I will alright."
and play a bit. Our apes in Peru are oiled their track from SeliRman to slang of the west, "they'reregarding the REFLECTIONS
OF A BACHELOR.
I have not yet heard
exceptionally fond of music, as I sup- Mohave and from Barstow to Hesperla.
goods.
of
these
shipping
pose all apes are. On my approach thus practically obliterating the desert packing and
Love deferred niaketh the man bad.
St.
they chatter eagerly and group them- so far as the dust feature is concerned I was very much in hopes that the exKnowing vice is to have a little vice
the
selves around me. I play tunes of all and will add very materially to the Ixuis commission could stand
in
it.
Hyde
as
the
pense of $3u In this matter
kinds Dut never fail to close with some- comfort of their patrons.
Red headed girls are all right If you
Vvninrinf Fxneriition has run behind
thing lively and spirited. I clap my
It is proposed to extend the stand- in making ihis pay and the material dont inherit them.
hands, point to the trees and depart on
,
Heaven will forgive the man who is
which is now In Charleston is nne ma-my mule. The apes take the hint and ard gauge railroad from Naco to
I was not good, if he only will not be bad.
t
Louis.
tiKed
St.
Consoliin
tn
by
Caoanea
unpicked
the
owned
empty
baskets, seek the
the
The way to keep a woman Interested
certainly In hopes that they could give
trees aud resume picking with renewed dated Copper company, to the San
In you is to keep her curious about you.
to
cover
expenbes.
$"it
us
to
thence
and
fields
coal
Martial
vigor.
New York Press.
Will you ask Mr. Hughes if anything
We always treat thoni kindly. Pun- - Guayuitt.

Christian Endeavor Meeting in the
Taj Mahal.
(By Request.)
Christian Endeavor meetings have
been ueld In all sorts of unlikely
places. I once attended one In the hollow trunk of a big tree in California. I
have kneeled with other endeavorers
in the contracted cabin of a Japanese
steamer. I have seen the "prayer
shelf" which some earnest juniors of
Turkey mounted that they might find
a place for their meeting, and also the
bare, hot hillside, baked in the glare
of centuries of Indian sunshine, where
some Juniors of western India draw
near to God.
But the most wonderful spot for an
endeavor meeting was the Taj Mahal,
of Agra. It stands on the banks of the
sacred Jumna, and was built by the
famous Shah Jehan as a tomb for his
beloved wife. Mumtaz. It cost $20,000,-000- .
But these figures give no Idea of
its real value or of the wealth lavished
upon it, until we remember tTiat even
paid labor in India at the present time
costs only 7 or 8 cents a day, and that
the Taj was built largely by forced
labor, for wlfich nothing was paid.
Twenty thousand men worked for
twenty-twyears to make this the
grandest and most exquisite tomb that
poor mortality ever occupied. It is entirely of white marble, from the lowest
course to the topmost pinnacle of the
majestic dome, which seems to soar
like a mighty bubble toward the sky,
its spotless dome so unstained and unmanned is It by the hand of time. You
approach the Taj through a magnificent gateway of red sandstone and
white marble. Just within this gate
way you find yourself at the edge of a
long and lovely garden, filled with or
chids and roses and brilliant flowers
which we never see In a temperate
clime. Palms and orange trees and
huge banyans compete with humbler
shrubs to add their beauty to the gar- den. Down the center runs a long.
shallow marble basin, perhaps 500 feet
in length, filled with gold fish and silver fish.
At the end of this vista of perfect
loveliness rises the Taj that exquisite
dream in white marble, absolutely the
most faultless and perfectly satisfying
building in all the world.
porWe pass within the
tal, through an inner screen of lace
like marble, and find ourselves at the
tomb of the beautiful queen. This la
in the exact center of the building,
while at one side, and raised a little
higher, is the tomb of Shah Jehan him
self. Both of these tombs are sprinkled
thick' with inlaid Jewell. .
In this inner tomb was tne little
Christian Endeavor meeting held.
There were twelve or thirteen of us.
We were all seated upon the tombs
Overhead soared the vast dome, 20
feet above our heads. So perfect Is
this home that every sound uttered
within the tomb is echoed ana
and echoed again, a hundred
times, until It dies away in the vast
bubble. Especially are high musical
tones reproduced in a most weirdly,
marvelous way. until you almost think
that a choir of 10,000 angels has taken
up the song, and is chanting the refrain begun on earth.
A

INEW8 OF THE CHURCHES
The thedogltal seminary

commence-mcn- t

neasm, on just now, is witnessing a sort of upheaval, due in part to
theological controversies end in part
to the falling off in number of students. Tie worries over McCormlck
Bemlnarj, Chicago, are sending some
Presbyterian leaders to bed, so they
themselves declare. It is a fight between llierals and conservatives. Some
say Union Theological seminary history may be repeated. Andover seminary, from which was graduated a
great umler of present Congregational pastors, is to go to Cambridge and
out of a separate existence. There is
a lotU protest from alumni and others,
but tnere seems to be no help for it.
Union Theological seminary is ignored
by the Presbyterian general assembly,
sitting in its own city. Baptist seminaries are seriously affected by the
new thought, and for the first time in
the history of the Baptist denomination, there has just concluded within
it a trial for heresy. Roman Catholic

seminaries are discussing seriously, although quietly, the pope's new Bible
has
This commission
commission.
done nothing as yet. except to give
seminaries here and abroad a good
deal of material to talk about. The
commission has for its object a purpose quite as radical within the Roman
Catholic church as any of the latter
day revision movements among Protestant ones. Methodist seminaries
are not without their theological difficulties, and altogether the spring of
1902 sees a general shaking up.
Many New Ministers.
There are, of all sorts and kinds,

theological
Protestant
seminaries In this country. They graduate on ordinary years about 4.000
men who immediately enter the ministries of the various religious bodies,
Roman Catholic excepted. This spring
there ara being graduated 3,352 men,
or about 700 below the average. These
averages fluctuate, of course, but it
has been many years since so severe
fluctuation has obtained. There are always more churcheB in a regliglous
body than ministers, and fewer ministers are absorbed tnto the Methodist,
the Baptist or any similar uoay eacn
year than might be supposed. For example, there are 7,600 ministers in the
Presbyterian
north body 1.000,000
members. During 1901 there were 139
deaths and there was an Increase ot
65. After counting those who drop out
or go Into other religious bodies it Is
seen that this, one of the large religious bodies, absorbs only about 300 new
men a year. The record of other bodies
is almost precisely the same. The reason for the falling off in the number
of seminary students has not yet been
brought forward. But the opinion is
general that the end is not yet; that
will
the number of graduates next year now
be even fewer than the number
graduating this year. The present seminary upheaval Is contributing to that
end.
July Bible School.
,
The feature of the season at
apart from the conference of
Christian workers, is a July Bible
school, with Rev. G. Campbell Morgan
at its head. This will be the first sum- s
mer for Mr. Morgan as a part of
new plan. Mr. Morgan Is to
take up " Crises of the Christ," and is
to be assisted by Rev. W. W. White, of
the Bible Teachers' college, for normal
training, and by Rev. J. W. Kelman of
long experience among students of Edinburgh university, In spiritual training. The student conference is this
year to have but one date, and bo for
men exclusively. Messrs. Speer, Mott,
Kelman and Gordon, Profs. Woodrow,
Wilson and Boaworth. At the great
August meeting Rev. F. B. Meyer, of
London, is to be heard again, and so in
Henry Varley. the famous English lay
evangelist. Public interest in North-fieldoes not at all abate, Mr. Moody
being gone.
,c ta.i
Judaism In America.
The American conference ot Jewish
Tabbis. in session the other day In New
Orleans, got American Judaism to talk
about it by resurrecting the subject of
the Sunday Sabbath. Jewish leaders
who were not at New Orleans, and
they are many, say there is absolutely
nothing to the subject. To give up
Saturday for Sunday would be to surrender that for which Jews had fought
for 2ti0 years, including severe persecutions. As one of them expresses it,
the
"Jews will not fly in the face ofwere
past." It is explained that there
but few rabbis in attendance at the
conference, and most of that few hardly leaders of the first rank. The tendency of modern Judaism in America
is toward a conservative middle course.
all the leaders,
There is coming, say any
kind, t he
no radical change of
Sunday Sabbath would be a radical
change. It is urged because Jews who
are in business will not keep the Saturday Sabbath. The matter has had. thus
of the first;
far only one advocate
G. Hirsch. of Chirank. Rev. Dr. Emilrepeatedly
said that
cago, and he has
a case of exhe favored it only as
considered
pediency, and in no sense
vital to
or
as
doctrinal,
change
the
it he
'Judaism. Did he eo consider new
in
Something
it.
favor
not
would
so
not.
is
it
but
aheul.
just
is
Judaism
of
all real leaders say. a sul.stitxition
Sunday lor Saturday as the Sabbath
seventy-on-

e
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The B'nai B'rith.
The B'nai B'rith is at the head of the
new thing ir. American Judaism. This

thing is educational and is characterized as a Jewish renaissance, and has
lor its object the conversion of Jews
to Judaism. In other words, it is a forward movement, aimed to get Into the
synagogues the vast number of Jews
who do not now take Interest In religious matters. An evangelical or propagating Judaism is hoped for, with
the new theological seminary in New
York, and tne old one in Cincinnati,
and the Jewish encyclopedia, the second volume of which is to be published
next month, as the mainstay, so to
speak. American Hebrew leaders do
not take the rather blue view which
Dr. Solomon Schechter gave out upon
his arrival from England the other
day. They explain that the new president of the orthodox seminary has
been accustomed to the strict English
Jew, and was rather carried off his
feet by the loose manner of the American Jew, in the matter of ceremonial
in public and private worship. The
world is looking to American Judaism
to lead, and foremost Jews here say
American Judaism is not a whit less
conservative, safely so, than the European sort, and that Americans ex
pect to lead the world of Judaism. This
leadership is to show, it is said, in the
work of B'nai B'rith, with its 30,000
A Jewish forward movemembers.
ment throughout tne world is plan
ning, led by young Jewish Americans.
Presbyterian Expansion.
The Presbyterian Ministers' Alliance
of Nashville will ask the general assembly of its body, the Southern Presbyterian, soon to meet at Jackson,
Miss., to appoint a committed looking
to organic union with the Reformed
It is counted
Church In America.
rather doubtful whether the assembly
will do anything of the sort, since It
has refuseu to appoint a committee to
consider union with Presbyterian
north. It is said there is the slight
difference that the latter are revising
their confession while the Reformed
church Is not meddling with the Heidelberg catechisms and Is not likely to
do so. The Reformed church is better
known aa the Dutch Reformed, and is
part of the
the
Church of Holland, there being also a
part. Both dropped
the distinctive titles of Dutch and Ger
man twelve or fifteen years ago.' The
Dutch branph has a membership of
108.000. tne German one of 248.000.
while Southern Presbyterians number
227.000.
Reformed church leaders
have not been consulted tibout the pro- nosed committee, and express some
surprise over the Nashville movement.
May Anniversaries.
Baptist agitation over the management of denominational benevolence
seems now likely to result in a uniform
basis for the membership or the May
anniversaries, so that delegates from
the churches which sit in the anniversaries as constituent members of the
American Baptist Home Mission society, for example, will also sit as con
stituent members or the American
Publication society and the American
Baptist Missionary union. A proposition may be brought forward at St.
Paul, where the anniversaries meet
this week, beginning on the 19th, to
have delegates elected from associa
tions instead of from the churches, but
it Is said to be unlikely to carry. The
cry has been for greater economy In
the management of missionary funds.
Consolidation has been suggested, but
nobody now expects anything more
than has been outlined. There may be
a closer alliance between women's
boards and the Home Mission society,
and the missionary department of the
Publication society may be transferred
to the Home Mission society, but both
are rather unlikely.
Christian Charities.
During the past dozen years the Increasing denominational comity, and
the decline of sectarianism, have resulted in the organization of an enormous number of charitable societies.
Christian in fact, but owing allegiance
to no general religious body, ihe effect is serious to denominational ben
evolence. It is a common saying among
leaders In all bodies that the rank and
file of their members give to every
thing except their own church causes.
It is now said that this tendency toward undenominational benevolence
has about reached its limit. The talk
of the day now is that charity must
have some general chur( h lody to con
trol it, and a distinct reaction has 6et
In. not toward sectarianism, but toward control of benevolence by some
liody of men competent to administer
it and responsible to givers that the
best results may be obtained for the
money contributed.
Summer Chautauqua.
Indications point to an unrrecedent
ed attendance at all summer meetings
this season. From managers of all of
tnem come reports that accommodations are already filling up. Most of
the Chautauquas have made larger
preparations than usual, and several of
them are already finding those preparations too contracted The steamship
companies 6ay they are getting the
usual number of clergy in their summer parties abroad, the total being if
anything alove the average to date.
Men ot the highest fame in the various
religious Uidies have snown a willingness this year, as they do not some
years, to speak on various topics and
Some years managers of
occasions.
summer meetings find almost everybody of prominence unwilling to respond; they say they want to rest.
There is a boom on this year, if present indications are to be trusted.
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tion which he fills. He is very fond of ytjli
manly sports, being six foot four Inches 'i
mil anil weiguiuK :; puunus. ne jr; an ;?
excellent shot, a magnificent horse- A
man, athlete and a boxer of more than
local fame and as fine a full back as a
can be found upon the "gridiron" of X
any college or university of the United 7
States.
His father, Major W. H. II. Llew- ellyn, is one of the best known citizens of the teritory, full of energy, always at work for advancement of
and who acquitted himself extremely well and creditably as agent of
the Mescalero Apaches for six years,

Weekly Crop Bulletin

i

t

-

7 siyyz'Juaa'VM isusuwfaaraz
United States Department of Agricul- relieved the droupht. but the hot f.un
ture, Climate And Crop Bulletin of keeps tho grass from starting rapidly;
water Is getting scarre and more rain
New Mexico Section.
In badly
i armors are waitins
Santa Fe, N. M., May 20. 1902.
for a Rond rain to begin work. North
Although the rains of the past ci rf hero the lambing Is very poor, but to
days have greatly Improved stock ad the cast and south it Is fairly good.
crop conditions, as yet there has ot
Sandlo: M. A. I). Rivera: The good
been sufficient moisture for the needs showers of the latter part of last week .1., ..I..iciiuon JLt DC! mc hh mem- - X
of vegetation, excepting possibly in the and the firpt part of this caused crops UU11MK I vj legislative
assmbly of the Y
northern vallevB and in the regions to look finely, but the cloudless, windy ber of theserving one term
as speaker.
contiguous to the principal mountain weather succeeding have changed the territory,
ranges. As a rule the soil is still hard conditions'. Sowing oats and planting of the house, as captain of Troop (, O
First tnited States Volunteer cavalry j$
and dry on prairie ranches and a good, corn Is being rushed. Fields under Ir- during
war A
the
eoaking rain is needed to put it in .... rigation look very well. Cattle and all
wherein he took a leading part In the
condition for working,1 especially In Btock are poor.
central nnd northeastern counties, and
Santa Vc: U. S. Weather bureau: names oi i.as uuasimas and san
al?o to start the range grass which is Under the influence of the recent rains Juan hill, and during the last fifteen
coming on very slowly. However", Irri- gardens and field crops have made rap- months as territorial district attorney
gation water is fairly plentiful except- id advance and grass is starting 'rapid- of the Third Judicial district, comprising In a few localities, with an assur- ly on the mesas and in the mountains. ing the counties of Dona Ana. Luna.
ance of a steady supply from the moun- Alfalfa making a fine growth. Rather Sierra. Grant and Otero. His mother is
the most estimable and most
tains for some time to come, and all cool nights for corn. The sudden and one of respected
women of the terri
hiehlv
crops under ditch are making
revere storm of bunday. 18th, evening tory,
who, in addition to her many dti- $
progress. Planting Is about fin- brought rain, snow and slight hail. with
ished In southern districts, while In the the temperature dropping to nearly ties as a wife and mother, nevertheless
much for the advancenorth sowing oats and planting corn Is freezing Sunday night, and 3 degrees finds time to dopublic
interests of the
well under way in Irrigated fields, with below on Monday night. The heavy ment of the
much of the crop up and growing fairly fiost resulting killed great deal of the town in which she lives. That Surveywell. The cold nights of tho last few early garden truck, beans, peas, let- or General Llewellyn's future conduit
days, however, will probably greatly tuce, etc., and also much of the fruit, as an official, as a citizen and as a
Injure corn that is above ihe ground. especialy along tho river. Apricots man. will be a credit and source of
In the south wheat Is headin? and the probabiy received the greatest injury, much gratification to the public, is the
first cutting of alfalfa has begun with but away from the river bottom it is belief of all those who know him.
prospects of a fairly good yield. The believed that the trees have been only
Dangerous IT Neglected.
prospect for on unusually good fruit beneficially thinned. Many flower garBurns,
cuts and other wounds often
crop remains promising over the terri- dens Buffered. Irrigation water is plen- fail to heal
properly If neglected and
tory generally but the low temperature tiful, and a good supply assured. High- become troublesome
sores. DeWltt's
following the storm of Sunday (ISth) est ten.:?cr81.ure, 75; lowest, 33; rain, Witch Hazel Salve preventa such
conhas probaby killed a grrat deal of the 0 K2.
sequences. Even where delay has agearly fruits in the northern valleys
Hugh
Warm
weather, gravated the injury DeWitt's Witch
Tecl:
A.Teel:
Early garden produce, as brans, peas, with liht rhmvers but not enough to Haze! Salve
effects a cure. "I had a
etc.. also probably h? ve suffered great- do any good. Trospects for all fruits running sore on my leg thirty years."
ly, l.embing is about over in northern
good. Water getting scarce in the says II. C. Tartly, Yankeetown, Ind.
counties, with an estimated raving of d'.tcheE.
After using many remedies, I tried De
per
Since
60
lambs.
of
cent
th?
about
A few boxes
Watrous: M. C. Needham: A light Witt's Witch Hazel
the?
old
of
loss
the advent cf tho rains
shower on the 12th, iiu.. since then the hea'.cd the sore." Cures all skin dismany
sheepmen cold nights and windy days have made eases. Plies yield to it at once. Besheep has ceased, but
In Rio Ariba county and in northeast- unfavorable conditions. Reports from ware of counterfeits. J. H. O'Rielly &
ern sections, were heavy losers also in the lambing camps indicate a poor sea- Co.; B. H. Brlggs & Co.
o
this resppct. In general, cattle are not son. Highest temperature, 79; lowest,
in very good condition, but fr6m now 35: rain, 0.23.
UNLIMITED
WEALTH.
on it is believed there will be r, more
Woodbury: A. J. Woodbury: Highest
rapid Improvement. The effect of the temperature, 82: lowest. 39; rain, 0.58.
Unfortunate Condition of a Machinist
recent cold weather on lambs remains
H. M. HARDINGE,
Who Thinks Himself Wealthy.
yet to be seen.
Section Director.
as Is the fact of the insanity of
Sad
following
are
extracted
remarks
The
Williams, the old time machThomas
correspondents:
reports
of
from the
Don't let the little ones suffer from inist and mechanic who was for many
ConsidM.
A.
Richardson:
Arabela:
eczema or other torturing skin disin the employ of the Santa Fe
ering tha dry weather corn has come eases. No need for It. Doan's Oint years
there are several queer
cloudy
up. very well. The
weather ment cures. Can't harm the most deli at this place,
with the unfortuconnected
features
promises rain.
cate skin. At any drug store, 50 cents. nate man's mania, says the
San BerBluewater: J. S. Van Doren: General
nardino Sun. His hobby is wealth
local showers; grass has started nicely
MORGAN 0. LLEWELYN.
and he fancies that he is in possesbut more rain needed. Alfalfa is very
sion of hundreds of millions of dollars.
promising; wheat all sown and corn United
General of the With this Idea in mind he lavishes
planting under way. Irrigation water
Territory of New Mexico.
checks on every hand. Just before
i.s snort and the season is late. HighMorgan O. Llewellyn was born in being taken to Los Angeles he receivest temperature, 81; lowest, 34; rain, Omaha.
Nebraska, and is 23 years of ed the attentions of a barber at his
trace.
age. When 2 years old his parents home south of town, and when the
Vegas:
Thornhill:
John
Las
East
moved to New Mexico; his father, Ma shave was over with, promptly wrote
Warm weather, but very windy; the jor
W. H. H. Llewellyn, having been out a check for $35,000, which he pre
ground is dry and hard. Some corn appointed
United States Indian agent sented to the wandering artist of the
part
week.
of
the
was planted the first
the Mescalero Apache Indian reser lather. Down in Los Angeles he had
The range is very dry yet and the at
in Lincoln county, by more t- - an one enterprising real estate
grass is short. Irrigation water is vation, then
Garfield,
His early boyhood dealer knocking the spots off the high
President
scarce.
was spent on the Mescalero Indian res places, thinking that they had a cus
Fort Stanton: E. W. Halstead: Very ervation
thereafter at Las Cruces, tomer with money enough to purchase
favorable weather; numerous showers to which and
his parents removed the city and present it to Pasadena for
have put the soil in fine condition for when Majorplace
term as Indian use as a private park. In the presence
planting. The prospects for a large agent expired.Llewellyn's
received his educa of one of these brokers h actually
fruit crop are the best n years. High- tion at the publicHeschools
of that town made out a check, payable al one of
est temperature, 78; lowest 39; rain, and for
three years attended the Col the banks of the Angel city, for the
0.87.
of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts sum of 140,000,000.
Frisco: Clement Hightower: Favor legeMesilla
Park, giving special atten
His own powers, especially to give
able weather for growing crops; partly at
cloudy days and warm nights and light tion to surveying, chemistry and geolo away places and positions, is unlimit
On May, 1898, he enlisted in Troop ed and. according to his own idea, in
Fhowera in the mountains. Corn plant- gy
H. First United States Volunteer cav the matter, he has as much to say as
ing is well under way. Streams are alry,
Rough Riders," and to who will fill positions on the Santa
not diminishing, but there is considera served"Roosevelt's
as corporal in the troop with Fe system as President Ripley himStock in fair condition.
ble wind.
honorably discharged Sep self. But a few days ago he addressLambing about over with good results; credit until
15, 1898. at Montauk Point ed a letter to Albuquerque, asking for
in some instances aa much as 95 per tember
Long Island, upon the muster out of a man to be sent at once to take the
cent of lambs saved.
its regiment from the service of the position now held by Superintendent
Fruitland: C. J. Collyer: Thunder United States. Returning
thence home Beamer, of the Southern California
showers on the 11th and 12th cleared he engaged in mining until January of division. He is at the present time
vegetagreatly
refreshened
the air and
the present year be was appointed dep In Los Angeles, under the care of Mrs.
tion. Some hail on the 12th injured uty
collector of customs at Columbus, Williams.
not
somewhat,
produce
did.
garden
but
Luna county, and stationed on the
apricots
damage the fruit. More
this Mexican frontier, the position he re
Stand Like a Stone Wall
year than for some time. Corn plant- signed
upon being appointed United between your children and the tortures
grow-ining is progressing. All crops are
States surveyor general for New Mexl
scald- well. Highest temperature, 87; co by President Roosevelt January 29 of itching and burning eczema, How?
or
skin
diseases.
other
head
lowest. 38; rain, 0.21.
of this year. He took charge of the of why, by using Bucklen's Arnica Salve,
Gallinas Springs: Jas. E. Whitmore: fice March 11,
has since performed earth a greatest healer. yulckeEt cure
More rain needed lor stock and for its duties. He and
is a young man of abiii for ulcers, fever sores, salt rheum
planting. First alfalfa is nearing cut ty. even temper,
for his years cuts, burns and bruises. Infallible for
ting time. Much of the fruit is drop has accumulated a and,
large fund of practl piles. 25c at all druggists.
ping, but sufficient remains.
Fruit cal experience and knowledge
of men
damaged' by worms in the vicinity of and conditions, especially applicable
to
ARIZONA'S DEBT.
Anton Chico. Gardens growing well. New Mexico. He has exhibited good
Highest temperature, 97; lowest, 44; executive ability already and the busl
Supreme Court Decides Territory Must
rain, 0.09.
ness
of the United States sur
Pay Bonds to Pima County.
Hobart: W. H. Hough: Wheat, corn veyormethods
general's
greatly
office
been
have
The United States supreme court
and vegetables are looking well. Fruit changed for the better In every respect
has been somewhat tu.nned out by the since his induction to the office. HtJ is handed down a decision affirming the
supreme court of Arizo
late frosts. Irrigation water plentiful courteous, energetic and
judging from decree of the
Ojo Callente: Antonio Joseph: The his manner of doing official business na in the case of tne governor of Ari
recent rains have started the grass believes in the strict performance of zona, the secretaries, the auditor of
crops have revived and are looking duly by himself and by all those em- the territory, appellants, versus James
Utter and others. he case Involves
Grasshoppers have ployed in
quite promising.
office.
He recognizes certain
bonds Issued by Pima county,
appeared in spots but as yet have not that he is the
a public servant and that
done much damage. Alfalfa is grow the office of surveyor general of New Arizona, in aid of the Arizona Narrow
ing rapidly. The mountain streams Mexico is here for the benefit of the Guage Railroad company. The gover
nor, secretary and auditor of the ter
carry an abundance of water. Highest people
and for the betterment and ad- ritory were petitioned
to
certain
temperature, 82; lowest, 45.
of the commonwealth. bonds in exchange for the issue
vancement
Pima county
Lower Penasco: II. W. Creswell. Jr Those whq have watched him from
Fruit doing well and a good crop fairly childhood days and know him to be a bonds. The petitioners averred that
well insured. Gardens growing well; young man of great strength of mind, in compliance with an act of the terri
first alfalfa will be cut the latter part honesty and straightforwardness of tory to comply with the duty of the
cf this week. There have been several purpose, are sure that he will Justify territorial officials to provide for the
local showers but grass is not starting the confidence placed In him by the redeeming of the indebtedness incurand unless more rain comes there will president of the United Slates in his red by plaintiffs by Issuing refunding
bonds. 1 he case as now decided is
be some loss of stock.
appointment and by many of
leadLos Alamos: Wm. Frank: Oats and ing citizens of the territory intherecom- against the territorial officials.
corn being planted; much of the wheat mending him to the responsible poslFoley's Honey and Tar contains no
planted during the drought did not
opiates and can safely be given to chil
come up and the fields will be replant
ed in oats. Reports from sheep camps
SMOTHER A COUGH. drcn. Alvarado Pharmacy.
o
Fhow about Co per cent of the lambs
Extinct Volcanoes.
saved.
You can smother a cough
Flagstaff, Ariz., should come to the
Mesilla Park: A. M. Sanchez: Con
tlnued cloudy weather, but no rain. Ir with your hand but you can't front most any time these days with a
first class volcanic eruption. There e
rigation water Is getting scarce. All
vegetation progresses rapidly. First cure it that way. Some medi- over 15o extinct ones In that locality
and in extent some of them in thei
alfalfa cutting is begun; wheat head- cines only smother coughs.
day of life must have been daisies.
ing out. Alfalfa will yield a fair crop.
Highest temperature, 91; lowest, 31;
Scott's Emulsion cures them.
Don't Start Wrong.
rain, trace.
Don t stort the summer with a lin
Miera: Francisco Miera: Lambing Old coughs and deep-roote- d
estimated about 5ti per cent the very couehs can't be cured until gering cough or colli. We all !;now
what a "summer cold" is. It's the hard
bebt; losses on sueep estimated about
25 per cent, but this is now stopped. the inflammation which causes est kind to cure. Oi'teen it "hangs on
through the entire season. Take it in
Cattle doing well so far. No farming
rij;ht now. A few doses of One
them has been replaced by hand
of any kind has yet been done here.
Minute Cough Cure will Bet you right
Redrock: Louis Champie: Planting
biire cure tor coughs, colds, croup
corn in full progress; early planted is healthy tissue.
grip,
ail throat and lung
up and looks well. Rain Is badly needThat is exactly the kind oi troubles.bronchitis,
Absolutely safe. Acta a
ed for the range although as yet the
Children like it. "One Minute
stock looks well. Plenty of irrigation thorough work Scott's Emul- once.
Cough Cure is the lust cough medicine
water.
I
It changes the ever used," says J. H. Bowles, Grove
Roswell: W. M. Reed: Threatening sion does.
ton, N. II. "1 never found anything
fctorrua out the week has been very dry entire nature of the throat and
else that acted so safely and quickly,
although there has been some rain on
back ranges. Crops growing very well. lunirs so that there is nothing J. H. O'Rielly & Co.; B. H. Briggs & Co,
Highest temperature, 94; lowest, 45; to cough about.
Demlng ships over 100,000 head of
rain. 0.10.
cattle annually; is the center of the
for
Send
Sample.
Free
Kpy: A. S. Bush: Light showers all
greatest breeding region in the Bouth
over this section on the 11th some, hat CUTT & LOWNE, ChemuU, 409 I'curl bt., N. Y west and cattle men all know this.
1
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I Have secured a Case of Porto Rico Tobacco.
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pORTO RICO Tobacco is principally used for fillers,
it has a rich aroma. This fine filler will hereafter
be used in the Albuquerque, Speckled Trout and
Five cent cigars. This will unquestionably make
them the best Five cent cigars sold in this market.
Every box of these cigars also bear the Cigar Makers'
La-Ro-

sa

Union Label, which certifies

that they are made by
good workmen and clean hands. All cigars not bearing the Blue Label are either made by Chinese or
Tenement House Labor.

e

States-Surveyo-

0

Cigar Aanufcicturcrs

very-goo- d
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!

Outside Orders Respectfully Solicited.

H.
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r

t

Cigar Manufacturers,
v

s

207 West Railroad Avenue,

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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ARTESIAN COYOTE
MINERAL WATER

TOPHAM'S

Is sold at all the principal Hotels, Saloons and Drug Stores.

':'.':..

g

ARTESIAN

ISAWPNDfRFUI.
MEDICINAL,
WATER
'
CURE

WATER IS
ACKNOWLEDGED

TMEBE6T

KirNtr.UVER

THAT RUNS
PROM MOTHER

EARTH.

1

It makes a delicious lemonade and blends well with wines and liquors.
We are the first and only shippers of Mineral Waters in car load
lots in the Territory.
This wonder Mineral Water was dis- covered on the property of T. J. Top-ha-

m

in Coyote canyon near Albuquer-

-

que, and, being analyzed by Prof. John
Weinzirl, of the University of New
Mexico, it was found to contain

i
5V

most

taking
first rank with the leading waters of the
world. Can be drank in any quantity

wonderful

medical properties,

with beneficial effects.

CAR LOAD LOTS

Warehouse

116

1-

-2

The water contains the following ingredients in quantities of to 45 grains
of each ingredient per United States
gallon. It is blended in God's Natural
Laboratory in such proportions that the
most scientific chemist cannot produce
such a health giving and thirst quenching article:
Iron Carbonate, Magnesium 15i Carbonate, Calcium Pi Carbonate, Sodium
Sulphate, Sodium Chloride, Selica, Potassium Salts, Calcium Sulphates, Phosphates and free Carbonic Acid Gas in
quantities.

A

SPECIALTY.

North Second Street.

Automatic Telephone 473.

Albuquerque, - New Mexico.
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of the profession who are most anxious to advertise beginners and the
younger clement do not dare enjoy
the most priceless kind of advertising
reputation and the good opinion of
the community they serve. Medical adhJVvertising will ultimately be an accomVMTtr ri Hi- mu Tit rfHTfcfrifoitL PTalVf
Spice or clove pinks, deserve a place descendants of their vanquished broth- plished fact, and will doubtless take
the lines laid down by Dr. Edson
In the garden for their sweet perfume ers.
small cards in various mediums, with
peculiar
was
a
Im'iian
"That
most
alone. Her Majesty la a fine, fragrant
mere mention of one's specialty as the
fellow.
a
extra
Whenever
did
he
little
only approach to argument. Physicians
pink as white as snow and every bloom
go
such
lilting
as
exertion
would
he
as large around as a silver dollar.
can bepin with mail advertising, howLily of the Valley prows from pipe or and lie down for a few minutes, and he ever. Neatly engraved announcements
budge
not
would
until
had
he
rested. of the opening of an office, with adbulbous roots. As they Increase rapid- He would get up on
those frosty moun- dress, hourj and other sltuablc data,
ly, secure a small bunch of bulbs of a
put
on
nothing
a
and
shirt ought to be quite inside the lines of
seedsman or neighbor and in two or tains a pair of trousers and but
work until ethics, being little more than a social
three years a fine bed may be obtained. and
warm
sun
became
and then he
Among geraniums Leonard Kelway the
would put on his coat. He would wear form.
and S. A. Nutt are preferred for ex- his
until the weather began to get Mokl Tea Positively Cures Sick
tensive planting in parks and gardens. coolcoat
in
the
and off would come
Both are brilliant red, outblooming his cont andevening
he
would
have nothing on Indigestion and constipation. A dealmost every other geranium. They but his shirt and trousers
all through lightful herb drink. Removes all erupare dwarf and compact, with very the chilly evening." Denver
Repule tions of the Ekin, producing a perfect
healthy, rich green foliage.
lican.
complexion or money refunded. 25c
The Golden Gleam begonia Is a
and f0
Wr.te to us for free sample.
novelty of the Sempervirens type, of
Like Daisies Before the Scythe,
H. Hooker & Co., Buffalo, N. Y. J.
dwarf, compact habit. I ts foliage is of Baby lives are destroyed In summer by W.
H. O'Reilly & Co. and B. II. Brlggs &
a golden yellow color, making it an cholera infantum. The attack of the Co.
odd, interesting and beautiful p t disease is sudden. Its progress Is some-t'up.
o
plant. When planted out in full sun
terrililv rapid. Mothers who have
FORT
APACHE.
will
foliage
given
plants
many
on
of
the
the
their children Terry Davis' Paincolor up into various shades, giving killer can tell how this treatment has
autappearance
finely
colored
checked the diarrhoea and vomiting, To Be a Six Company Post Governthe
of
ment to Build Irrigating Ditches.
umn leaves.
and put the little patient out of danger.
Lieut. Marion C. Raysor, who spent
The brugmansia is a very rapid 25 and 50 cts.
several days here during the week,
grower when cared for intelligently,
says the Globe Belt, states that his
anil even when cultivated in the winLAS VEGAS INVENTOR.
regiment, which returned from the
dow garden it will socn grow to four or
five feet In height. On a well branched He Strikes Something of Real Value Philippines last August, has been ordered there again for service, and
plant of this height it is no unusual
in the Mechanical World.
troops at Fort Apache will leave
the
sight to pee from fifty to a huniTred
Aleck Council, engineer and maflowers when it is in full bloom and in- chinist at the insane asylum, has In- for San Francisco to embark as soon
numerable buds in all stages of devel- vented a contrivance for cuttmg as relieved, probably within a few
opment.
threads on large pipes, says the Las days.
They will be relieved by two comColeus do better" in cold frames Vegas Optic.
panies of the 12th infantry and four
made especially for such purposes as
such pipes have been re- companies
Heretofore
of the 14th cavalry, and a
getting quantities of young plants quired to be taken to a shop where
ready for bedding. All of one stage of they could be cut by massive machin- force of six companies will probably
growth can then be obtained by mak- ery, and then be taken back to the be maintained at Apache hereafter.
The barracks are now being renovated
ing the beRt effect in borders and de- place where they were to be used.
the accommodations being increassigns.
John Goode is probably a
Mr. Connell. an old time resident of and
more splendid yellow coleus than -- e Las Vegas, has invented a machine to ed for their reception.
popular Golden Bedder. Verschaffel- - cut threads on large pipes. Just where
A Revelation.
tii. rich crimson, is, still the best red they are to be used, or have been used,
If you will make inquiry it will be a
coleus for withstanding the summer thus saving time and expense in re- revelation
to you how many succumo
sun and heat.
moval. Then, too, the machine weighs
kidney or bladder troubles in one
The very dry hot weather of last not more than thirty pounds and can to
or another. If the patient is not
summer cheated us out of some canna be transported by hand from one place form
beyond
medicad aid, Foley's Kidney
we
had
those
blooms
but
dahlia
and
to another.
will cure. It never disappoints.
Cure
were fine and the clumps were In good
The device consists of a chuck
condition when dug in the fall. For a which Is inserted within the pipe. On Alvarado Pharmacy.
green leaved red flowered variety the this chuck are three dogs at each end.
Bouvier or Defender can hardly be im- By means of a screw these dogs come
SOUTHERN SCHOOLS.
proved upon. Chicago is a fine yellow out and grip the pipe and hold It fast.
flowered one but our hot Colorado sun Thus threads can be cut on pipes from
is apt to scorch the petals or rather two Inches and a half to six inches in
Commencement Exercises at Silver
wilt them. These varieties grew over diameter.
fix feet for us, with Epandale not far
by
which
lead
a
the
bar
is
There
City Normal and Deming High
behind. We have a Rainbow and a thread can be governed, and this bar
Black Beauty which we shall try in the can be exchanged for one having difSchcol.
ground this year. Cannas are very sat- ferent threads, as may be desired for
isfactory.
cutting, thus giving any desired dif
The Ramblers, General Jaquemlnot, ference between threads.
Glorie de Dijon. Reine Marie Henriette,
RROGRAM OF EXERCISES.
There Is a disk, twelve Inches In
Champion of World, Victor Verdler diameter, on one side of which are atand Persian Yellow are prominent ear- tached two tools of steel. By these
ly June roses. The old yellow Harrison the threads are cut more rapidly than
The Citizen has received an Invita
and Persian are grown alone for their one tool, as in the ordinary lathe, tion from the board of regents, faculty
bright
early flowering qualities and
could possibly do it. The disk has and graduating class of the Normal
yellow color. They are both ordinary cogs upon its circumference; and a school of New Mexico, Silver City, to
roses otherwise and are merely spring handle instantly changeable from a attend the commencement exercises of
flowering sorts. Strictly ever blooming lever to a crank can work as a rachet that Institution on Thursday, June 6,
roses are among the Teas, Hybrid or a lever.
at 2 o clock p. m., at Normal hall.
Teas. Bourbons. Polyanthas and Nois
Mr. Connell has patents In this counThe program of exercises is as fol
ettes. These are the varieties best try and Canada, and a patent pending lows:
suited for a long season of florescence. in England. The peculiarities of the
Evolution A Symposium.
However, the Ramblers are too good machine is that it will work on pipe
Violin Solo
Pastorale Fantalsie"
flowering
they
make
to reject. After
where it stands or is to be used, while (Singelee), Ned Abraham.
green
covering
for heretofore such pipe must be carried
the finest kind of
"Theory
Evolution
General
in
arbors, bowers, arcades or any places to the shop.
The probabilities are Stated," Martha Maria Tustin; "Its
requiring shade. The same is true of that Aleck Connell. whom all Las Ve- History," Etta Schutz.
Organic Phase "Natural Selection,
the Lord Penzance sweet briars.
gans know and esteem will be a rich
The calla when grown for winter man in a few years.
Carrie Clayton Whitehlll; "Variations"
flowering should have complete rest
Elsie McGregor; "Struggle for Exist
ence,
for several weeks during summer.
Eugene Keymond Uosgrove;
A Lesson In Health.
About May 15 plants should be turned
"Adaptation," Mary Frances Gill.
impurities
kidneys
Healthy
filter
the
out of pots and planted in the garden from the blood, and unless they do this
Vocal Quartet Selected, Silver City
or the pot may be turned down on Its good health is impossible. Foley's Kid- Ladies' Quartet.
Psychic Phase "Organic and Psych
side in a dry place and the plant allow ney Cure makes sound kidneys and
ed to die down after cutting off the will positively cure all forms of kidney ic Evolution Compared." Kate Conway
leaves. If planted In the garden the and bladder disease. It strengthens Crawford; "Individual Variations,"
plant will die down and start up late the whole system. Alvarado Pharmacy. Pearl L. Parks; "Educational SelecIn August, when It can he taken up
tion," Mertle Lee Williams; "Prolong,
o
and freshly potted In rich soil. If left
ed Infancy." Dean S. Alexander; "Nat
Should Advertise.
Why
Physicians
In the pot the dry bulbs should be
Cyrus Edson, of New York city, ural Education," Edna Mae Page; "Ar.
Dr.
1
freshly potted about September and sets forth some clear, definite views tiflcial Education." Clara E. Upchurch;
started In the new ground. In repot upon the above subject in the Dally "Possibilities of Human Development,"
ting break or remove all the small News of April 25, and his reasons are Mary Eckles.
Vocal Solo "Good-Bye- ,
Sweet Day."
bulbs or shoots, leaving one strong not only sensible, but gain authority
central bulb to grow to flower. Do not from his high standing in the medical Alice Green.
plant bulbs In too large a pot; one world.
Presentation of Diplomas.
The general commencement program
from five to six inches in diameter Is
He holds that physicians must mainamply sufficient. Denver Field and tain the ethics of the profession, avoid- 1b as follows:
Society Contest Saturday, May 31.
Farm.
sensaing
Baccalaureate
Address Sunday.
everything that
and
methods
tional
When doctors fail try Burdock Blood will tend to identify them with the June 1.
Field Day Monday, June 2.
Bitters. Cures dyspepsia, constipa countless charlatans who use publicity.
Class Day Exercise Tuesday, June
tlon; invigorates the whole system.
But he sees no good reason why beginners should not. if they choose, insert 3.
Anniversary Wednesday.
Alumni
QUEER NAVAJO ES.
cards in daily papers, giving name, ad
dress, telephone number and, possibly. June 4.
Commencement Thursday, June 6,
They Won't Eat Pine River Fish, Be- their specialty. He would draw a very
The graduates are Eugene Reymond
hard and fast line between what might Cosgrove,
lieving They Are His Brothers.
Mary Eckles. Etta Schutz,
might not. He
"Those Navajo Indians are a strange be inserted and what will
come when Carrie Clayton Whitehlll. Pearl U
people," said Thomas Holland yester- believes that the time
wul deem Parks, Edna Mae Page, Kate Conway
day In a meditative mood. Mr. Hol- no member of the profession
out of place. It is Crawford, Mary Frances Gill, Dean S.
land is state superintendent of fish such advertising Europe,
and fchouid be Alexander, Martha Maria Tustin, Clara
hatcheries, and he has just returned countenanced in
E. Upchurch, Mertle Lee Williams,
from an extended trip in the south- nermitted here.of
the profession" apply Elsie McGregor.
The "ethics
western part of the Btate. "I stopped
Am
at the ranch of a man named Bishop," to details other than advertising.
Deming High School.
ultra-cosaid Mr. Holland. "Mr. Bishop lives erican medical societies aresays
This office acknowledges an invitathat
Edson
Dr.
servatlve.
and
Durango,
summer
of
and this
north
attend the commencement exwriting of tion to of
white men are so scarce in that part there was a period when the
ercises
the senior class of the Dem
put
his
into
he
opinions
as
has
such
being
are
state
of the
that Indians
ing high school, to be held at the opera
A
censure.
brought
paper
have
would
all
of
sorts
work.
This
hired to do
house. In that town, Thursday evening,
man Bibhop has a Navajo Indian work- second offense would have resulted in May 29, at 8 o'clock.
of
physician
expulsion.
American
No
straight
He
is
ing for him.
tall and
The program is as follows:
standing is permitted to follow any
and as lazy as any Indian I ever saw.
Music Mandolin Club.
medicine
with
do
pacVing
to
business
that
has
to
be
done
over
"I bad some
Salutatory "The Mission of Discon
cannot
practice.
He
his
other
than
thirty
miles
to several lakes about
Nora Lawhon.
tent."
a
open
patent
Ina
nor
even
I
pharmacy,
got
this
north of the ranch, and
Essay
"Courtesies at Home," Ellis
compound
surgical
or
medical
great
instru
dian to go with me. It required a
Williams.
or
acment
discovers
invents.
that
he
deal of persuasion before he would
Quintette "Massa In De Cold. Cold
cept the offer I made him, and then he Many inventors of valuable medical Ground,"
Mesdames Byron, Brown
poor
through
men
died
have
this
would do so only upon one condition, aids
Rurnside, Miss Good felMiss
Rennet;
Dr.
notably
law
Morton
and that was that I should do absolute- unwritten
low.
use
of
of
the
anesthetic
ly no fishing on the way, and that no the discoverer
Essay "Intemperance," Lee O. Les.
Dr. Edson himself is the
fish of any kind should be cooked. He chloroform.
ter.
Furgical
a
for
and needle
wouldn't tell me why tie had such a inventor of
Violin Sola Selected, John Kowskl.
is in use in all parts of the
dislike of fish, but on the way up into cep8 which
Essay "A Citizen of the Republic,"
yet
neither he nor Dr
the mountains I managed to get the world today,
Olds, who helped in perfecting the in Walter Pickarts.
story out of him.
Music Mandolin Club.
"He slid that thousands of years struments. have ever drawn royalties
Valedictory
"13 Poverty a Curse?"
neo or a irood many at any rate, the The revenue would have made both of James O. Clifford.
great trile of Navajos divided. There them rich. The case is different in
Quintette "Do'an You Cry My Hon- One of
was war between the factions and one France, Germany and Russia. $2'mi,(iio
pait of the Indians drove the other the czar's physicians receives
away oft to the north, fighting all ;he a year in royalties on the drug salul
way. When the fleeing rednun got to yet manages to maintain' his profes
his post at court
the Pine river. vhi h we had to cross sional dignity and profession
are grad
on our vr.. there was a temble battle. The ethics of the
In all it. .ta,'es.
and lr.iiiiireds of the roui"d Indians ually being broadened, however, and
surgery will Ely's Cream Balm
were killed. Their bodif s wi re thrown American medicine and
be rid of many old forms
into the liver, am the- chase continued. ultimately
sacrificing an iota of the dig deanac, toothee and hea!
That lmiian told me that the refugees without
tiie dieaiKd membrane.
were driven so far noitli that they nity that is held so sacred.
The real truth of the matter is, no It cure. catarrh aud Jr. vi s
were in the region of everlasting snow.
'Then the vict.irirns Indians came doubt, that physicians do not distin uway a coid in the head
bank to the country thty had left and guish degrees in advertising, nor real- quickly.
Cri-aof dignity it can be
Iialiu it placed into the
have occupied it ever rime in peace. ize what heights
over the menibraue aud It abaorbed. belief u imBut tne belief has always existed rained to. Propose to a conservative
among the Navajos that the dead men physician that he advertise, and he im- mediate and a cure follow. It is not drjiug doc
of
ttuv threw into the Pino rivir turi.ed mediately conjures up visions
not produce .aeczing. Large Size, SO cent at
to fishes, and that all of the fir.ny Omega Oil bulletin boards and dental
or by ruail ; Trial blxe, 10 auu.
tri'oe i hat now live in that stream are ads in the newspapers. The members
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JOYFUL MATERNITY.

THE FLORAL REALfl

l mm

-l

Hopeful Words to Childless Women.
Two Grateful Women Tell How
They Were Helped by Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.

E1C JIS

Head-Headach- e.

p

self-prais-

n

Nasal

CATARRH

tV

Drug-gia-

L

a

Viovr shall a mother who U weak and sick with gome female trouble
hear healthy children?
How anxious women ought to bo. to give their children the blessing
of a good constitution
Many women long for a child to bless their home, but because of
some debility or displacement of the female organs, they are barren.
lYeparation for healthy maternity is accomplished by Lydia K.
l'inkli. mi's Vegetable Compound more successfully than by any
other medicine, because it gives tone and strength to the parts, curing
all displacements and inflammation.
Actual sterility in women I very rare. If any woman thinks
she U sterile, let lier write to Mrs. IMnkliam, Lynn, Mass whoso
advice Is icn free to all expectant or would-b- e mothers.

Botwoon Ot. Louis and Kansas City an&

OKLAHOMA CITY,
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HEW FAST TBflIM
WICHITA,
DENISON,
SHERMAN,
DALLAS,

FORT WGRTSra

points In Texns and tho Sotitb-wvt- t.
This train is new throughout ami I t
made up of the finest equipment, providrti
with eloctrlo lights and all other modem
trawling convenience. It runs via our no
And principal

completed

J

Red River Division.

Every appliance known to modern car
hulldlng ana rallmndinir hns been employod
p
In

the

of this service, Including

make-u-

Cafe Observation Cars
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Owing to the fact that
soma .keptical people
time to time
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Established
how

" following
te.timonial. are not
uine; or were publi.hed
before
obtaining the
ivYA writer.' special per-Lydia e.
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For the Garden
Field and Plantation
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AT ONCE.

W.ELLIOTT&SONS,

The Story of Mrs. De Bett and Her Baby Girl.

Seeds me a,

Before I took your medicine I Buffered for years.
Life to me was a torture. I often wished I were dead. I had no children, and
the doctor said I never could have. Menstruation was very painful, also
suffered with severe pains in left ovary, had pains in ray back and heart,
terrible headaches, and weakness of the kidney 8. I tried every thinjr, had
womb diluted twice but that did no (rood. I got discouraged and concluded
to let the doctors fro and try your medicine. After writing to you explaining
my case, I followed your advice carefully and with the result that I never
felt so well in all my life. I am indeed a new woman and have a loving little
baby girl which is the hnnpiness of my home. 1 feel that I owe my life to
Lydia K. Pinkhnm's Medicine, and feel very proud to recommend it to
others. 1 hope that many others will follow my example and that homes
may be brightened as mine has." Mrs. Lucy Dk Uktt, BOH 3. llalstead St.,
Chicago, 111. (March 1, l'JOl.)
" Dear Mrs. Pink ham : I must write and tell you what your Vegetable
Compound has done for me. Before taking your medicine I was unable to
carry a babe to maturity, having lost two one at six months and one at seven.
The doctor said next time I would die, but thanks to Lydla 1L l'inkham'8
Vegetable Compound, I did not die, but am the proud mother of a six
months old girl baby. She weighs nineteen pounds and has never seen a sick
day in her life. She is the delight of our home.'
Mrs. A. D. Jaerkt,
Belmont, Ohio.
11

:

54 & 56 DEY

A Dollar A Day

FOR LIFE I

Like a Drowning Man.
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Get Mrs. PInkham's Advice.

ey," Mesdames Byron, Brown, Bennet;
Miss Burnslde, Miss Goodfeliow.
Delivery of Medals U. F. Duff.
Delivery of Diplomas Judge Sea
men Field.
Closing Remarks A. B. Stroup.
Music Mandolin Club.
The class roll is as follows:
Nora
Emma Lawhon, James Oakleaf Clifford. Walter Allert Pickarts, Lee OsMotto:
car Lester, Kills Williams.
"We Launch Tonight ; Where Shall We
Anchor." Colors, red and white. Class
flower, carnation.
The Faculty A. B. Stroup, principal; U. F. Duff, assistant principal;
Miss Ella P. Uuiney, Miss Daisy Allen,
Mrs. Alice Smith. Miss M. W. Coulter,
Miss Louretta Kurtz.

ST NEW YORK.

We Will Toy you
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is free as the air. She has been the means of making many
a miserable life turn into one of joy no other living person has hii4
suck wide experience with woman's ills. Her address is Lynn, Mass.
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furnished, upon application, by any
of tho
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Pearson Publishing Co.
E. 19th SU

NEW YORK

that she was temporarily insane, and

had probably been drugged for an un
known purpose. The case Is full of
Among her effects were,
mystery.
found papers Indicating that the woman Is Ada Barker, of Brooklyn, N. Y
a trained nurse. The name Elizabeth
Johnson, Los Angeles, was found written on a scrap of paper.

Railroad Time Tables

Holds Up a Congressman.

"At the end or me campaign," writes
Champ Clark, Missouri's brilliant congressman, "from overwork, nervous
tension. loss of sleep and constant
speaking I bad about utterly collapsed.
It seemed that all the organs in my
body were out of order, but three bot
tles of Electric Bitters made me all
medl
right. It's the best
cine ever sold over a druggist's countmen and
er." Overworked,
weak, sickly women gain splendid
health and vitality from Electric hitters. Try them. Only uOc. Guaranteed
by all druggists.

"Five years ago a disease the doc
tors called dyspepBla took such hold of
me that I could scarcely go," writes
(ioorge S. Marsh, well known attorney
of Nocona, Texas. "I took quantities
o
of pepsin and other medicines but
nothing helped me. As a drowning YOU SAY: "WHAT
man grabs at a straw I grabbed at
HAPPENED THEN?"
Koilol. I felt an improvement at once
Ruddy
am
Youngster Springs a
sound and And the
and after a few bottles
well." Kodol is the only preparation
New One on You.
which exactly reproduces the natural
Where do children pick up the
digestive juices and consequently is
that they spring on unsusgood
any
the only one which digests
grown tips?
food and cures any form of stomach pecting
little damsel, who is not a
trouble. J. II. O'Kiflly & Co.; B. H. dayA chubby
more than five years old, walked
JJi iggs & Co.
up to the chest of a bachelor visitor
o
last Sunday witha new one.
Ancient Irrigators,
"Once there was a grocery man,"
in the Superstition mountains. Arizona, engineers have found an artificial said she.
"Yes?'' said the bachelor, with imKoro four miles long and loo feet mediate
interest.
il
cut down through solid rock by
"And he was very, very little."
prehistoric irrigators, and leading Into
"Yes, yes?"
K':i miles of ditches, which Irrigated
"And somebody told him to eat
nearly 1.000 acres of land, now only a
desert waste, covered with the ruins Scotch Oats."
"Yes, yes, yes?"
the ancient people.
"You ought to say 'What happened
Acker's Blood Ehxer positively cures then?' " prompted mademoiselle, jouncchronic blood poisoning and all scrofu- ing on the bachelor's knees.
"What happened then?"
lous affections. At all times a match-l- .
"It made the grocer grow sir."
js system tonic purifier. Money
Picture of smiling mamma.
if vou are not satisfied. 50c
After the bachelor had recovered
and $1. J. II. O lleilly & Co. and B. H.
from the prolonged chuckles which he
lil k'gS & Co.
n
felt to be demanded by the humor of
Demented Young Woman.
Oid eyed
this reply, Miss
An unknown young woman, well him thoroughly and inquired:
dressed and good looking, was found
;Vhy don't you eat Scotch Oats,
;!t IC1 Paso sitting on the court hout-too?"
kiwn and acting strangely. To the offPicture of mamma in anguish.
icers who investigated she stated that
The bachelor's height is four feet
was guarding her father's grave s!x.
o
Plie carried a grip and it is quite cerWe are sole agent for Wheeler &
tain that she alighted from the Southern Pacific west botnd train that mor- Wilson sewing machines, the best ou
ning. She was ent to the hospital, tne market. Albert Fabcr, 303 Ral'road
where the attending prysician stated avenue.
run-dow-

n

-

(In Etiect November

3. 1901.)

ARRIVE FROM THE NORTH.
No. 1, California Express. . . .10:10 p.m.
No.T.Mex. & Cal. Express. .10:40 p.m.
No. 3, California Limited ...11:00 a.m.
LEAVE GOING NORTH.
No. 2, Atlantic Express
8:30 a.m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited
11:55 p.m.
7:10 p.m?
No. 8, Chicaso Express
ARRIVES FROM SOUTH.
No. 22, Atlantic Expresn
7:10 a.m.
LEAVES GOING SOUTH.
No. 21, Mexico Express
11:45 p.m.
ARRIVE FROM WEST.
8:05 a.m.
No. 2, Atlantic Express
No. 4, Chicago Limited
11:45 p.m.
No. 8, Chicaso Express
6:45 p.m.
LEAVE GOING WEST.
No. 1, California Expresd
11:30 p.m.
No. 3, California Limited ...11:10 a.m.
No. 7, Mex. & Cal. Express. .11:20 p.m.
All trains daily.
No. 7 will carry mail from the east
and No. 2 from the west.
F. L. MYERS. Agent.
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wheat and such things in the La Plata DHBHSKnESHraHl

joxaguEMjazms

Gallup, Cerrillos
nrtrf

TYIrvrarl

GALLUP.

From the Republican.
Alex Robinson has recovered from
his recent Illness and la on duty again.
R. P. Collina, superintendent of the
Pueblos at Albuquerque, arrived here
on his way to Zunl.
M. B. Johnson and family returned
from El Paso. Mr. Johnson sold his
meat market and will engage in other
business.
Thos. Osborne,

of Ihe firm of

Os-

NeWsy Notes

From

Exchanges
paring to meet an emergency and then
don't recognize it when it comes.
"Don't bank too strongly on popularity," says the Manayunk Philosopher. "A popular man may not last
any longer than a popular song."
Tommy "Pap. a burlesque is a sort
of take-off- .
Isn't it?" Tommy's Pop
where
"Yes, generally a take-ofclothes are concerned."
Sillcus "Statistics show that men
are less inclined to marry than they
f

used to be.

I

wonder why it Is?"

Cyni-cu- s

Walker. Indian traders at
"I stippoFe It's because most of
was in town, transacting busi- them realize that they are either tor
ness with our merchants.
young or too old to marry.
D. C. Russell has returned from
A woman's crowning glory,
expects
to
where
Richmond,
he
Point
In ancient song and story.
away
locate In the near future. While
Was woman's wealth of hair; but
Franhe put In some of his time In San
that
cisco and was aboard four big warWas long ago. 'TIs now her hat.
ships.
Philadelphia Record.
Chas. Lewis, aged 23, whose home
was at Lyndon, Iowa, died of tubercuSAN JUAN COUNTY.
losis on No. 8 Just as the train was
coming into Gallup. The remains were
Farmington.
embalmed and will be sent east for From the Times.
burial. The young man had spent the
W. A. Hunter and wife will leave for
winter near Fresno, Cal., and was re- the mountains soon.
turning heme with his father.
J. B. A6hcroft was up from Frultland
Mrs. J. A. Gordon left for a month's transacting business.
Mo.
will
City,
She
Jefferson
at
visit
J. E. Ross purchased J. M. Palmer's
also visit with relatives of Mr. Gordon ranch
through Afent Kennedy; consld
returnColo.,
before
Walsenburg,
at
$1,000. '
eration,
Held
Nont
Mrs.
ing home. Mr. and
Miles Parker left for a two weeks'
nave rented the Gordon residence dur- outing
in southern Colorado.
ing her absence.
Mrs. Wilson, of Aztec, is vl3lting her
The Montezuma band ha3 a.loptrd a daughter, Mrs. Nellie Frazier, during
new rule and hereafter It will chsrge the latter's weakened condition.
for furnishing music for entertainS. M. Ross left for Gladstone, Coloments, and parades and dances. The rado,
where he expects to open a barboys have to pay rent for their band ber shop.
quarters anJ other expenses necessary
The ra!n raised the water In both the
to keep up the organization. While it Fcrmington
and
Star ditches,
had use of the assembly room In the causing them to the
break over their
Bchool building its running expense
waa nominal and the band did not hes- banks.
J. A. Frazier sold his residence on
itate to furnish music gcatls on all oc- Arrington
avenue to Miss Nellie Qulnn
now.
is
different
casions. But it
througn Agents Palmer & Rugh consideration, $500.
CERRILLOS.
Will Evans and Sarah Walker, of
Fruitland. were married at that place
From tue Register.
The infant daughter of Francisco recently, W. J. Black officiating. They
Baca has been very low with pneumo- are among the most highly respected
and promising young people of our
nia, but is some better today.
A. Young has returned from Pecos, county.
Frank Wrlde, of Durango, organizer
where ue has been doins some building for . P. Gould.
for the Western Federation of Labor,
Chas. Ripley and Hnry Wesley are arrived and organized the laborers
now employed In the Dottom Dollar here into a labor union.
Tony Boyle moved his herd of fat
mine, owned by Mr. Allen, of Chicago,
111.
cattle from the La Plata valley to the
Rev. Robert Hodgson, presiding el- mountains. He sold a part of them to
der for this district, will hold quarterly the butchers In SUverton, and tne othmeeting at the Methodist church in ers will be held on the grass on the
Vlacetl, for the local market.
Cerrillos May 26.
Joe Wilkin, of Little Water cannot
J. A. Beal, correspondent and circulating agent for the Albuquerque Dally get along without help in his house.
Citizen, transacted business In Cer- Miss Dessa Fulcher was out there for
a few weeks this spring, but returned
rillos.
H. C. Kinsell came down from Santa home two weeks ago. Joe came to
Fe and went out to the ranch. He has town again and returned next day with
entirely recovered from the Injuries Lucille Markley.
A horse belonging to John Pond
he received some time ago.
Messrs. Chas. G. Warner, Chas. R. broke Its leg In two places. The atGalbraith and D. J. Bridge, members tending circumstances was that the
of the Consolidated Mining and Smelt- horse climbed Into a wagon but made
ing company, are here from Pennsyl- a misstep In getting out. Its foot passvania this week looking over the mines ing between the wagon bed and a hind
wheel. The horso was then given to
and other property of the company.
Wednesday night the well at the Dr. James Fay.
smelter which had been run under the
San Marcos arroya, caved in on the From the Hustler.
raise under the arroya, letting the bot
Dr. McEweu and wife contemplate a
torn of the arroya down several feet visit to Durango.
A mare and colt that were wandering
adding an addition
W. F. Paxton-lthat way were caught In the fall. No and two porches to his house.
other damage was done.
Mrs. E. L. Hill, of La Veta. Colo., is
visiting
here with her daughter, Mrs.
BLAND.
Hattie C. Butler.
San Juan county has been blessed
From the Herald.
D. T. Evans visited Santa Fe, this with a copious downpour of rain, great
for the stock and fruit interests.
,
week.
Ed. Hill and little daughter were
It is said that Woodbury Is to have
seriously indisposed the first of the
a store.
Miss Virginia Diamond will run the week, from the effects of eating mince
pie made from a store product.
boarding' house at Woodbury.
Prof. Chas. Nicholson, late of KingsA. L. Hall and C. L. Scheurich reton, Jamaica, short mention of whom
turned from Amizette.
CopiouB and refreshing showers have was made last week, has concluded to
fallen throughout the district during locate here and open a studio in the
Grand hotel, where he will hereafter
the past week.
W. E.1 Myers and Hank Ritter re- give vocal and Instrumental music lesturned from a trip to Twining, Taos sons.
John R. Pond had the misfortune of
county.
Miss Mary Springer was over from losing a $250 thoroughbred horse by
Cochiti canyon this week, the guest of the animal breaking his leg, in attempting to free himself from a wagon
the Misses Arnot.
than
J. D. May. Henry Brown. D. B. Wil- to which he was tied. Rather gave
son, Fred Cook and Randolph Kelly have the animal killed Mr. Pond
returned from a fishing trip, very much htm to James Fay, who will undertake
disappointed because the fish wouldn't to splinter the limo until the bone
knits.
bite.
D. K. B. Sellers, wife and children
The young folks were given a social
by Clarence Callendar. Those present and Mrs. D. M. McNasser, spent Sunwere Misses Belle. Jennie and Hattie day at Maple Ranch, the exemplary
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Springer,
Arnott. Mabel and Minnie Routledge, home ofthey
met their daughter, Mrs.
Mary Springer, Bessie and LUlie Smith where
Messrs. Clarence, Wayman and Dan Bert Brown, of SUverton, who Is visitCallendar, Wilbur Crowell, Frank ing with her parents. Everybody
glad except the chickens, who
Smith. Ray Myers, Oliver Overhuls, seemed
have learned to take to the brush
Gilbert Sebben.
The picnic at the Griffin ranch was whenever the Sellars family puts in
a most delightful affair. Those who an appearance.
attended were: Mr. and Mrs. A. L.
Aztec.
Hall, Mr. and Mrs. B. D. Wilson, Mr.
and Mrs. Hoblett, Mrs. Chas. Scheur- From the Index.
Two big kilns of brick will soon be
ich, Mtb. B. F. Bruce. Miss Stella Williams, Mrs. S. Smith, Frank and Bessie burning in Aztec and building will proSmith, Mrs. David Norman, Mrs. C. W. gress satisfactorily this fall and winGraves, Mrs. Wm. Griffin. Alice Grif- ter.
Cy Beard, an old timer In this secfin, Miss Eola Diamond, S. W. Young
borne

&
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valley.
Rev. R. M. Craig, synodical missionary of the Presbyterian church for
New Mexico and Arizona, visited the
county during the past week, going as
far down the valley as the Jewett mission, which the Presbyterian missionary board Is said to be about to take
hold of. From the pulpit of the Aztec
church last Sunday evening, Mr. Craig
told of the work which Is being done
by his denomination among the people
of the southwest, and his discourse
was decidedly interesting as showing
the uplifting and bettering tendency
everywhere manifest. He was evidently pleased with the general prosperous
condition noted in tnls county and said
it was making better progress toward
development than was shown in any
other locality he had visited in recent
months In either of the two territo

ries.

LETTER LIST.
Following Is the list of letters remaining uncalled for In the postoffice
at Albuquerque, New Mexico, for the
week ending May 24, 1902:
Ladies' List.
Cordova, Mrs
Mrs
Mollie
riana L de
Ewins, Rachel
Robinson.Mrs John
Frederickson, Mrs Sandoval, Ermltla
Vigil. Mrs Totchtta
Delia
Gonzales, Lurilia Williams, Mrs Julia
Greenfield, Mrs E E Weaver, Mrs Geor-Hilgia
Mrs Nora
Jaramillo.FranciscaWeger, Mrs E M
Mcdrano, Micaila C
Gentlemen's List.
Aguirre, Tomas
Ieflan, Wm.
Ball. E J
Malnoey. Mave S
Benner E F
Martin. Orley R (2)
Bishop, J W
McKenzie, John
Blinking, George
McCall, Mr.
Barrett, G F
Miller, Joe
Curtis. A
Noland. S C
Chavez, Esquibel Poleson, Leonard
Dayvault, Sara (2) Ribas. Catalino
Duckworth, J M
Schweder, J B (2)
Grleco. A A
Sanches, Pltasio
Garten, Chas. A
Scudder, W T
Hargeaves, R L
Stromboe, Axel
Hawley. E T
Winn, A Hord
Lansberg, Max
Zamnrn .Inao
Persons calling for the above named
letters will please say "Advertised,"
and give tri date of publication.
R. W. HOPKINS. Postmaster.

For Cash Only

Victo-Newcome-
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For These Bargains See

PHILIPPS

216 South Second

Street.

Why have a sallow complexion,
blackheads, largo
pores, red, rough,
jlly skin? Can be
.ured permanently.
Superfluous
hair removed in
from one to three

f minutes without

Injury to the most
dencate sKin. Lifeless, falling hair,
natural color and brilliancy restored.
Consultation free. Shampooing, hair
dressing, manicuring for ladles and
gentlemen. Hair work made to order.
Large assortment of human hair
switches from $2 and upwards. Madam
Phillips has a school now open for
ladies who wish to be taught this line

Mandell S GninsfeM
114

West Railroad A venue,

Albuquerque,

:

New. Mexico.

:

:

of business.

CLOUDCROFT

The Roof Garden of the Southwest.
The season at Cloudcroft will open
on June 1, the lodge, dining hall and
lunch counter having been placed under the able management of the popular hotel proprietor and manager, Geo.
Waterman.
The fame of Cloudcroft as the premier summer resort of the southwest
has been heralded far and wide, and
patrons may rest assured its reputation will not be allowed to suffer this
year.. Extensive improvements have
been made In the way of accommodations and out door as well as Indoor
amusements and entertainment.
For a booklet regarding Cloudcroft,
or further information regarding this
summer resort, call on nearest coupon
ticket agent, or address,

KIRSTER BROS.,
j j j j j

A. N. BROWN.
I. Route,
G. P. A., E. P.--

o

j

j

fy

j j

t

Manufacturers and Wholesalers of

El Paso, Texas.

Special Summer Excursion.
Albuquerque to Chicago and return,
$51.50.

Albuquerque

turn,

$39.00.

to Kansas City and

re-

Albuquerque to St. Louis and return,

$46.50.

Tickets on sale June 6, 7. 13 and 14,
and June 24 to September 12, inclusive.
Final return limit October 31, 1902.

Fine Havana and

F. L. MYERS, Agent.

Triennial Convention,
International
Sunday School Association, Denver,
Colo., January 26 to July 2, 1902.
Rate of $18.85 for round trip. Tickets on sale June 24. Return limit July
5, 1902.
. F. L. MYERS, Agent.
Elks' Racing Association Meeting at
Trinidad, Colo., May
1902.
Rate of $10.70 for the round trip;
tickets on sale Mr. 26 and 27, limited
for return May 31, 1902. F. L. Myers,

Domestic Cigars

27-3-

Agent.

o
Rate to San Francisco and
Return, Account Imperial Council,
tion, Is employed by Col. W. H. Wiland H. E. Anderson.
Nobles Mystic Shrine, San Francisliams in sinking a well on the latter's
co, June 10 to 14, 1902.
QUAKER REFLECTIONS.
premises near town.
of $35 for round trip; tickets
ball
team this onRate
If Aztec is to have a
June 3 to 8 inclusive; final resale
A man can't handle counterfeit monhigh
season it is
time for those who turn limit
July 31, 1902. F. L. Myers,
ey without feeliug "queer."
toexpect to take part to be getting
The beef trust raises the price of gether and making the necessary ar- agent.
meat and suburbanites are raising veg- rangements.
Piumoing.
etables.
Thos. B. Tattcrshall. formerly of OkWe have auuea a plumbing departeasy."
the
Laiuber-son'remarked
dead
is
s
"This
lahoma, has purchased G. W.
ment and tin shop to our business.
poet as he received a commission to
100 acre ranch near Aztec. Conwrite an epitaph
sideration, $2,800. Mr. Tattershall is When you have anything in this line
Nell "It was a case of love at first an energetic farmer and with his fam- to be done see us about it before placsight." Bell "Which one of them has ily has already taken charge of tho ing your order. Albuquerque Hardware company.
the money?"
property.
Some servant girls are so careless
o
Robert Mitchell and Mrs. Hannah
We make the best door and window
that they can't even sing without Jones, both of Hortnosa, Colo., were
ciacking their voices.
married at the Aztec hotel, by Justice screens. They are far superior to any
When a baby stops crying the old of the Peace E. G. Berry. They weru made in the east at the same price.
bacheler thinks sometuing must be the accompanied to Aztec by Mrs. Lizzie Albuquerque Planing Mill company, A.
matter with it.
Hand and K. D. Sanford, of Duranfco. T. Telephone No. 463.
Some men complain because their The party visited with friends in Aztec
our parcels ami baggage delivered
wives don't understand them and oth and vicinity a few days, being the
ers because they do.
guests of Mr. and Mis. Frank Hobbins by tne Parcel Delivery to any part of
the city. Office 206 West Gold avenue.
over Sunday.
Wagg "Someone told her the looked
Dave Lewis, of the La Plata, com- Automatic phone No. 202.
like a poster girl."
pleted a contract for the delivery of
READ
OL'R ADVERTISEMENT
The people who are perfectly satis- 00,000 pounds of wheat at the Aztec FOR
TAILOR MADE SUITS ROSEN-WALones
who roller mills, anil has yd some 40,000 or
fied with themselves are the
BROS.
make the photographers rich.
&ii,0u0 pounds in his granary at La
When it comes to poor actors we Plata. This in addition to another
We are solo agent for Wheeler &
don't place much faith in the old say
of several thousand pounds of Wilson sewing machines, the best on
lug that it is no crime to be poor.
the cereal, which was made earlier In the market. Albert Faber, 305 Railroad
Some people waste a lot of time pre the season. They do undoubtedly raise avenue.
y

Big Dissolution

Reduced

COOCOOOOCOCOCXDOCOCOC

Some of the Famous Brands:
Britannica;

Commercial Club;

Havana Buds;

Ben Franklin;

Kirster's Half Shell.
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KIRSTER BROS.
FACTORY,
hi 550 S. Second
m

St.,

Albuquerque,

N. M.

m
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on its Sam Simon group, near Lords
burg.
The Hoosier Milling company has
agreed to build a 500-toconcentrator
at Lordsburg. provided that a sufficient
tonnage will lie guaranteed. B. L.
Berkey. of the B. L. Berkey Machinery
company, of El Paso, Is promoting the
n

Golden will pay up all old debts and enterprise.
The Lordsburg Mineral railway is a
projected enterprise in the Lordsliurg
district. It Is proposed to extenu the
road from Iordsburg into the Shakes

it

resume operations In the near future.
J. D. May, of Bland, will . shortly
put a force of men to work getting out
ore on the Laura S, one of the most
promising properties In the Cochitl district.
The diamond drill at the Santa Fo
copper mine near San Pedro Is being
operated to determine the extent of
the ore bodies In that famous old producer.
Te Las Vegas Record says: William White and A. J. Baker went out
to the Tecolote mines to get a few
more specimens, although specimens
fail to create the former interest.
The smelter at Cerrillos la accumulating a large stock of ore both by rail
and wagon, which has caused the opening of a number of mines In that district that have been Idle for years.
At the Boston Mining Exchange last
week 100 shares of Cochiti stock were
sold at 45 cents a share. Of Santa Fe
Gold & Copper company stock 4.405
shares were sold at from $2.25 to ?3 a
shave.
Workmen are now engaged in overhauling and repairing the stamp mill
at Woodbury, getting it in shape to
treat Cochitt ore. It will take but a
few weeks to make the necessary re-

pairs.

D. C. King, superintendent of the
Empire Copper company of Dona Ana
county. Is working on the Clearwater
group. The shaft on the Clearwater Is
down G5 or 70 feet, and the drift 20
feet from the surface Is in native copper. A whim has been installed and
a large ore chute completed. A total
of three shafts are being sunk on the

group.

R.. M. Wilbur, a Chicago capitalist,
secretary of the Federal Life Insurance company, and president of the
United Gold & Copper company, which
has extensive mining interests in the
southwest, arrived in Santa Fe and is
the guest of A. R. Gibson. Mr. Wilbur
is a veteran mining investor, having
been interested in mining projects continuously the past twenty years. He

will leave with Mr. Gibson for Lords-burto look over certain interests of
the United Gold &. Copper company in
that part of Grant county.
g

The Lordsburg Liberal says: Mr.
and Mrs. E. A. Carter were in the city
en route to their home in Springfield,
Mass. Mr. Carter is the president of
the ohannon Copper company, and
came out from Springfield last March
to see the Shannon smelter blow in.
There were many delays before the
blowing in time came, and troubles
after It did come. Mr. Carter stayed
right with the proposition until the
smelter was turning out high grade
coDner and high grade matte. Some
of the copper bullion runs as high as
ninety-ninper cent, and the matte
runs seventy per cent. The smelters
are running perfectly, and there is
fcnough ore to keep them running for
an indefinite time. The plans for the
converter and the concentrator are
nearly completed and the orders for
the machinery will soon be made. ine
reduction process of the Shannon com
pany will not ue a perrect one untu
the concentrator and convertor are In
lull operation.
e

.

MACHINERY IN DEMAND.
Several New Concentrating Plants for
the Ores of New Mexico.
A correspondent of the Denver News
writing from Santa Rita, N. M., under
date of May 19, says:
There is much activity in Gold
Gulch, five miles from this camp, and
a good sized mining boom is under

way.
Some time since a big le,id of high
grade gold ore was uncovered in the
Owl claim, owned by A. A. Hamilton,
and the first car of ore shipped out ran
$50 per ton. H. Finch and others of
Colorado bonded the property for $20,- -

and are taking out and shipping
ore which they are confident will realize upward of $75 per ton.
J. M. Upton, a Demlng cowman and
canitalist. this week bought a one- fourth interest In the Warhorse No. 1,
2 and 3 claims, and Black Devil claim,
owned by Osmer & Skinner. Extensive
development is in progress and a stock
company will be organized.
A dispatch from Chicago announces
that the Wild Cat and Clifton copper
properties will soon be worked again
concentrator of the
and the
Clilton Copper company, which has
been shut down for some time, will be
started up again.
The daily shipments of iron and copper ores from Santa Rita, Fierro and
tributary camps aggregate twenty-fivto thirty cars.
J. E. Rhim. superintendent of the
La Corona (iold & Copper company of
EI Paso and Kansas City, has secured
for the company the Little Gem and
St. Josephine properties jn Gold Gulch.
This company has twelve claims in
this district, but during the ensuing
two months most of their work will be
concentrated on the Gold Gulch properties, although development will be
prosecuted on their groups ot copper
properties adjoining the holdings of
the Santa Rita Mining company. The
ore body on the St. Josephine is more
wide and assays of the
than ten
ore shows from $1 to $75 gold per ton.
A picked sample runs $loti.
Kling. superintendent of the
D.
Empire Copper company, is working
two shifts on the Clearwater group.
The shatt on the Clearwater is down
Sixty five or seventy feet and the drift
twenty feet from the surface is in naintive copper. A whim has beencomstalled and a large ore chute
pleted. A total of three shafts are
sunk on the group.
W. P. Horsey and others, operating
at Dorsey's camp, eighteen miles from
Lordsburg, this county, have opened
up a body of ore on one of their properties which runs $11 gold and 254
ounces silver to the ton.
Tne Gibson Development company
shaft
has let the contract for a
000

100-to-

e
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Homestead Entry No. 7004.
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior Land
urace at Santa Fe, N. M., April 28,

Mines and Minerals

Michael O'Neill, of Cf rrillos. a well
known mining man, is a visitor in
Santa Fc.
The Ingersoll mine nar Oolrten Is
sending in shipments of ore regularly
to the Cerrillos smelter.
It la now understood that the St.
Lazarus Gold Mining company at

MAY 24, 1902

peare district.

Notice is herebv given that th fol.
lowing named settler has filed notice
or nis intention to make final proof !n
support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the United
States commissioner at East View. N
M., on June 7, 1902, viz: Juan Chaves
y Gavaldon, for the SW, sec. 24, T. 6
N., R. 6 E.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence up
on ana cultivation oi said land, vis:
Jose Manuel Montoya. of Chllill. N
M., and Isidoro Perea, Carplo Apodaca
and Juan Jose Montoya, all of Torreon,
IN.

V

X

'I

FsBl

t

X

m

m

M.

MANUEL R. OTERO

AROUND SILVER CITY.
Home Treatment Capacity Shows a
Steady Enlargement.
Tne Red River mine at White Signal, owned by Len Hawkins, was purchased last week by the Allesandro
Mining company, the consideration being $ 1,000. It was secured for the purpose of obtaining a water supply for
the new leaching plant to be erected in
the Burros, although the property contains good gold values.
The gold and silver mill at Volcano
camp, Lordsburg, will commence operations on June 1, also shipments of
lead and iron ore from Granite Gap to
El Paso will be shortly resumed.
The Wilson Mining & Milling company, located about eight miles from
Stein's Pass, gives promise of becoming permanent and although it is a
new operation, everything is running

smoothly.
power engine and
A new
two boilers have been substituted for

Register

ten-stam- p

e

What!

-

X

sec. 34, l . 9 rs., it. o E.
He names the folowing witnesses to
prove his continuous residence udou
ana cultivation or said land, viz:
uaiietano Gurule, Calletano Alder
ete. Manuel E de Acuna, of Escobosa,
N. M., and Jose D. Quintana, of Albu
querque. N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.

Watch this space
next week and find

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
MINING ENGINEER.

120-hors- e

the three gasoline engines formerly
mill and which
used in the
were unsuccessful. The shaft in the
mine is now down 325 feet with levels
every 100 feet, and the ore values increasing. Recent assays showed 560
ounces in silver and $30 in gold. The
mill has a daily capacity of twenty-fivtons.
Owing to the increase in the output
of ore of the Colorado Fuel & Iron
company at Fierro, a new train has
been added, the crew being the one
which run between Demlng and Silver
City. This makes two freight trains for
Fierro and the tonnage Is still heavy.
The Cooney mine has closed down
temporarily on account of the high
freight rates to Aguas Calientes, Mexico, that being the nearest smelter
since the El Paso plant cannot take
care of die ore.
Prof. F. A. Jones, formerly director
of the School of Mines at Socorro, Is
making a geological survey of Grant
county and is enthusiastic regarding
the future of the district from a mining standpoint.

5

Homestead Entry No. 6J96.
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior. Land Of
fice at Santa Fe. N. M May 1. 1902,
Notice is hereby given that the fol
lowing named settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof la
support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the probate
cierK or uernamio county, at Albuauerque, N. M., on June 10, 1902, viz; Juan
Alderete, for the
NE, WV4 SEtf

out.

V. V. CLARK.
avenue,
west
jv..mquerque, N. M.
lioia
SnPClAltfpfl
V3nnr1a Inrt'.v. mnA wnawm
plans and reduction works'
mine an A
mining Investments; second hand mining
nmcninery; cuBiom assaying ana analysis.
OSTEOPATHY.

CODOOOOCOOCOOOOCOOOO

Dr. Conner.
Post rrndtiate of Dr. A. T. Still's Rphnnl
01 usteopainy, KirKviue, Ma L,ung trou'
Die ana ail enronic aiseases a sneclaltv.
Office. Whitin bulMlnr. rooms 21 and
zj; Automatic leiepnone, it.

DENTISTS
E. J. Alger. D. D. 8.
ARMIJO BLOCK, over llfeld Rpothers.
a. m. to 1Z p. m.i 1:30 p. m.
unice Hours:
to 5 p. m. Automatic telephone
No. 462.
Appointments made by mail.
LAWYERS

Eernard 8. Rodey

Albuaueraue. N
Prompt attention given to all business
pertaining to the profession. Will practice In all courts of the territory and be
fore tne unitea states lana onice.
ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

M.

SIERRA COUNTY MINES.

. M.

Bond

42 P street. N.
ATTORN
W.. Washington, I C. Pensions, lands,
From the Advocate.
The new strike made on the Ready patents, copyrights, cavlats, letters patent, trade marks, claims.
Pay still holds good.
The shaft of the Cincinnati mine Is
William D. Lee
down lbJ feet anu a station is being
ATTORNEY-AT-LAOfflce, room T
N. T. Armljo building. Will practice It
put in.
all
courts
the
territory.
of
the
shipMartin Conaboy is preparing a
ment of ore from the Flying Dutchman
R. W. D. Bryan
mine at the head of Ready Pay gulch.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAAlbuquerque, N.
John Wlnspear and Henry Gentsch, M. Offlce, First National Bank bulldlnr
of Cincinnati, O., and members of the
Frank W. Clancy '
Prosper Gold Mining company, spent
a
rooms i and I
several days looking over the Prosper N.ATTORNET-T. Armljo building, Albuquerque, N.M
group of mines.
Experts from Bisbee, Ariz., are exE. W. Dobson
ATTORNEY-AT-LAamining the Grandvlew and Grand
Offlee, Crom
Central groups of mines and other well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
properties in the Carpenter mining disH. 8tinale.
trict. They wul spend several days in ATTORNEY-AT-LA-John
Cromwell block
the camp.
AJDuquerque, JN. M.
A. Knight, a mining man of Denver,
PHYSICIANS
Col., is visiting the camp. Mr. Knight
is well Impressed with the showing in
Dr. J. E. Bronson
this district and will stay a year at
Homeopathic Physician,
least. Mr. Knight Is an old time friend Room 17,
Whiting Block.

ooo ooooooooooo

ifow is the Season ror

of W. C. Thompson.
DR. I. SAYLIN.
M" Ricketts, a veteran soldier and a
member of Kearney Post Q. A, R., dep. Office, Physician and Suraeon.'
Fe Pacific hospital, Albuartment of New Mexico, was in town querque. Santa
M. Private hours. 1 to S p. m.
attending to mining and other busi- Hospital N.'phones:
Automatic, 117; old
ness. Mr. Ricketts has a lease on the
Liverpool mine on North Percha, and
for the past six months has been operating same. The mine is located near
the Templar, one of the famous producers of ancient days, when a sack of
ore was good for a regular rest or a

The Union
Market

visit to the sea coast.
The dead still lives and, from re207 West Gold Avenue.
cent press dispatches, is a lively
"th.
corpse. Mr. Edward L. Doheny, one of
the pioneers of Kingston, discoverer
and locator of the Miner's Dream and
other claims near Kingston, is basking
under the light of Aladdin's lamp
and swimming In petroleum. With
three other lucky partners Mr. Doheny
has in the past week sold to the Santa
Fe Railway companv the Kern river
.
oil fields, for the small sum of
The transfer of the property was
made through Mr. Doheny. of Los Angeles. Cal. The sale Is the most important cash transaction on oil ever
made In California. It is hoped that
Mr. Doheny may come to the Black
Range, as it is believed that an oil belt
passes through the tange betweet
Hilsboro and Kingston. Prospectors WV. GOETTING A. CO, Proorletors.
who were raised in the oil regions of
Pennsylvania say that the Indications
are excellent for an oil field between
AH kinds of Fresh Meats bandied.
the two towns.
Sausage making a specialty.
Special Rate to California Points.
Albuquerque to Los Angeles and
THOUSANDS 8AVED Dy
$1,500,-000-

Leave your Orders at

fir

Joseph
317-3- 19

return, $55.00.
Tickets on sale every Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday, May to Sep- For Consumption. Coughs, Colds
tember, inclusive. 1902. Final return
and ail THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.
limit November 30, 1902.

o

Outsicie

FREE.

Want Carpets?
Call and examine our samples. Our
A. E.
carpets are shipped direct from fac
tory. We can savo you money. J. H.
FIRE INSURANCE
Shufflebarg' r, 214 West Gold avenue.
Secretary
Mutual Buildlny issoclation
r
Carpets! Carpets! I Carpets!!!
Office tX J. . Baldridge's Lwnber
1
Our new spring line la complete:
come and see ua. Our prices are the
We sell moro shoes than all other
muslin.
Albert Faber, 305 Railroau stores,
combined.
You know the reaavenue.
son. Leon B. Stern.
READ OUK ADVERTISEMENT.
Tin, galvanized iron and copper
ROriENWALD bROS.
work. Albuquerque Hardware
o
Statehood.
Do You

South Second Street.

Picture Frames, Cabinet Making and Upholstering.

This wonderful medicine positively
cures Consumption, Coughs, Colds,
Bronchitis, Asthma, Pneumonia,
Hay Fever, Pleurisy, LaGrippe,
Hoarseness, Sore Throat andWhoop-in- g
Cough. Every bottle guaranteed
NO CURE. NO PAY.
ftlCE 50c. and $1. TRIAL BOTTLES

Johnston's

Tents and Awnings Made to Order.

San Diego, .35.00.
Albuquerque to San Francisco and

F. L. MYERS, Agent.
o
MONEY TO LOAN.
On diamonuB, watcneu, etc., or any
good security; also household goods
Etored with me; strictly confidential.
Highest cash price paid for household
goods. Automatic 'phone 120.
T. A. W'HITTEN, 114 Gold avenue.

T.

WALKER

Orders Requested and Promptly
Attended to.

Joseph T. Johnston,
t

.917-ai-

Q

&nnth Rftr.nnrl Street.

Albuquerque, New Mexico.

i
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STOCK NOTES
George Oraham of Clayton has sold
his yearlings and steers at 1 17 anil $20
respectively.
A herd of twelve cattle at Roswell
broiifiht $3,600. This dealer surely has
HQthfng to beef about in prices.
Some 4,htj head of Presld!o county
rattle have been received by the talker brothers of Koswell and 3,000 more
are contracted for.
J. W. Wiggins of Cimarron couniy,
has closed a deal with Heatty brothers
for his yearlings and steers, receiving
f 17 for the former and f 21 for the lat-

latter has contracted for at leB?t a
train load from R. Hudson, Watkins
brothers, Joe Taylor and others.
What Thin Folks Need
Is a greater power or digesting and assimilating food. For them Dr. King's
New Life Pills work wonders.
They
tone and regulate the digestive organs,
gently expel all poisons from the system, enrich the blood, improve appetite, make healthy flesh. Only 25c at
all druggists.

Some Arizona Shipments.
Over 2.000 head of cattle were shipter.
ped last week to Billings, Mon., from
V. H. Lusk, from the foot of the Douglas,
A. T., where the El Paso &
plains, was at Carlsbad the other day, Southwestern
has recently built large
and says that he and his neighbors new
stock yards.
have about 1.500 twos and up, but no
The Lyons & Campbell Cattle combuyers.
pany have bought the Walker & Speed
Gron-sky's
manager
Henry,
of Ike
Price
cattle and will ship them to pasture
sheep in Eddy county, has re- in Colorado.
signed. He has Inherited a large estate, and will soon be put in possession
Vhat Is Foley' Kidney Cure?
Answer: It Is made from a prescripof his forilme.
Hugo Goldenberg Is in Las Vegas tion of a leading Chicago physician,
one of the most eminent In the
from the Tucumcari country. He is and
The ingredients are the purlargely interested in sheep, and says country. money
can buy. and are scienthat
that in his opinion BO per cent of lambs est
will not be saved In Guadalupe county. tifically combined to get their utmost
value.
Alvarado Pharmacy.
P. J. Towner, sanitary Inspector of
cattle for Colorado, has sent in his
WEALTH OF CACTU S.
report for the first half of May, showing 25,000 head of cattle had stopped Chaparral Region of Texas Reveals
at La 8 Vegas for feed and inspection.
Possibilities to Investors.
It is reported that millions of grassThe immense area in the western
hoppers about an Inch long are bop- part of the state known as the "chapping onto every bush and spray of arral region," formerly, to all practical
grass and devouring same in northern purposes, unexplored and considered
New Mexico, and that they are headed worthless, has come to the attention of
this way.
English cabinet wood brokers through
J. C. Beard of El Peso, bought GOO the agency of Louis G. Hester, an Engpounds oi steers from stockmen in tne lish commercial agent of Houston and
country around Pecos, to be shipped Galveston, and indirectly through Proto South Dakota pasture between May fessor Attwater of the Southern Pacific
26 end June 1, over the Pecos Valley industrial department, who furnished
specimens of the products of the soil.
road. He paid 20 per head.
will
Jay Barnes, of Cave Creek, was in Within a few months expeditions
fitted out for further investigation.
Hillsboro recently and reports his beMr.
is something of an exranch business safely anchored. Wild plorer Hester
during his periods of rest, but
animals are destroying some young generally
his winters in Lonstock on the range, but the calf crop is don. One spends
the eve of his return this
an exceptionally good one this year.
year he took with him specimens of
Balus. Calvin and Ira Baker were in wood, spices and medicinal herbs.
Deming.
These gentlemen came in Dealers In cabinet woods have been
with a herd of 950 head of 1. 2 and 3 particularly interested and propose to
year old cattle which they delivered to make a thorough Investigation of the
Denver parties. There are also 250 territory.
head from the Hachitas for the same
As most Texans know, the "chaparbuyer.
ral region" is a wonderful country, at
Charles Rouse and brother. Jean, present devoted to stock raising. Here
returned to Hillsboro fron a hunting are millions of acres of land not suitaand prospecting trip on Cave Creek ble for agriculture, because of the unand the tipper Animas. They report certainty of the rainfall. It is literally
many dead cattle on the Animas killed covered with a growth of small plants,
by lobo wolves. By one carcass they shrubs and small trees, but in the
found the tracks of three big lobo Southern Pacific industrial exhibit are
wolves where they had ham strung a specimens of the products of the soil
cow. In the past these wolves have destined to bring forth riches. Spices
been seen by the Animas plateau as obtained nowhere else except in the
far up as Barnes' ranch on the old Apa- jungles of the tropics, the hardest and
the rarest of fine grained woods and
che trail.
the best qualities of medicine, the
Mr. Howard, general manager for value
of which cannot be overestimatGarrett & McCormick, stockmen of ed. Nuts,
seeds, tanning products,
Springer, Colfax county. New Mexico, gums,
berries and galls, fibers and the
has purchased of Mr. and Mrs. Armer, rare insects
upon the leaves of the cacof Kingston, a band of 680 head of tus plants, from
which cochineal dye
goats. Some of the choice young bucks is
manufactured, are found in great
were readily taken at $50 each. It was quantities.
the opinion of Professor
a cash business deal and the outside is Attwater, theIn "chaparral
region" conHowinside.
not presumed to know the
a
can
be esscarcely
wealth
tains
that
involved
ever, it is claimed the amount
present
ready
At
for
is
timated.
it
pretty
will make a $3,000 check look
taker. For years it has existed,
small when the change Is handed back. the
the value of the products have reThe Armer ranch extends from King- but
Now for the first
mained unknown.
ston to North Percha and is white with time
is to be thoroughly explored. A
the vast herds, over 4,000 now being nationit could scarcely produce a greaton the range. When the white metal er wealth than is contained in the vast
went out the white hair came In and cactus plains of western Texas.
old Kingston yet bids defiance to adFor years the Indians of Texas and
versity.
Mexico have been utilizing the roots
for medicine, berries for food and the
Traveling is Dangerous.
state, and but
Constant motion Jars the kidneys spices in their natural been
called to
which are kept in place in the body little attention has
Now at last it is hoped by
Iby delicate attachments.
This Is the them.
who are advertising the state
Teason that travelers, trainmen, street those
have come to the
car men, teamsters and all who drive the true conditions
very much suffer from kidney disease attention of parties who will take adMore samples of
in some form. Foley's Kidney Cure vantage of them.
strengthens the kidneys and cures all woods are to be forwarded to England
forms of kidney and bladder disease. for inspection. They could not be used
George H. Hausan, locomotive engin- by lumbering men, but to the cabinet
eer, Lima, Ohio, writes: "Constant vi- maker they are of inestimable value.
bration of the engine caused me a great Dallas, Texas, News.
deal of trouble with my kidneys, and I Will Cure
Stomach Ache in Five Mingot no relief until I used Foley's Kidutest
ney Cure." Alvarado Pharmacy.
This is just what Painkiller will do;
try it. Have a bottle in the house for
HEAVY STOCK SHIPMENT.
instant use, as it will save you hours
of suffering. Watch out that the dealer
on
Movement
Record
The Spring
does not sell you an Imitation, as the
Santa Fe Road.
great reputation of Painkiller (Perry
The heaviest stock movement in the Davis'), has induced many people to
history of the Santa Fe road is now on. try to make something to sell, said to
Hundreds of carloads of fat beef steers be "Just as good as the genuine."
are coming north from Texas and New
Or
Mexico every day, to be fattened for
Life Insurance in New Mexico.
market on the pasture lands of Kansas
During 1901 the life insurance comand Oklahoma.
panies' losses in New Mexico aggreFrom the carefully prepared esti- gated $308,200. Losses amounting to
mates of men in the field, it is given $86,500 were paid in Albuquerque. Acout by the Santa Fe that the move- cording to the report of Territorial
ment of stock, this spring, will ag- Auditor W. G. Sargent, however, printgregate 8,100 carloads, or about 189.-00- 0 ed several months ago, the losses of
head. This is about 20,000 head life insurance companies in New Mexico during 1901 were $121,614.91. while
ebove any previous record.
Since April 1, the Santa Fe has the amounts of premiums received by
3,000
Colocars over the Gulf,
hauled
them during that year was $399,151.86.
rado & Santa Fe, via Purcell. and it is
stimated that this is only a little over Sciatic Rheumatism Cured After Fourteen Years of Suffering.
'50 per cent of the total movement for
"I have been afflicted with sciatic
the staton.
L'p to date, about 2,000 cars have rheumatism for fourteen years," says
been moved by the Pecos Viliey lines, Josh Edgar, ot Germantown, Cal. "I
the heaviest Hhlpment yet to come. was able to lie around but constantly
According to ihe estimate .f Traill e suffered. I tried everything I could
Manager Di.n A. Sve t it w ill require hear of and at last was told to try
about u.ii'M) cars to ban, lie the tock Chamberlain's Pain Balm, which I did
shipments originating ra thi Pecos and was immediately relieved and in a
Valley.
Eddy bhort time cured, and I am happy to
Of this movement.
county and tlit :: t
use aUiut .t)0 say it lias not since returned." Why
or l.L'mi cars, having ujxn-- t Su.'iO'i h' '.id not use thisbyliniment and get well? it
is for bale
all druggists.
reai'y for
o
Every c t'foi t is being made by the
special
parasol opening at
Attend
management (if the Viral road to han-- j The Economist
die the rubh, thi.; spring, with despatch
and. iso far. hive forvarded ;ill eon-- !
Experience Convinces.
signmentir as j;.i;:i)tly a- - mllo! for by!
Piove its value by investing 10 cents in
contnut. Car'it'd Arms,
trial aize of Ely's t'reaia Balm. Drupgista
Nu man can are consumption.
You supply it and we mail it. Full size 60 cents.
can pi t vir.t it thouth. Dr. Wood's Nor-LLV BROS., 60 Wurren Ht., New York.
way Pine Syri.; cure., coughs, olds,
Clifton, Arizona, Jun. 20, IS;''.'.
bronchitis, as'.lunu.
Messrs. Ely Bitog.: Please send iuc a SO
ver fails.
cent bottle of Cream Balm. 1 find your
Moveme'.t of Cattle.
r. iuedy the quickest and most permanent
Head
cattle
The ttock
oi
brothers cure for cuturru and cold in the head.
bought
by
have been
'utkins brotners Dli.l M. Potter, Gou. Mgr. Ariz. Gold M. Co.
and will be run on their rniges south
Messrs. V.li Bkoh.: 1 Lave been arrlicted
of Deming.
with catarrh for twenty years. It inude ine
This week the linker brothers will bi weak I thought I bud consumption. I
deliver the results of their recent got one hot tlo of Ely's Cream Balm and in
roundup to Lamar, Colorado, parties. three days the discharge stopped. It in the
Last week S. S. Birchfleld delivered Lt ht medicine 1 have used for catarrh.
1,000 head to George Chessman.
l'roberta, Cal.
Fiusk L. Kindlx.-.-i ii.i.
The
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Pullers and Tanners,

Wool

O

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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WE DO CUSTOM TANNING OF
HIDES, SKINS AND FURS.

Health and Disease

First-clas-

NEWBRO'S

ooocoooo-oc'-

Curtains! Curtains! Curtains!!!

FOREST RESERVE LANDS
F 25,000 acres of Forest Reserve Land in
FflR SAI
unLL'
lieu of which any surveyed public lands

HERPICIDE.

Price $1.00.

Investments In Deming lota
double and treble In one year.

eoooKceooootx
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in Southern California, Arizona or New Mexico may be
selected. Will sell as a whole at a very low price.

For Sale by all Druggists.

I

1

i

1

i

work done ar.d satisfaction guaranteed
Please write us for prices.

s

V

as Illustrated In the Scalp. Fig. I
ihowi a section of a healthy hilr
magnified. Fig. 2 shows the deadly
effect of the DANDRUFF GERMS
that are destroying the hair root
Destroy the Must you remove
the effect
No Dandruff, no Falling Hair, no
Baldness, If you kill the germ with

Exchange.

We are snowing up to date lace curtains in Brussels net, Irish point, Arabian net, Nottingham, Bobblnet and
muslin.
Albert Febar, 206 Railroad
avenue.

SHIP YOUR PELTS TO
BEARRUP BROS. & CO

X
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will

P

.

HVDF

A

41

S

i

Montgomery Street,
San Francisco, California.
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Styles are the Latest
Quality proves satisfactory
Prices prove a saving

"v

We now have a large and complete stock
of all kinds of

Carriages,
Buggies,

fill

wm

!

Phaetons,
Bike Wagons,
Road Wagons
Harness, Saddles,Lap Robes.Whips, Sun Shades, Umbrellas, English Canopy Tops and Bow Tops.
Mowers, Rakes and Plows.

'Vagons
Carnages from $70.00 to $250.00.

Concord and Driving
$saoo to $

Buggies from $57.00 to $150.

from
oa&

i.-

.

l

It's Always the Way.
It 's always the way. The more of
earthly treasuie one possesses the
more greedy and avaricious he becomes. An Iowa minister has officiated at 507 weddings. When he first commenced business he took anything he
could get and was thankful In fact,
once took a counterfeit naif dollar and
gave the groom back a good quarter.
But a.3 time passed puccess smiled on
him, and the more it smiled the more
he wanted It to smile in truth he
smiled, his wife smiled, his children
smiled, the hired girl smiled, until he
is now a living example of the man
who attempts to serve both God and
Mammon, almost always charging $5
for his services. In case the parties
refuse to be "held-upfor perhaps
more money than they ever saw, the
politely,
very
minister
but
firmly, tells
them to go to some "Cheap John ' or
continue to trot down the boulevard
of life In single harness.
The price is exorbitant and when is
added the expense of a probable di
vorce suit, it makes married life taste
like a luxury. It doesn't take more
than a minute, unless the girl balks,
and the minister often gets a square
meal and kisses the bride, if he wants

11)02

Road Wag

"

NJ
Deering

--

-

'
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HARNESS FROM S5.50 TO SQO.OO

ifi

Bain, Fish and Old Hickory Farm Wagons

Jj

Hand and Horse Dump Rakes.

We do

First-clas-

s

Repairing, Paint- -

ana rimming.
Expert Horse Shoeing.

.'

Corner First Street and Copper Avenue.

Albuquerque,

New Mexico,

I
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Tree, Plant and Vine
After a pood deal of agony on the
part of the California people the secretary of the interior bus been ordered
to secure possession l.y condemnation
of the big tree forest In California. The
owner of the property has been negotiating with the government for a num-le- r
of years looking to the sale of the
big trees.
There are still some people who believe that moth traps are all right but
with most other advanced horticulturists we have au idea that they do more
harm than good in an orchard. They
will not catch the codling moth,
borer, canker worm or gouger
and these are the Insects we want to
kill. The use of moth traps by the general public will do more harm than
good and they will catch more friends
than enemies. The tine of lights to
Rave apples, peaches and plums is a
decidedly dismal failure.
When currant leaves appear in the
spring they should be closely watched
foi indications of the currant worms
and a dusting of white hellebore applied as eoon as any are seen, a little
of the powder mixed with several
times Its amount of flour, using enough
to whiten the leaves, will destroy these
pests and one application will remain
until all danger is over if the sprinkling is done while the bushes are wet.
If the leaves turn yellow and the berries shrivel on the stalks it is safe to
BUSiiect the curt ant bush borer to be
at work. Cut out such stalks to the
ground and burn them at once. As the
fruit grows mostly upon
wood and also on that one year old, it
is well to cut out all
stalks every fall or early in spring.
The 1oe3 of fruit from
usually niny be prevented by planting
other varieties among such trees. The
european end oriental pears can fertilize each other and many varieties of
ative
the domestics, japanese and
plums are likewise interfertile, provided they hloon topether. The pollen of
ill give larger fruit
some varieties
than that of cither3 when it falls on or
is applied to the pistils of either
varieties. Among
or
our common orchard fruits
seldom has an immediate influence on the fruit itself.
probacy gives better results
with nearly all
than
varieties. Insects are probably more
important than wind for carrying pollen from tree to tree. If established
orchards are unfruitful because cf
it may ho profitable to put a
few grafts of another variety in each
tree.
cur-euli-

d

three-year-ol-

d

self-sterilit- y

self-steril-

self-fertil-

e

a

cross-pollinatio- n

Cross-pollinatio- n

n

self-sterilit- y

An ample supply of water is essential to success with strawberries and
some of us shall have to skirmish to
get it this year. The plants need it in
quantities throughout the season and
particularly while maturing fruit. No
garden plants more quickkly suffer
from lack of water and none respond
more readily when it is properly applied. Make a shallow lurrow close to
each row of plants as soon as they
arc planted ami run water at once.
It set
even thougn the Foil be moist.
tles the earth about the roots, is an
insurance acair.ct potsihle dryness and
gives the plants a vigorous start. Care
should be taken in running water to
confine it to the furrows and not allow
it to flood tho rows. It is better to
run small streams for long periods
than to try to hasten matters by running too much water. To insure an
even, constant flow, it is best to make
a Lead ditch across the ends of the
rows and supply the furrow for each
row through a short piece of
pipe or lath funnel which is imbedded
in the bank. This is safer and easier
to manage than breaking the bank for
each furrow, especially in soils that
are inclined to wash. As to frequency
of irrigation, no definite rule can be
given. It must be determined for each
particular piece of ground. Some soils
may require twice as many applications as others. Study the condition
of the soil and the appearance of the
plants by reading Wilcox's Irrigation
Farming and govern the water supply
by the indications there found.
one-inc-

h

We are told by the scientific gentlemen that this is the year for the return
locust and we
of the seventeen-yea- r
might as well prepare for the worst.
Those who have studied the habit of
the insect say the female lays eggs in
slits or cracks which are made by
instrument in the
means of saw-liklimbs of young nursery stock and
trees. In two weeks these eggs are
hatched and out of them come little insects which appear like small ants.
These run swiftly along the limbs and
then fall to the ground and burrow
their way into the earth. It is here
that the remarkable feature of the
periodical cicada is apparent. These
insects when once in the ground remain In their subterranean abodes
from thirteen to seventeen years, according to the particular brood to
which they belong. At the end of that
time they emerge thousands and
of them and quickly
even mil.-one

s

swarm over the trees and shrubbery,
when their shells part In the middle
of the back and out of the old covering
conies the true cicada or lociiBt as it is
commonly called, altuough the word
locust should apply more particularly
to the grasshopper. With each expected visit of the cicada, known as locust
years, the eastern newspapers fill the ir
readeis with awe at the great damage
in prospect. As a fact the cicada harms
only young nursery stock and orchard
trees and young oak and maple.. Their
actual aerial existence is so short,
from about the middle of May until as
late as the first week in July, that they
have but little time to commit Kreat
material daniace and the general twig
pruning which they accomplish is
often productive of good results. In
case an orchard is attacked in this
way it should be irrigated at once in
nn'er to force out new folif.se and thus
protect the tops of trees from

-

The question of whether trees and
plants will live for the planter and
grow to usefulness depends very
largely on care and conditions during
the first month after planting and in
this country irrigation must necessarily play a very important part in
the starting of the new life. The buds
commence to crow whollv from sup- plies stored within the cells. They can- -

not derive assistance from tho soil until they have made new root fibers.
Now the question of whether the plant
can survive, bud and grow out of Its
own stores until It can draw support
from the soil depends very largely on
how long it takes to develop new root
fibers. Anything which shall hasten
the development of root growtn will
the more quickly support the tree or
plant and increase the probability not
only of life but of such vigorous growth
as shall establish the existence cf that
plant before the extreme heat of the
summer and enable it to develop the
fruitful habit desired. Frequent aeration of the soil Is very useful in developing speedy cell and root formations. With this end in view it is best
to cultivate strawberry plantations
from two to four times a week during
the first two weeks a;ter planting.
Small fruits should be cultivated twice
a week and in the case of orchards it

13 advantageous to cultivate them at
least six times monthly during the first
three months after planting. Frequent
cultivation, besides conserving the irrigation, stimulates speedy
strong
growth providing of course that the
cultivation Is of such character as not
to interfere with the root system.
Denver Field and Farm.
Takes the burn out; heals the
wound: cures the pain. Dr. Thomas'
Eclcctric Oil, the household remedy.

curred, Martlncj! and Pedro Baca, who
was also serving sentence in the Colorado penitentiary and tued there of
consumption, held up the Corner sa
loon at Katon, relieving the place of
several hundred dollars. Great excitement prevailed for a time until a poBse
of cMizens started in pursuit, locating
the highway robbers several miles east
of Raton in a house. The robbers were
prepared to fight, anu made quite a defense, but were finally vanquished, but
not until both were wounded.
Foley's Money and Tar is peculiarly
adapted for asthma, bronchitis and
hoarseness. Alvarado Pharmacy.

i Bio

IS

BniSl III Stoes
liadies', Misses and
Children's Shoes

ADVERTISE THE FLYER.
Santa Fe Will Issue Advance Edition
of Colorado Tourist Books.
To advertise the Santa Fe's new
Colorado flyer and Missouri river flyer a special line of booklets Is being
issued In conjunction with the regular
annual ellition of the Colorado tourist
books. The Colorado books are not yet
ready for distribution, and a special
edition is being prepared for the purpose of advertising the Colorado flyer.
The flyer will stop only once between ivansas City and Topeka. That
stop is at Lawrence. At other points
it stops only on flag. To all intents
the flyer is a limited train, using the
California United equipment and making practically the fame time between
Kansas City and La Junta that the
limited made.
You never heard of any one using
Foley's Honey and Tar and not being
satisfied. Alvarado Pharmacy.

tab,

iix
In Great Quantities and at Prices
to Suit the People.

SHOOTS HIVISELF.

WHIPPLE'S REBUILDING,

A Tragic Accident That Occurred on
The Work of So Doing 'Assumes an
Sunday Near Hobart's, North
Regard,
Earnest
of Santa Fe.
F. M. Murphy, who may Justly be
On Sunday the section foreman of
Whipple,
godfather
of
is
in
termed the
Denver & Rio Grande railroad at
receipt of a late letter from the war the
Espanola. accompanied by a young wodepartment at Washington, which man,
climbed to the summit of Round
states that an assistant quartermaster Top mountain,
near E. F. Hobart's
body
now
en
route
to
of that
is
Pres ranch, south of Espanola.
Soon afteraccompany
will
Fun
cott and
General
woman came running down
ward
the
represents
ston. As this officer
direct
mountain to the ranch house and
ly the maintenance department of the the
reported
her companion had accimilitary service and all building or dentally that
himself. Mr. Huff,
shot
other improvements of the post comes stays at the house, summoned aid who
for
under his official surveillance, the dis the wounded man, who it Is believed
patching cf this officer to Whipple at will die, as the bullet passed through
this time is plainly evident that the one lung.
post is to be rehabilitated immediately
and placed in order to accommodate
The Most common Ailment.
additional troops. The energetic conMore people suner from rheumatism
sideration these days given to Whipple than from
ailment. This is
by the war department is pleasing to wholly unnecessary, too, for a cure
our people, autl that a permanent and may be effected at a very small cost.
garrison is to follow. G. W. Wescott. of Meadowdale. N. Y.,
commodious
there is now no doubt. Prescott Jour says: "I have been afflicted with rheumatism for some time and it has
caused me much suffering. I concludWhooping Coush.
ed to try Chamberlain's Pain Balm and
A woman wno nas had experience am pleased to say that it has cured
with this disease, tell3 how to prevent me." For sale by all druggists.
any dangerous consequences from it.
Word has been received officially to
She says: Our three children took
whooping cough last summer, our baby the effect that tho mechanical departboy being only three months old, and ment of the Santa Fe has announced
owing to our giving them Chamber the appointment of A. B. Todd, as masIain's Cough Remedy, they lost none ter mechanic at Winslow, Ariz., sucof their plumpness and came out in ceeding S. T. Park, the present divismuch better health than other children ion master mechanic of tho Southern
whose parents did not use this remedy. California division. Mr. Todd is now
Our oldest little girl would call lustily assistant foreman of the construction
for cough syrup between whoops. Jes works at the Puget Sound nhval statsie Pinkey Hall, Sprir.gville, Ala. This ion, but has had extensive experiences
remedy is for sale hy all druggists.
in railroad work, both on the Pennsylo
vania lines and on the Mexican
HINiS FOR HOUSEWIVES.
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any-othe-

If black underwear, stockings or
Will Cure Consumption.
black yarn that is to be knitted Is boilA. A. Herren, Finch. Ark., .writes:
In
dye
will
few
a
milk
ed
minutes
the
"Foley's Honey and Tar is the best
not stain the skin.
preparation for coughs, colds and lung
red-hot
of
iron to the head
Hold a
I know that it has cured controuble.
the screw for a short time and use the sumption in the first
stages." Alvarado
screw driver while the screw is still Pharmacy.
hot to remove a rusty screw.
Cut glass should have the greatest
F. W. Thomas, lately of the Baldcare in handling. A wooden tub should win Locomotive works at Philadelphia,
be used lor washing, and the water in has been appointed engineer of tests
which it is cleaned should never be of the Santa Fe, and took charge of
too warm for the hands.
at San Bernardino Tuesday.
soup a teacup-fil- l the work
If in making split-peThe office ha3 been vacant since Ben
of whipped cream is put in the Johnson went to the Mexican Centureen Just as the soup is poured over, tral as superintendent of machinery.
the Improvement in flavor of the soup
will be noticeable.
The puree has
No Loss of Time.
sometimes a flat, even watery taste
I l.ave sold
Chamberlain's Colic,
that is not at all agreeable, which the Cholera and Diarrhoea
Remedy for
whipped cream entirely removes.
years,
would rather be out of cofTo remove a tignt ring from the fee andand
sugar than it. I sold five botfinger pass a piece of linen thread or tles of it yesterday
to threshers
fine twine under the ring, and wind it could go no farther, and they arethat
at
round and round the finger toward the work again this morning. II. R,
tip. Then take the end below the ring Phelps, Plymouth, Oklahoma. As will
and gradually unwind it. During the be seen by the above the threshers
process the ring will be gently pushed were able to keep on with their work
upward till, little by uttle, It has movlosing a single day's time. You
ed along the string to a thinner part without
Reep a bottle of this remedy in
should
ringer,-rehence it is easily
of the
your home. For Bale by all druggists.
moved.
A good supply of doylies and carvers
John Donahue, formerly a mechanwill protect the tablecloth and will ic at the San Beruadino Ehops, but who
make it possible to avoid spots. The has been away during the winter
carvers may be easily made at home, months, has returned to the city, and
and if the linen is bought by the yard will go to work at the shop again.
and the cloth hemstitched and a little While absent he has been working at
embroidery put on them they will add Tucson, Arii.
greatly to the appearance of the table,
and the work may be done between
Reveals a Great Secret.
It is often asked how such startling
times when some light or fancy work
cures, that puzzle the best physicians,
is desired.
In using the wringer, it saves both are effected by Dr. Klng'B New DisHere's the
the wash and the washerwoman to fold covery for Consumption.
the clothes to an even thickness and secret. It cuts out the phlegm and
mucus, and lets the
exactly the breadth of the wringer
oxygen enrich and vitalize the
rolls. Sending things through in lumps
and bunches strains the springs and blood. It heals the Inflamed, cough-wor- n
brings them quicKly to the breaking
Hard colds
throat and lungs.
point. It is much the same with turn- and stubborn coughs soon yield to Dr.
ing the crank. One vicious jerk does King's New Discovery, the most infalmore harm than steady rolling on a lible remedy for all throat and lung
whole wash. As Boon as washing is diseases. Guaranteed bottles f0c and
over use clear, warm water over the $1.00. Trial bottles free at all drugwringer, first removing It from tiie tub gists.
o
and standing it on end; then wipe it
"Jack" Sedwick, the boiler maker
dry, put a little fresh oil in the hearings to guard against rust, and set it who was so severely Injured by the
aw.iy in a dry place. eo!d enough to falling of a fire pan at the San Bernardino shops Saturday last, is improving
prevent all danger of warping.
rapidly. There Is still a small clot of
Wants Others to Know.
blood on the brain, but the pFTysician
"I have used DeWitt's I.ittlo Early believes that this will not interfere
Risers for constipation and torpid liver with recovery, and holds out the hope
and they are all right. I am glad to that the sick man will be able to leave
indorse them for I think when we find his bed in a few days.
a good thine we ought to let others
know it." writes Alfred Helnxe, Quln-cy- .
Won't Fellow Advice After Paying
111.
gripe or distress.
Thv rever
For It.
pills. .1. H. O Rielly & Co.;
Sure,
In a recent article a prominent phy&
Co.
II. Bri;;s
sician says: "It is next to impossible
for the physician to get his patients to
Tough Character Granted a Pardon.
carry out any prescribed course of
Last w ek l.eandro Martinez, a tonsil
or
to the smallest extent;
character well known in Coifax coun- - he has butdiet
one resort lift, namely, the
tv, v. ho was sentenced to the Canon drug treatment."
When medicines ate
City penitentiary in lfi5, for forty-fivfor chronic constipation, the most
years for killing a man named Allen at used
mild and gentle obtainable, such as
Starkville. C'o'o.. has hen granted a Chamberlain's Stomach
& Liver Tat-letpardon through the efforts of his atshould be employed. Their use is
torney and Hon. Casimiro Barela. Mar- not followed
by constipation as they
tinez is comparatively young and it is leave the bowels
in a natural and
hoped he will profit by the six years of
Incprcerat'on and lead a different life. healthy condition. For tale by all
The Springer Stockman soys that
several months before the killing oc
Subscribe tor The Dally Olzeo
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JOBBERS AND
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ALETTE,
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Successor to

a

germ-infecte-
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A. B. McGaffey

&

Company,

Th

retailers of yueeiisware
China, Glassware, Tin and Enamel
Ware, Lamps, Toys and Notions.

BAR GLASSWARE A SPECIALTY

life-givin- g

SPECIALS

25
12
12

12
12

Uurnt Chamois Purses, ($ . . . 70c
Burnt Leather Kinger Purses.$i. 5
Carved Leather I'inger Purses
$1.25
Carvetl Purses
$1.05
1

SPECIALS

each
each

Purses Carved Leather.. .. $2.15 each
12 Purses, Carved Leather... $2.85 each
2 Men's Carved Bill Hooks.. $1.75 each
12 Men's Carved Bill Books.. $2.95 each
f' Men's Carved Bill Books.. $3,45 each
6 Carved Leather Card Cases $2.15 each
Men's and Ladies' Carved Belts at cost.
12

1

each
each

Chatelaine Purses, Carved
Leather, combinations... $2.85 each

Indian Curios and Burnt Leather Pilleries, Etc.

r

AT COST.
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EVERY WALK IN LIFE.

ARIZONA TOWNS
ST. JOHNo.
From Snips.
The St. Johns Stake academy has
teon closed on account of diphtheria
Miss Lottie Sherwood, a popular
lelle of this city, has gone to the Grand
Canyon for the summer.
Captain Hogue spent a few days last
week surveying In the mountains. He
reports rain and cold up there.
Dr. Wool ford mot with a serious accident this week-- . He was chopping
some stove wood and made a "miss
lick" and cut his foot quite iiadly. He
answering calls in promiscuhas
ous conveyances this week.
A. Clauson and Proi. A. A. Maxwell,
two gentlemen of leisure, are in the
city resting from a long drive across
country. They came from Lincoln, N.
M., and have visited various towns in
the territory. They contemplate going
from here to Gallup. N. M.

len

WINSLOW.

From the Mail.
Will we honor our nolile dead May
30th? An effort will be made, let every
one help.

Farmers along the river will commence cutting their first crop of alfalfa
in about ten days.
Tho great register is now open.
Don't fall to get your name on it if
you expect to vote this fall.
Why don't we have a base ball game?
Why is It? It Is because the base ball
boys have no funds.
Every person should pay their poll
tax promptly so as to insure better
schools and longer school terms.
The Foresters held their regular

monthly meeting in the Engineers' hall
with a large attendance of members.
Mrs. Charles Flinn arrived home yesterday morning from a Beveral months'
visit in California for the benefit of her
health, which we are pleased to note Is
very much improved.
through
A prairie schooner passed
town today en route from Globe. Ariz.,
to Denver, Colo. The party consisted
of three persons and they report a
pleasant trip this far.
WILLIAMS.

From the ftews.
John Leak has resigned his position
at Salzman's. He will sell out and go
east.
The surprise "stag" given by Mrs.
George O. Wharton last Saturday evening in honor of her husband was a
success in every particular.
Frank Wilson, of Arthur, Mo., died
at the hospital in this city last Tues
day afternoon of consumption. De
ceased was about 31 years of age.
Memorial services will be held at
the Methodist church on Sunday eve
nlng. May 25.

Rev. Geyer will deliver

an address, and members of both the
civil and late wars are requested to
be

present

George A. Dorsey, curator of the
Field Columbian museum at Chicago,
accompanied by his wife and daughter,
visited at the Grand Canyon this ween,
Dr. Dorsey is one, of the best Informed
men in the country regarding Indians
and their customs.
Qeorge T. Schmelzel. formerly employed by the Grand Canyon Electric
Light & Power company, and who now
resides at Silver City, N. M., after having visited in Jerome, stopped over
here for a day oa nls way home last

Saturday.

HOLBROOK.

From the Argus.

F. M. Zuck paid Winslow a visit.
J. J. Voshburgh left for Los Angeles.
J. B. Patterson made a trip to Gallup
this week.
J. D. Smithson was In from Wood

ruff.
J. Y. Lee, of Woodruff, has been in
Holbrook the last few days.
J. H. Bearrup, the Albuquerque wool
buyer was here.
The freighters have been doing a
very good business the past week.
T. V. Keams came in from the east
and left for the canyon.
J. H. Willis and O. D. Flake were
down from Snowflake.
Charles Cahn and A. E. Maupin were
In from their trading posts this week
Ben Schuster came down from St.
Johns to oversee the shipping of his
wool.
Ben and Adof Schuster left for St.
Johns to look after their extensive

business.
Bernard Schuster stopped off at Hot
tirook to visit old friends. He was en
route to Needles.
H. H. Scorse left for the'mountalns
where he will look after his sheep bust

ness.
J. B. Patterson, of St. Sohns, has
been at Holbrook the last week ship
ping wool and looking after other busl
ness.
F. J. Wattron has put a new floor in
his drug store, which gives the estal- -

lishment a letter appearance.
Dr. G. H. Richardson returned from
,
Captain
Fort Grant. His
Meyers, and wlfa came in from the
father-in-law-

west and accompanied
Apache.

him to

KINGMAN.

rort

Albuquerque Citizens Appreciate "The
Little conqueror."
Every class of citizens has sick kid
neys. The busy business man ruKliing
through life on the run fails to realize
he dally puts upon
for the time being. A pump may be the constant strain
tne Kidneys. 1 he mechanic forced to
put in to handle the water.
The Sifnta Fe is laying heavier steel assume unnatural positions, stooping
on this division and putting the road and straining at his work, does not
that his backache is simply kidbed In the best of repair. It Is alleged know
ney ache, ihe clerk on his feet con
that the big locomotives have been tinually,
leaning over a counter or
wrecking the roadbed, causing innumrailroaders, conductors, enerable wrecks of both freight and pas- desk;
gineers, street car men subject to consenger trains.
Jarring, all have backache from
This week there was brought to the stantkidneys.
Women at their house
Arizona sampling works from mining the
boys and girls at play
claims owned by the White Hills Min hold duties, kidneys
and give them
ing company, in Minnesota mining dis overtax the
work than they can do. 'Tis a
trict, a shipment of very rich gold ore. more
fortunate thing the kidneys warn you
The veins from which this shipment of when
trouble; that they cry out for
ore was taken show big values on the help. in
Don't neglect the warning. Don't
surface.
neglect a bad back. A lame, weak or
aching back if neglected means future
FLAGSTAFF.
urinary
trouble, kidney trouble,
From the Gem.
trouble. Doan's Kidney
Pills cure
If Flagstaff Is to have an organized every form of kidney ill, cure a bad
l.nse ball team this season it is a'lout back and make sick kidneys well.
Doan's Kidney Pills are endorsed by
time they were doing something.
Two new saloons opened In Flagstaff people you know. Read what a Kansas
the latter part of last week, which City citizen says;
Mr. H. T. Hazen, of 1007 Grand ave
makes ten bars in town, yet some peonue, Kansas City, blacksmith employ
ple complain of being thirsty.
J. J. Cooper, who was convicted at ed at the Urle Mining & Machinery Co.,
the September term of our district says: "I suffered from most depresscourt in 1900, has applied to the gov- ing pains in my back, so much at times
ernor of the territory for a pardon.
that I could scarcely attend to my
Contractor M. J. Kennedy is pushing work, could hardly get out of bed
the brick work on the first Btory of mornings and could not ride on street
Mrs. A. M. Hicks' new building on the cars, for the least Jar meant excruciating pain. There was also a weakness
south of the railroad track.
D. F. Jones, the publisher of this of the kidneys which caused me Incon
paper, was quietly married at this venience and distress, besides breakplace last Friday to Miss Marie Hanna. ing my rest at nights. I saw Doan's
of Arnett, Ark. Probate Judge N. G. Kidney Pills advertised, and tried
Layton penormed the marriage
them. The treatment effectively and
promptly relieved me of the pain In
At a meeting of the Riordan Hose my back, and the other annoyances encompany last night the following offt-er- s tirely disappeared. There has not been
were elected: Fred Hull, foreman; the slightest recurrence since.''
Just such emphatic endorsement can
Fenton Jones, first assistant; William
F. L. Beal, be had right here In Albuquerque. Drop
Rudd. second assistant;
secretary, and Robert Kidd, treasurer. Into the Alvarado Pharmacy and ask
Mrs. Frank Rodriguez, who has been what their customers report.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
sick for the past few days, Is
Co., Buffalo. W.
cents. Foster-MilburMrs. Henry Heller is having a neat Y.. sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name Doan s and
little cottage built on the hill in the
east part of town.
take no other.
o
William Watson, wife and child ar
Business Ocening, $5,000.
rived Monday from California and will
Here is a chance tor some one to
reside here In the future.
A number of Flagstaff musicians purchase a well established and very
n

met last night and arranged to furnish profitable business In a first class mining town in Arizona at a bargain. It is
music on Decoration Day.
The Zahn & Baldwin Mining com- about a 5,000 proposition, including
pany, of San Francisco, Cal., are re fine up to date stock, three lots, large
ceiving machinery here this week storeroom with cellar, stable
which will be used to dredge the San dwelling house, finely furnished, etc.;
Juan river. The place where they will monthly sales, 2,750; mostly casn;
begin operations is 224 miles northeast terms easy; death of wife and child of
proprietor reason for selling. At a
of Flagstaff.
The present teachers in the Flagstair glance it will be seen that this is a rare
puiilic schols have been
chance to make an exceptionally good
for the ensuing school year? except in Investment. For full particulars and
the primary department. Miss Logie, terms, address or Bee H. S. Knight at
the teacher in this department, did not once, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
'
o
apply and the trustees have employed
a Miss Shafer, of North Dakota, to fill
MONUMENTS.
this position.
All kinds of stone and mable work.
moderate. Shop and yard cor
Prices
BUSINESS LOCALS.
ner Fifth street and Railroad avenue.
H. Q. MAURINO
Economize by trading at The Econo
mist.
Copper, tin and galvanized iron W.
TRIMBLE & CO.
work. Whitney company.
It will pay you to see Hall & Learn-ar- Second street, between Railroad and
Copper avenue
before purchasing a piano.
No tuberculosis preservaline or col- Horses and Mules bought and exchang
oring in Matthews' Jersey milk.
ed. Livery, Sale, Feed and
Klelnwort's Is the place to get your
Transfer Stables
nice fresh steak. All kinds of nice
BEST TURNOUT8 IN THE CITY
meat.
Demlng has an abundance of water
Address W. L. TRIMBLE & CO,
for Irrigating vineyards, orchards, or
Albuquerque, N. M.
gardens.
Buy lota and build In Demlng. Your
rental returns will be 20 per cent on
the Investment
STEVE LALLINQ, Prop.
Orders taken for every known make
of stoves and ranges. Albuquerque
We handle the finest line of Liquor
Hardware company.
and Cigars. All patrons and frier
Demlng is a great health resort
cordially Invited to visit the Iceberg.
has no superior in climate for the cure
Couth 3cond street
of pulmonary troubles.
Look Into Klelnwort's market on
North Third street He has the nicest
fresh meats in the city.
We are sole agents for Wheeler &
Dealers in
Wlison sewing machines. Albert Fa
ber, 305 Railroad avenue.
Why buy high priced lots when you Sheep, Wool, Hides,
can get them cheap in Demlng now,
with certain advance assured?
Goat skins
We carry the largest variety of Ha
oleums and oil cloths in this city,
WRITE FOR PRICES
Albert Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
Demlng needs one hundred new
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
houses to supply the demand, and
needs them now. This demand con'
JACOB SILVA & CO.,
tinues to grow.
Mrs. I sol a Bambini, at her parlors
Dealers In
at the corner of Railroad avenue and
8AN ANTONIO WHITE STONE.
North Fourth street, is prepared to
give thorough scalp treatment, do hair
dressing, treat corns, bunions and In
THE BEST BUILDING STONE IN
growing nails.
She gives masBage
treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bain NEW MEXICO, USED IN ALL THE
bini's own preparations of complexion BIG BUILDINGS IN ALBUQUERQUE
cream builds up the skin and improves AND IN THE SISTERS' HOSPITAL.
the complexion, and are guaranteed YARDS ON RAILROAD AVENUE,
not to be injurious. She also prepares
a hair tonic that cures and prevents BETWEEN FOURTH AND FIFTH
dandruff ind hair falling out; restores STREETS. ORDERS SOLICITED.
life to dead hair; removes moles
1902
warts and superfluous hair. Give her 1882
a triaL
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Only 10 Days More
V
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can't get the time to itemize the
numerous values to be had at this sale.

Come and see for yourself and you
will be convinced. Remember this sale
is only for a FEW days more, as we are to
move.
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Our New Stand will be One Door North of
' The Postoffice.

S. E. Newcomer,

r

ALBUQUERQUE,

212 W. Railroad Avenue.

NEW MEXICO

L

d

C. A. HUD SON,

The ICEBERG

DEALER IN

.

109-11-

1

E. G.

Garcia & Co

Pelts

o

BADARACCO'S SUMMER GARDEN
From the Miner.
Just North of the City Limits.
The Arrow plant is being packed up
Open day and night. Bar supplied
preparatory to removing it to Chlorwith best of liquors and cigars and ice
ide.
The Vulcan tmelttr has been ship- cold bottled beer. Ball and concert
ped to
and the work of erec- every Saturday evening, and concert
tion will be' commenced Hunt away. every Sunday afternoon. Bowling alley
Grading has
under way for a free to visitors. Lunches served. Gar
week and water for all purples has den has swings and nice shade trees
Everybody Invited and good order pre
been developed.
The mill of the Pacific Redaction served.
company has been running for some
VELVET RIBBONS, VELVET RIB
times on ores from the Great West RONS.
VELVET RIBBONS. ROSEN
of
the
has
Letter
charee
Hank
mine.
BROS.
WALD
good
getting
results.
Is
mill and
on
this
used
fuel
oil
is tae
Now that
division of the Santa Ke all ash pits MotherGray's Sweet Dowders
being
removed as they are alleged
are
to be dangerous to both trainmen and for children. Mother Gray, for years a
others who may have occasion to walk, nurse in the Children s Home In New
York, treated children successfully
along the track.
Janu s M. Teeters exploded a quan-- ' with a remedy, now prepared and pVuc
tity of giant powder in a canyon north ed in the drug stores, called Mother
of town, the concussion from which Gray's Sweet Powders for Children,
shook every building in town. Many! They are harmless as milk, pleasant
people were badly frightened and ran to take and never fall. A certain cure
around the streets seeking the cause for feverishness, constipation, head
ache, teething and stomach disorders
of the earthquake.
Water has been encountered In such and remove worms. At all druggists
quantity that the leasers on the Night 25c. Don't accept any substitute. Sam
Hawk mine are unaole to control it pie sent free. Address Allen S. Olm
aud have had to suspend operations stead, Le Roy, N. Y.
b'-e-
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New Styles
New Designs

& Co.

THS MEANS:

Sole agents for casino and Oia brand
Canned Goods. Dealers In

Staple and Fancy Groceries
South Second street.
Creamery Butter Best on
earth
Orders solicited.
Free delivery.
214

Hillsboro

DotJer In

Staple and

Fancy Groceries
206

WEST

RAILROAD

Right Styles.
44

J. A. SKINNER

AVENUE,

AD

ACKERMAN,
Land Attorney, 606 Montgomery St
San Francisco, C?l.
JOHN

D.
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C. A.

TITLE TO GOVERNMENT
LAND
ACQUIRED CHEAPLY WITHOUT
RESIDENCE OR OCCUPATION.
PARTICULARS

J

Right Prices.

Send your Orders and they will be promptly
attended to.

U. M.

FOR FULL
DRESS

4 4. 4

4--4.

118

HUDSON

North Second Street,

(

Albuquerque, N.

M,

I

